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David M. Schneider 
 
To efficiently process natural environments, many species have sensory systems 
that selectively encode behaviorally relevant information. Vocal communicators such as 
humans and songbirds rely on their auditory systems to recognize vocalizations and to 
extract vocalizations from complex auditory scenes. Yet many of the neural correlates of 
these perceptual abilities remain poorly understood. In this dissertation, I describe neural 
mechanisms by which the songbird auditory system produces sparse, informative and 
background-invariant neural representations of vocalizations. First, I show that auditory 
midbrain neurons encode vocalizations differently than other complex sounds, and that 
subthreshold excitation and inhibition may facilitate stimulus-dependent encoding of 
vocalizations. Second, I show that the responses of individual midbrain neurons can be 
unreliable, and that pooling the responses of correlated and similarly tuned neurons 
facilitates the neural discrimination of vocalizations. Third, I show that sparse coding 
neurons in the songbird forebrain extract individual vocalizations from auditory scenes at 
signal-to-noise ratios that match behavior. Lastly, I show that a simple neural circuit of 
delayed inhibition transforms a dense and background-sensitive neural representation into 
a sparse and background-invariant representation, in as little as one synapse. Together, 
these findings illuminate previously unknown mechanisms for selective vocalization 
coding, suggest a behaviorally relevant role for the ubiquitous phenomenon of sparse 
neural coding, and provide a neural correlate for the perceptual extraction of 
vocalizations from complex auditory scenes. 
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If a communication channel is to be effective in practice, whether it be a 
telephone line, a radio wave, a human sentence or a bird-song, it must 
have some resistance to interruption, some ability to be received in spite 
of the competition from innumerable meaningless sensory events 
accompanying it. 





It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data. Insensibly, one 
begins to twist facts to suit theories, instead of theories to suit facts. 







1.1 THE SONGBIRD AS A MODEL FOR VOCAL COMMUNICATION 
Ranging from extremely simple to elaborately complex, vocalizations are the basis for 
communicating social information for multiple animal species. For humans and other vocal 
communicators, species-specific vocalizations are a means of advertising status, defending 
territory, warning of predators and in general, sharing information (Seyfarth and Cheney, 2003). 
Although humans are likely unique in their capacity to convey nearly infinite amounts of 
information through their vocalizations, many aspects of human speech are far from exclusive. 
For instance, many animal species communicate with equally complex sounds, and a few clades 
learn the complex vocalizations that they use to communicate. Among this group are whales and 
bats (Janik and Slater, 1997), hummingbirds (Baptista and Schuchmann, 1990) and songbirds 
(Doupe and Kuhl, 1999), all of which are capable of producing sounds that are not in their 
genetic repertoire. Of all the vocal learners, the songbird has proved a singular model system for 
studying the neural basis of vocal communication. 
Multiple parallels exist between vocal communication in songbirds and in humans. As 
with speech, the vocalizations that songbirds produce can be highly complex, and many 
songbirds learn these vocalizations during a critical period that is similar to that of young 
humans. Also like humans, the songbird brain has motor areas that are dedicated to the 
production of vocalizations and sensory areas that specialize in the processing of vocalizations. 
And songbird behavior – both innate and trained – provides a window into birds’ perceptual 
abilities, showing that birds identify, recognize and discriminate among the vocalizations of 
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familiar individuals. One particular species of songbird, the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata), 
has become a commonly used model system because of its ability to copy a tutor vocalization; its 
closed-end critical periods for vocal learning; its ability to learn and perform behavioral tasks in 
the laboratory; and its willingness to breed in captivity. 
The most complex vocalization that a zebra finch produces is song, which is learned 
during adolescence in a process that is similar to human speech learning (Doupe and Kuhl, 
1999). Only male zebra finches learn to sing, beginning with an early sensory phase during 
which young zebra finches must listen to the song of an adult tutor; the absence of a tutor during 
this critical window precludes birds from producing normal song during adulthood. Following 
the sensory phase, zebra finches enter a period of sensori-motor learning during which they 
practice singing. As juveniles practice, their vocalizations become less noisy, more stereotyped, 
and highly similar to the song of their tutor (Tchernichovski et al., 2001). During this phase, 
birds need to hear the vocalizations they produce in order to improve but no longer need to hear 
their tutor (Konishi, 1965). The sensori-motor phase ends at the onset of adulthood (~90 days 
post hatch), after which a bird’s song closely resembles their tutor’s and becomes much less 
labile. Although adult birds need some auditory feedback in order to maintain a proper song 
(Woolley and Rubel, 1997; Woolley and Rubel, 1999), even after deafening, their song can 
remain remarkably stable for up to one year (Lombardino and Nottebohm, 2000). 
The spectacular degree to which zebra finches copy their tutor’s song is mediated by 
discrete brain structures that are dedicated to hearing, learning and producing vocalizations. 
Forebrain areas involved in song production and song learning have been thoroughly studied, 
providing neural correlates of nearly every aspect of vocal learning and vocal production 
(Brainard and Doupe, 2002). The auditory system – necessary for hearing, understanding and 
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remembering complex sounds – runs parallel to the vocal production pathway, with discrete 
areas dedicated to processing sound and populations of neurons that are selective for salient 
features of song (Doupe and Konishi, 1991; Hsu et al., 2004). The songbird auditory system is 
highly similar to that of mammals (Jarvis et al., 2005) and provides a window into the neural 
circuitry dedicated to processing vocalizations. 
Aside from their vocal learning abilities, zebra finches are also excellent at behaviorally 
discriminating among complex sounds, and many labs have adopted the zebra finch as a 
behavioral model to study the perception of vocalizations and other sounds. Male and female 
zebra finches produce innate behaviors in response to vocalizations, including phonotaxis and 
courtship displays (Riebel, 2009), and both sexes can be trained to report auditory percepts using 
non-natural behaviors such as key pecks (Gess et al., 2011). Behavioral experiments have shown 
that zebra finches can discriminate between the vocalizations of different species (Clayton and 
Prove, 1989), among the vocalizations of different individuals (Miller, 1979), and among subtle 
variations of the same vocalization (Nagel et al., 2010). 
For more than three decades, the zebra finch has served as an irreplaceable model system 
for studying the neural basis of vocal production and perception. Still, many important questions 
regarding how the brain encodes and recognizes vocalizations remain unanswered, and the zebra 
finch continues to provide a tangible system for uncovering how the brain mediates one of the 
most important yet basic features of animal life: vocal communication. 
 
1.2 NEURAL SELECTIVITY FOR VOCALIZATIONS 
The auditory systems of vocal communicators are exceptional at processing complex 
sounds, particularly vocalizations. The basic architecture of the auditory pathway is similar 





























1.1 Comparison of mammalian and avian auditory pathways 
Schematic representations of the mammalian (left) and avian (right) auditory pathways, from the 
cochlear nuclei to the auditory forebrain. IC, Inferior colliculus; MGB, Medial geniculate body; 
A1, Primary auditory cortex; I,II,III,VI,V,VI, layers of the auditory cortex; Belt, Higher stages of 
auditory cortical processing; MLd, Mesencephalicus lateralis dorsalis; Ov, Nucleus ovoidalis; 




evolved specialized neural systems for processing vocalizations over other complex sounds. For 
example, human speech is selectively encoded within multiple cortical areas including Heschl’s 
gyri and Wernicke’s area (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007), while songbird vocalizations are 
selectively represented in forebrain auditory and sensori-motor areas such as HVC (Margoliash 
and Konishi, 1985). In humans and in songbirds, lesions of these areas produce severe deficits in 
the perceptual discrimination of vocalizations (Brenowitz, 1991; Gentner et al., 2000; Hickok 
and Poeppel, 2000), underscoring the importance of vocalization-selective neural processing in 
communication behavior. 
In zebra finches, as in humans, sound processing begins at the ear, where the cochlea 
transduces sound pressure waveforms traveling through the air into electrical signals, segregating 
complex sounds into separate frequency channels. This peripheral decomposition of sound into 
frequency bands forms a tonotopic map on the cochlear surface that is propagated throughout the 
auditory pathway and establishes frequency as one of the basic acoustic features to which 
neurons are tuned. From the cochlear nuclei, ascending auditory information passes to the 
auditory midbrain nucleus mesencephalicus lateralis dorsalis (MLd, homolog of mammalian 
inferior colliculus), which sends information via the auditory thalamus (nucleus ovoidalis, 
homolog of mammalian medial geniculate body) to the primary thalamorecipient area of the 
telencephalon, Field L (analog of mammalian primary auditory cortex). Field L contains multiple 
subfields that are thought to be analogous to layers of the primary auditory cortex (Wang et al., 
2010). Projection neurons in Field L send information to two higher auditory areas, the 
caudomedial nidopallium (NCM) and caudal mesopallium (CM; Vates et al., 1996). NCM and 
CM are analogous to non-primary auditory regions in mammals, send reciprocal projections 
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between one another, and provide auditory input to the sensori-motor area HVC (Kelley and 
Nottebohm, 1979). 
In the zebra finch, many auditory neurons preferentially encode vocalizations compared 
to other complex sounds and vocalization selectivity is strongest at the highest levels of the 
auditory pathway. Some neurons in the sensori-motor area HVC respond preferentially to 
playback of a bird’s own song compared to playback of any other birds’ songs (Margoliash and 
Konishi, 1985). In NCM and CM, the highest levels of purely auditory processing, neurons are 
selective for a subset of vocalizations and respond preferentially to behaviorally relevant songs 
(Gentner, 2006). In Field L, the spike trains of individual neurons convey more information 
regarding vocalizations than they do similarly complex, non-natural sounds. (Hsu et al., 2004)  
In the auditory midbrain, neurons are sensitive to the statistics of different sound classes 
and adapt their acoustic feature selectivity during the processing of vocalizations (Woolley et al., 
2005; Woolley et al, 2006). Adaptive changes in the feature selectivity of individual midbrain 
neurons occur extremely quickly and have been shown to optimize the information encoded by 
neurons about the sensory environment (Escabi et al., 2003) and facilitate neural (Woolley et al., 
2005) and behavioral discrimination of complex stimuli (Dahmen et al., 2010). Further, 
vocalization selectivity early in the auditory pathway potentially forms the basis for vocalization-
selective neurons at later stages of auditory processing. 
Despite the importance of stimulus-dependent tuning in the auditory midbrain, the 
cellular and circuit mechanisms responsible for stimulus-dependent receptive fields in MLd 
remain elusive. In particular, it is unclear whether MLd neurons dynamically change their tuning 
via active neural mechanisms, or whether a static neural circuit can account for the observed 
changes in acoustic feature selectivity. Determining the mechanisms by which midbrain neurons 
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adjust their feature selectivity is important for understanding how neurons respond to different 
stimulus classes in multiple sensory modalities. 
 
1.3 NEURAL DISCRIMINATION OF VOCALIZATIONS 
Animals can behaviorally discriminate among complex stimuli using a variety of sensory 
modalities. Visually attuned animals such as primates can discriminate among subtly different 
visual patterns (Britten et al., 1992), whereas tactile animals such as rodents are adept at 
discriminating among patterns of vibrissa stimulation (Carvell and Simons, 1990). Similarly, 
vocal communicators recognize and discriminate among conspecific vocalizations and are able 
to distinguish subtle variants of behaviorally relevant sounds. For instance, human infants can 
distinguish between sentences from different languages (Ramus et al., 2000) and can categorize 
variants of the same phoneme (Liberman et al., 1967). Similarly, frogs, birds, and other vocal 
communicators can discriminate between subtle differences in their species-specific 
vocalizations (Nagel et al., 2010; Elliott and Kelley, 2007), suggesting robust abilities to 
recognize and categorize complex and behaviorally relevant sounds.  
The spiking responses of individual neurons and groups of neurons convey information 
that could be used during the behavioral recognition and discrimination of sensory stimuli. 
Neural discrimination quantifies how well sensory stimuli can be classified based on a neuron’s 
spiking responses and it is related to the amount of information encoded by a neuron’s spike 
trains. The more reliable and reproducible a neuron’s response is to a single stimulus, and the 
more different a neuron’s response is to different stimuli, the more information that neuron 
conveys. In many sensory modalities, the firing rates of individual neurons can be used to 
accurately discriminate among stationary stimuli (Relkin and Pelli, 1987; Britten et al., 1992; 
Hernandez et al., 2000), and neural discrimination often matches or exceeds behavioral 
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discrimination. However, firing rate is a poor metric for the discrimination of complex, 
temporally structured stimuli such as vocalizations; and even when considering action potential 
timing, the discrimination abilities of most auditory neurons are worse than those of behaving 
birds (Wang et al., 2007) because individual sensory neurons often produce highly variable spike 
trains (Kara et al., 2000). Pooling the activity of multiple neurons can compensate for the jitter 
and ambiguity of single-neuron spike trains, increasing the degree to which spike timing 
information can be used to discriminate among stationary cues (Cohen and Newsome, 2009; 
Geffen et al., 2009). 
It is unclear whether pooling information from multiple neurons aids in the 
discrimination of temporally complex stimuli such as vocalizations. Further, it is unknown how 
neurons that produce imprecise spike trains should optimally pool their responses to maximize 
the information conveyed to downstream populations. Understanding the constraints under 
which neural populations optimally encode sensory information is critical for determining how 
the brain represents vocalizations and other time-varying sensory cues. 
 
1.4 SPARSE CODING 
Compared to neurons in early stages of sensory processing, higher order sensory neurons 
tend to be selective for complex sensory features and fire infrequently, and only a subset of 
neurons within a population is active at any time. These higher order neurons represent 
information with a sparse code, in which complex sensory information is represented by only a 
small number of active neurons at any given time. Sensory systems are thought to have evolved 
to use sparse codes as a way of efficiently representing behaviorally relevant natural stimuli 
(Barlow, 1961), and computational experiments confirm that, under the constraint of sparseness, 
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simulated auditory and visual neurons have filters that match those observed in vivo (Olshausen 
and Field, 1996; Lewicki, 2002).  
Aside from being metabolically efficient, sparse codes may also subserve sophisticated 
motor and perceptual abilities. In the visual system, sparse coding neurons produce scale- and 
rotation-invariant responses to complex objects (Booth and Rolls, 1998), providing a basis for 
perceptual recognition of three-dimensional objects regardless of viewing angle or distance. In 
the songbird pre-motor area HVC, individual neurons are active only once during each song 
motif, producing a temporally precise and exceptionally sparse motor code (Hahnloser et al., 
2002). Sparse coding neurons in HVC mediate song production via a synaptically coupled chain 
in which the activity of one neuron initiates part of the song and also drives the next neuron in 
the chain (Long et al., 2010). In the songbird auditory system, sparse coding populations in NCM 
and CM selectively encode familiar and behaviorally relevant vocalizations (Gentner, 2006) and 
are theoretically well suited to extract important sensory signals from complex sensory 
backgrounds (Asari et al., 2006). 
Despite the importance of sparse sensory coding, the mechanisms by which sparse codes 
are produced remain largely elusive. The higher auditory area NCM provides an opportunity to 
understand neural circuits involved in sparse coding. Neurons presynaptic to NCM represent 
vocalizations with a dense code, and it is unclear how the transformation from a dense to a sparse 
representation occurs in as little as one synapse. Further, NCM contains two 
electrophysiologically distinct cells types, only one of which represents vocalizations with a 
sparse code. Understanding the functional roles of sparse- and dense-coding populations in NCM 




1.5 THE COCKTAIL PARTY PROBLEM 
Animals maneuvering through natural environments extract behaviorally relevant 
information from complex sensory scenes. For example, rats use their noses to navigate complex 
olfactory worlds, avoiding predators while simultaneously searching for food; and bats and owls 
use sub-millisecond timing of auditory cues to hunt for prey in complete darkness while avoiding 
dangerous obstacles. Vocal communicators navigate an auditory landscape that can be equally 
complex, ignoring distracting sounds while focusing on behaviorally relevant acoustic cues. 
The challenge of extracting vocalizations from auditory scenes is termed the cocktail 
party problem (Cherry, 1953). The particular difficulty of the cocktail party problem arises from 
the fact that all the sounds in a listener’s vicinity – whether important or irrelevant – are funneled 
together at the ear. Although there are numerous ways to decompose the signal at the ear into 
individual acoustic sources, only one is correct, and the central nervous system must accurately 
parse apart this aggregate sound into individual streams. Despite the unmistakable difficulty that 
the cocktail party poses, humans, frogs and songbirds can all extract important vocalizations 
from complex and irrelevant backgrounds (Hulse et al., 1997; Bee, 2008). 
The ability to extract individual vocalizations from auditory scenes is thought to depend 
critically on the auditory cortex. Individual auditory cortex neurons are often selective for 
acoustic features that typify vocalizations (deCharms et al., 1998; Woolley et al., 2005) and 
produce sparse and selective spike trains in response to vocalizations (Gentner et al., 2003; 
Hromadka, 2008). Recent studies using functional MRI and local field potentials to measure 
population brain activity show that the auditory cortex responds more strongly to vocalizations in 
levels of background sound that permit their behavioral discrimination compared to levels of 
background sound that do not (Binder et al., 2004; Boumans et al., 2008). Further, in a multi-
speaker environment, the human auditory cortex encodes attended vocalizations significantly 
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better than unattended vocalizations (Mesgarani et al., 2012). However, despite evidence from 
population recordings, electrophysiology studies show that the responses of individual auditory 
neurons are strongly influenced by background sound (Bar-Yosef et al., 2002; Narayan et al., 
2007; Keller et al., 2009). In particular, the precise spike train pattern evoked by a vocalization 
presented alone becomes compromised when there are sounds in the background. Single neurons 
that produce background-invariant responses that match both psychophysics and population 
activity have not been discovered. 
The zebra finch is an excellent model for understanding whether and how single neurons 
extract individual vocalizations from auditory scenes. Sparse coding populations in the zebra 
finch auditory forebrain have been implicated in the extraction of vocalizations from auditory 
scenes, but direct electrophysiology evidence remains elusive. Determining how the brain 
extracts vocalizations from auditory scenes is critical for understanding natural scene analysis in 
every sensory modality, and is important for developing neuromorphic strategies for solving the 
cocktail party in hearing aids and other computer devices. 
 
1.6 SUMMARY 
The songbird serves as a model system for studying the neural basis of vocal 
communication. Although it is established that the songbird auditory system selectively encodes 
vocalizations over other complex sounds, the cellular and circuit mechanisms involved in 
encoding, transforming and selectively representing vocalizations remain largely unknown. The 
following chapters describe inquiries into three interrelated questions regarding how the brain 
selectively processes vocalizations, and the experiments described use behavioral, physiological, 
pharmacological and quantitative techniques. What cellular and circuit mechanisms do neurons 
in early auditory areas employ to encode vocalizations differently than they do other complex 
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sounds? How do groups of neurons interact to maximize the information they convey to 
downstream populations? And how does the brain extract individual vocalizations from complex 
auditory scenes? The answers to these questions are pertinent not only to understanding birdsong 
and human speech, but also to understanding how the brain encodes and decodes the complex 






EXTRA-CLASSICAL TUNING PREDICTS STIMULUS-DEPENDENT 
RECEPTIVE FIELDS IN AUDITORY NEURONS 
 
2.1 ABSTRACT 
The receptive fields of many sensory neurons are sensitive to statistical differences 
among classes of complex stimuli. For example, excitatory spectral bandwidths of midbrain 
auditory neurons and the spatial extent of cortical visual neurons differ during the processing of 
natural stimuli compared to the processing of artificial stimuli. Experimentally characterizing 
neuronal nonlinearities that contribute to stimulus-dependent receptive fields is important for 
understanding how neurons respond to different stimulus classes in multiple sensory modalities. 
Here we show that in the zebra finch, many auditory midbrain neurons have extra-classical 
receptive fields, consisting of sideband excitation and sideband inhibition. We also show that the 
presence, degree, and asymmetry of stimulus-dependent receptive fields during the processing of 
complex sounds are predicted by the presence, valence, and asymmetry of extra-classical tuning. 
Neurons for which excitatory bandwidth expands during the processing of song have extra-
classical excitation. Neurons for which frequency tuning is static and for which excitatory 
bandwidth contracts during the processing of song have extra-classical inhibition. Simulation 
experiments further demonstrate that stimulus-dependent receptive fields can arise from extra-
classical tuning with a static spike threshold nonlinearity. These findings demonstrate that a 
common neuronal nonlinearity can account for the stimulus dependence of receptive fields 





Sensory neurons are characterized by the stimuli that modulate their firing (Haberly, 
1969; Welker, 1976; Theunissen et al., 2001), and the stimulus features that evoke spiking 
responses define the neuron's receptive field (RF). The RF may be measured using simple stimuli 
such as tones or bars of light. In auditory neurons, the classical receptive field (CRF) is 
characterized by the frequency and intensity ranges of pure tones that evoke spiking responses 
(Schulze and Langner, 1999). The RFs of sensory neurons estimated from responses to complex 
stimuli such as vocalizations or natural scenes are called spectrotemporal or spatiotemporal 
receptive fields (STRFs), which are characterized by computing linear estimates of the 
relationship between stimulus features and neural responses. In auditory neurons, STRFs are 
linear models of the spectral and temporal features to which neurons respond during the 
processing of complex sounds (Theunissen et al., 2000). 
The STRFs of some sensory neurons are sensitive to statistical differences among classes 
of complex stimuli (Blake and Merzenich, 2002; Nagel and Doupe, 2006;Woolley et al., 
2006; Lesica et al., 2007; Lesica and Grothe, 2008; David et al., 2009;Gourévitch et al., 2009). 
Previous studies have proposed that stimulus-dependent changes in the linear approximation of 
the stimulus–response function may maximize the mutual information between stimulus and 
response (Fairhall et al., 2001; Escabí et al., 2003; Sharpee et al., 2006; Maravall et al., 2007), 
facilitate neural discrimination of natural stimuli (Woolley et al., 2005, 2006; Dean et al., 2008), 
and correlate with changes in perception (Webster et al., 2002; Dahmen et al., 2010). In 
principle, stimulus-dependent STRFs could arise if neurons adapt their response properties to 
changes in stimulus statistics (Sharpee et al., 2006) or if neurons have static but nonlinear 
response properties (Theunissen et al., 2000; Christianson et al., 2008). In the case of nonlinear 
response properties, different classes of stimuli drive a neuron along different regions of a 
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nonlinear stimulus–response curve. Determining the degree to which RF nonlinearities influence 
stimulus-dependent STRFs and experimentally characterizing such nonlinearities are important 
for understanding how neurons respond to different stimulus classes in multiple sensory 
modalities. 
Here we tested the hypothesis that major nonlinear mechanisms in auditory midbrain 
neurons are extra-classical receptive fields (eCRFs), which are composed of sideband excitation 
and/or inhibition and which modulate spiking responses to stimuli that fall within CRFs (Allman 
et al., 1985; Vinje and Gallant, 2002; Pollak et al., 2011). Songbirds were studied because they 
communicate using spectrotemporally complex vocalizations and because their auditory 
midbrain neurons respond strongly to different classes of complex sounds, allowing the direct 
comparison of spectrotemporal tuning to different sound classes. From single neurons, we 
estimated STRFs from responses to song and noise, computed CRFs from responses to single 
tones, and tested for the presence of eCRFs from responses to tone pairs. For each neuron, we 
measured the correspondence between stimulus-dependent STRFs and the presence, valence 
(excitatory or inhibitory), and frequency asymmetry (above or below best frequency) of eCRFs. 
Lastly, we used simulations to demonstrate that subthreshold tuning with a static spike threshold 





2.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.3.1 Surgery and electrophysiology 
All procedures were performed in accordance with the National Institutes of Health and 
Columbia University Animal Care and Use policy. The surgery and electrophysiology 
procedures are described in detail by Schneider and Woolley (2010). Briefly, 2 d before 
recording, male zebra finches were anesthetized, craniotomies were made at stereotaxic 
coordinates in both hemispheres, and a head post was affixed to the skull using dental cement. 
On the day of recording, the bird was given three 0.03 ml doses of 20% urethane. The responses 
of single auditory neurons in the midbrain nucleus mesencephalicus lateralis dorsalis (MLd) 
were recorded using glass pipettes filled with 1 M NaCl (Sutter Instruments), ranging in 
impedance from 3 to 12 MΩ. Neurons were recorded bilaterally and were sampled throughout 
the extent of MLd. We recorded from all neurons that were driven (or inhibited) by any of the 
search sounds (zebra finch songs, samples of modulation-limited noise). Isolation was ensured 
by calculating the signal-to-noise ratio of action potential and non-action potential events and by 
monitoring baseline firing throughout the recording session. Spikes were sorted offline using 
custom MATLAB software (MathWorks). 
 
2.3.2 Stimuli 
We recorded spiking activity while presenting song, noise, and tones from a free-field 
speaker located 23 cm directly in front of the bird. Upon isolating a neuron, we first played 200 
ms isointensity-pure tones [70 dB sound pressure level (SPL)] to estimate the neuron's best 
frequency (BF), and then presented isofrequency tones at the BF to construct a rate-intensity 
function. We next presented isointensity pure tones ranging in frequency between 500 and 8000 
Hz (in steps of 500 Hz) and tone pairs comprised of the BF paired with all other frequencies. The 
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two tones in a pair were each presented at the same intensity as the single tones, resulting in 
sounds that were louder than the individual tones. We chose the intensity such that the rate-
intensity function at the BF was not saturated and was typically 70 dB SPL (for 56% of neurons). 
If the neurons were unresponsive at 70 dB (8%) or if their rate-intensity functions were saturated 
(36%), we presented the tones at higher or lower intensities, respectively. After collecting the 
tone responses, we pseudorandomly interleaved 20 renditions of unfamiliar zebra finch song and 
10 samples of modulation-limited noise (Woolley et al., 2005), a spectrotemporally filtered 
version of white noise that has the same spectral and temporal modulation boundaries as zebra 
finch song (see Fig. 1). Each song and noise sample was presented 10 times. Song and noise 
samples were ∼2 s in duration and were matched in root means square (RMS) intensity (72 dB 
SPL). Lastly, we collected a complete tone CRF by playing 10 repetitions each of 200 ms pure 
tones that varied in frequency between 500 and 8000 Hz (in steps of 500 Hz) and intensity 
between 20 and 90 dB SPL (in steps of 10 dB). 
 
2.3.3 Estimating STRFs. 
Spectrotemporal receptive fields were calculated from responses to song and noise 
stimuli by fitting a generalized linear model (GLM) with the following parameters: a two-
dimensional linear filter in frequency and time (k, the STRF), an offset term (b), and a 15 ms 
spike history filter (h) (Paninski, 2004; Calabrese et al., 2011). The conditional spike rate of the 
model is given as λ: 
 
  
noise, computed CRFs from responses to single tones, and tested
for the presence of eCRFs from responses to tone pairs. For each
neuron, we measured the correspondence between stimulus-
dependent STRFs and the presence, valence (excitatory or inhib-
itory), and frequency asymmetry (above or below best frequency)
of eCRFs. Lastly, we used simulations to demonstrate that sub-
threshold tuning with a static spike threshold nonlinearity can
account for the observed stimulus dependence of real midbrain
neurons.
Materials and Methods
Surgery and electrophysiology. All procedures were performed in accor-
dance with the National Institutes of Health and Columbia University
Animal Care and Use policy. The surgery and electrophysiology pro-
cedures are described in detail by Schneider and Woolley (2010).
Briefly, 2 d before recording, male zebra finches were anesthetized,
craniotomies were made at stereotaxic coordinates in both hemi-
spheres, and a head post was affixed to the skull using dental cement.
On the day of recording, the bird was given three 0.03 ml doses of 20%
urethane. The responses of single auditory neurons in the midbrain
nucleus mesencephalicus lateralis dorsalis (MLd) were recorded us-
ing glass pipettes filled with 1 M NaCl (Sutter Instruments), ranging in
impedance from 3 to 12 Mohm. Neurons were recorded bilaterally
and were sampled throughout the extent of MLd. We recorded from
all neurons that were driven (or inhibited) by any of the search sounds
(zebra finch songs, samples of modulation-limited noise). Isolation
was ensured by calculating the signal-to-noise ratio of action poten-
tial and nonaction potential events and by monitoring baseline firing
throughout the recording session. Spikes were sorted offline using
custom MATLAB software (MathWorks).
Stimuli. We recorded spiking activity while presenting song, noise, and
tones from a free-field speaker located 23 cm directly in front of the bird.
Upon isolating a neuron, we first played 200 s isointensity-pure tones
[70 dB sound pressure level (SPL)] to estimate the neuron’s best fre-
quency (BF), and then presente isofrequency to es at the BF to con-
struct a rate-intensity function. We next presented isointensity-pure
tones ranging in frequency between 500 and 8000 Hz (in st ps of 500 Hz)
and tone pairs comprised of the BF paired with all other frequencies. The
two tones in a pair were each presented at t e same inte s ty as the single
tones, resulting in sounds that were louder than the individual tones. We
chose the intensity such that the rate-intensity function at the BF was not
saturated and was typically 70 dB SPL (for 56% of neurons). If the neu-
rons were unresponsive at 70 dB (8%) or if their ra -int nsity functions
were saturated (36%), we presented the tones at higher or lower intensi-
ties, respectively. After coll cting the tone responses, we pseudoran-
domly interleaved 20 renditions of unfamiliar zebra finch song and 10
samples of modulation-limited noise (Woolley et al., 2005), a spectro-
temporally filtered version of white noise that has the same spectral and
temporal modulation boundaries as zebra finch song (see Fig. 1). Each
song and noise sample was presented 10 times. Song and noise samples
were !2 s in duration and were matched in root means square (RMS)
intensity (72 dB SPL). Lastly, we collected a complete tone CRF by play-
ing 10 repetitions each of 200 ms pure tones that varied in frequency
between 500 and 8000 Hz (in steps of 500 Hz) and intensity between 20
and 90 dB SPL (in steps of 10 dB).
Estimating STRFs. Spectrotemporal receptive fields were calculated
from responses to song and noise stimuli by fitting a generalized linear
model (GLM) with the following parameters: a two-dimensional linear
filter in frequency and time (k, the STRF), an offset term (b), and a 15 ms
spike history filter (h) (Paninski, 2004; Calabrese et al., 2011). The con-
ditional spike rate of the model is given as !:
!"t# " exp"k! ! x! # b # !
j$1
J
h" j#r"t $ j##. (1)
In Eq. 1, x is the log spectrogram of the stimulus and r(t % j) is the
neuron’s spiking history. The log likelihood of the observed spiking re-
sponse given the model parameters is as follows.
L " !log"!tspk# $"!"t#dt. (2)
In Eq. 2, tspk denotes the spike times and the integral is taken over all
experiment times. We optimized the GLM parameters (k, b, and h) to
maximize the log-likelihood.
The STRFs had 3 ms time resolution and 387.5 Hz frequency resolu-
tion. The analyses presented here focus on the STRF parameters, because
the offset term and spike history filter differ only minimally between song
and noise GLMs and contribute marginally and insignificantly to differ-
ences in predictive power. Before analyzing STRFs, we performed a 3&
up-sampling in each dimension using a cubic spline.
To validate each GLM STRF as a model for auditory tuning, we used
the STRF to predict 10 spike trains in response to song and noise samples
that were played while recording but were not used in the STRF estima-
tion. We then compared the predicted response to the observed response
by creating peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) from the observed
and predicted responses (5 ms smoothing) and calculating the correla-
tion between the observed and predicted PSTHs.
Characterizing STRFs. From each STRF, we measured two parameters
relating to the scale of the STRF. The “Peak” of each STRF was the value
of the largest single pixel. The “Sum” of each STRF was the sum of the
absolute values of every STRF pixel. To parameterize spectral tuning, we
calculated the BF and bandwidth (BW) by setting negative STRF values to
0, projecting the STRF onto the frequency axis, and smoothing the re-
sulting vector with a 4-point Hanning window (David et al., 2009). We
used a similar method to calculate the BW of the inhibitory region of the
STRF (iBW), by first setting positive STRF values to zero. For the exam-
ple neurons in Figure 5, the spectral profiles were calculated without
setting negative STRF values to 0. The BF was the frequency where the
excitatory spectral projection reached its maximum, and the BW was the
range of frequencies within which the spectral projection exceeded 50%
of its maximum.
To measure temporal tuning, we created separate excitatory and in-
hibitory temporal profiles by projecting the STRF onto the time axis after
setting negative and positive STRF values to 0, respectively. For both
temporal projections, we used only the range of frequencies comprising
the excitatory BW. The temporal delay (T-delay) was the time from the
beginning of the STRF to the peak of excitation. The temporal modula-
tion period (TMP) was the time of peak excitation to the time of peak
inhibition. The excitatory and inhibitory temporal widths (eTW and
iTW) measured the durations for which excitation and inhibition ex-
ceeded 50% of their maxima. The excitation–inhibition index (EI index)
was the sum of the area under the excitatory temporal profile (a positive
value) and inhibitory temporal profile (a negative value) normalized by
the sum of the absolute values of the two areas. The EI index ranged from
'1 to %1, with positive values indicating greater excitation than delayed
inhibition.
Comparing song and noise STRFs. To determine the degree to which
STRF parameters varied between the song and noise STRFs of single
neurons, we first calculated the range of values that each parameter could
take, observed across all neurons and both STRF types. For example, the
minimum excitatory BW observed across all neurons was 131 Hz, and
the maximum BW was 5377 Hz. The range of BWs across all neurons and
all STRFs was 5246 Hz. For each neuron, we then calculated the differ-
ence between each parameter as a fraction of the range observed across all
STRFs. For example, the song and noise STRFs of a single neuron had
BWs of 2295 and 1082 Hz, respectively. The difference between these
bandwidths was 1213 Hz. Expressed as a fraction of the range, this BW
difference was 0.23, indicating that the difference between song and noise
STRF BWs for this neuron covered 23% of the range of BWs observed
across all neurons. Parameters that varied widely across neurons but only
slightly between song and noise STRFs for a single neuron had low values
(e.g., BF). Parameters that varied substantially between the song and
noise STRFs had values closer to 1 (e.g., TMP). We report the mean and
SD of parameter values as a fraction of their observed range.
To determine the degree to which the 10 STRF parameters accounted
for differences in predictive power between the song and noise STRFs of
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2.1 Auditory neurons are characterized by their receptive fields 
a–c, Sound pressure waveforms of example stimuli are shown in the top left. Spectrograms, in 
which sound intensity is indicated by color, are in the middle. Red is high and blue is low. Spike 
trains evoked by 10 presentations of the sound shown above are at the bottom. a, Responses to 
pure tones were used to measure a neuron's classical receptive field (CRF, right). Color indicates 
response strength, which is the driven firing rate minus the spontaneous firing rate at each 
frequency–intensity combination. Red regions show higher firing rates compared with 
spontaneous firing rates, and blue regions show lower firing rates (maximum = 145 spikes/s). As 
with most neurons we recorded, this neuron was not inhibited by any single frequency–intensity 
combination and therefore the CRF has no blue regions. b, c, Spectrotemporal receptive fields 
were calculated independently from responses to song (b) and noise (c). STRFs are on the right. 
Red regions of the STRF show frequencies correlated with increased firing rates, and blue 
regions show frequencies correlated with decreased firing rates. Measurements of STRF 




In Eq. 1, x is the log spectrogram of the stimulus and r(t − j) is the neuron's spiking history. The 
log likelihood of the observed spiking response given the model parameters is as follows. 
 
 
In Eq. 2, tspk denotes the spike times and the integral is taken over all experiment times. We 
optimized the GLM parameters (k, b, and h) to maximize the log-likelihood. 
The STRFs had 3 ms time resolution and 387.5 Hz frequency resolution. The analyses 
presented here focus on the STRF parameters, because the offset term and spike history filter 
differ only minimally between song and noise GLMs and contribute marginally and 
insignificantly to differences in predictive power. Before analyzing STRFs, we performed a 3× 
up-sampling in each dimension using a cubic spline. 
To validate each GLM STRF as a model for auditory tuning, we used the STRF to predict 
10 spike trains in response to song and noise samples that were played while recording but were 
not used in the STRF estimation. We then compared the predicted response to the observed 
response by creating peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) from the observed and predicted 
responses (5 ms smoothing) and calculating the correlation between the observed and predicted 
PSTHs. 
 
2.3.4 Characterizing STRFs. 
From each STRF, we measured two parameters relating to the scale of the STRF. The 
“Peak” of each STRF was the value of the largest single pixel. The “Sum” of each STRF was the 
sum of the absolute values of every STRF pixel. To parameterize spectral tuning, we calculated 
the BF and bandwidth (BW) by setting negative STRF values to 0, projecting the STRF onto the 
noise, computed CRFs from responses to single tones, and tested
for the presence of eCRFs from responses to tone pairs. For each
neuron, we measured the correspondence between stimulus-
dependent STRFs and the presence, valence (excitatory or inhib-
itory), and frequency asymmetry (above or below best frequency)
of eCRFs. Lastly, we used simulations to demonstrate that sub-
threshold tuning with a static spike threshold nonlinearity can
account for the observed stimulus dependence of real midbrain
neurons.
Materials and Methods
Surgery and electrophysiology. All procedures were performed in accor-
dance with the National Institutes of Health and Columbia University
Animal Care and Use policy. The surgery and electrophysiology pro-
cedures are described in detail by Schneider and Woolley (2010).
Briefly, 2 d before recording, male zebra finches were anesthetized,
craniotomies were made at stereotaxic coordinates in both hemi-
spheres, and a head post was affixed to the skull using dental cement.
On the day of recording, the bird was given three 0.03 ml doses of 20%
urethane. The responses of single auditory neurons in the midbrain
nucleus mesencephalicus lateralis dorsalis (MLd) were recorded us-
ing glass pipettes filled with 1 M NaCl (Sutter Instruments), ranging in
impedance from 3 to 12 Mohm. Neurons were recorded bilaterally
and were sampled throughout the extent of MLd. We recorded from
all neurons that were driven (or inhibited) by any of the search sounds
(zebra finch songs, samples of modulation-limited noise). Isolation
was ensured by calculating the signal-to-noise ratio of action poten-
tial and nonaction potential events and by monitoring baseline firing
throughout the recording session. Spikes were sorted offline using
custom MATLAB software (MathWorks).
Stimuli. We recorded spiking activity while presenting song, noise, and
tones from a free-field speaker located 23 cm directly in front of the bird.
Upon isolating a neuron, we first played 200 ms isointensity-pure tones
[70 dB sound pressure level (SPL)] to estimate the neuron’s best fre-
quency (BF), and then presented isofrequency tones at the BF to con-
struct a rate-intensity function. We next presented isointensity-pure
tones ranging in frequency between 500 and 8000 Hz (in steps of 500 Hz)
and tone pairs comprised of the BF paired with all other frequencies. The
two tones in a pair were each presented at the same intensity as the single
tones, resulting in sounds that were louder than the individual tones. We
chose the intensity such that the rate-intensity function at the BF was not
saturated and was typically 70 dB SPL (for 56% of neurons). If the neu-
rons were unresponsive at 70 dB (8%) or if their rate-intensity functions
were saturated (36%), we presented the tones at higher or lower intensi-
ties, respectively. After collecting the tone responses, we pseudoran-
domly interleaved 20 renditions of unfamiliar zebra finch song and 10
samples of modulation-limited noise (Woolley et al., 2005), a spectro-
temporally filtered version of white noise that has the same spectral and
temporal modulation boundaries as zebra finch song (see Fig. 1). Each
song and noise sample was presented 10 times. Song and noise samples
were !2 s in duration and were matched in root means square (RMS)
intensity (72 dB SPL). Lastly, we collected a complete tone CRF by play-
ing 10 repetitions each of 200 ms pure tones that varied in frequency
between 500 and 8000 Hz (in steps of 500 Hz) and intensity between 20
and 90 dB SPL (in steps of 10 dB).
Estimating STRFs. Spectrotemporal receptive fields were calculated
from responses to song and noise stimuli by fitting a generalized linear
model (GLM) with the following parameters: a two-dimensional linear
filter in frequency and time (k, the STRF), an offset term (b), and a 15 ms
spike history filter (h) (Paninski, 2004; Calabrese et al., 2011). The con-
ditional spike rate of the model is given as !:
!"t# " exp"k! ! x! # b # !
j$1
J
h" j#r"t $ j##. (1)
In Eq. 1, x is the log spectrogram of the stimulus and r(t % j) is the
neuron’s spiking history. The log likelihood of the observed spiking re-
sponse given the model parameters is as follows.
L " !log"!tspk# $"!"t#dt. (2)
In Eq. 2, tspk denotes the spike times and the integral is taken over all
experiment times. We optimized the GLM parameters (k, b, and h) to
maximize the log-likelihood.
The STRFs had 3 ms time resolution and 387.5 Hz frequency resolu-
tion. The analyses presented here focus on the STRF parameters, because
the offset term and spike history filter differ only minimally between song
and noise GLMs and contribute marginally and insignificantly to differ-
ences in predictive power. Before analyzing STRFs, we performed a 3&
up-sampling in each dimension using a cubic spline.
To validate each GLM STRF as a model for auditory tuning, we used
the STRF to predict 10 spike trains in response to song and noise samples
that were played while recording but were not used in the STRF estima-
tion. We then compared the predicted response to the observed response
by creating peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) from the observed
and predicted responses (5 ms smoothing) and calculating the correla-
tion between the observed and predicted PSTHs.
Characterizing STRFs. From each STRF, we measured two parameters
relating to the scale of the STRF. The “Peak” of each STRF was the value
of the largest single pixel. The “Sum” of each STRF was the sum of the
absolute values of every STRF pixel. To parameterize spectral tuning, we
calculated the BF and bandwidth (BW) by setting negative STRF values to
0, projecting the STRF onto the frequency axis, and smoothing the re-
sulting vector with a 4-point Hanning window (David et al., 2009). We
used a similar method to calculate the BW of the inhibitory region of the
STRF (iBW), by first setting positive STRF values to zero. For the exam-
ple neurons in Figure 5, the spectral profiles were calculated without
setting negative STRF values to 0. The BF was the frequency where the
excitatory spectral projection reached its maximum, and the BW was the
range of frequencies within which the spectral projection exceeded 50%
of its maximum.
To measure temporal tuning, we created separate excitatory and in-
hibitory temporal profiles by projecting the STRF onto the time axis after
setting negative and positive STRF values to 0, respectively. Fo bo h
temporal projections, we used only the range of frequencies comprising
the excitatory BW. The temporal delay (T-delay) was the time from the
beginning of the STRF to the peak of excitation. The temporal modula-
tion period (TMP) was the time of peak excitation to the time of peak
inhibition. The excitatory and inhibitory temporal widths (eTW and
iTW) measured the durations for which excitation and inhibition ex-
ceeded 50% of their maxima. The excitation–inhibition index (EI index)
was the sum of the area under the excitatory temporal profile (a positive
value) and inhibitory temporal profile (a negative value) normalized by
the sum of the absolute values of the two areas. The EI index ranged from
'1 to %1, with positive values indicating greater excitation than delayed
inhibition.
Comparing song and noise STRFs. To determine the degree to which
STRF parameters varied between the song and noise STRFs of single
neurons, we first calculated the range of values that each parameter could
take, observed across all neurons and both STRF types. For example, the
minimum excitatory BW observed across all neurons was 131 Hz, and
the maximum BW was 5377 Hz. The range of BWs across all neurons and
all STRFs was 5246 Hz. For each neuron, we then calculated the differ-
ence between each parameter as a fraction of the range observed across all
STRFs. For example, the song and noise STRFs of a single neuron had
BWs of 2295 and 1082 Hz, respectively. The difference between these
bandwidths was 1213 Hz. Expressed as a fraction of the range, this BW
difference was 0.23, indicating that the difference between song and noise
STRF BWs for this neuron covered 23% of the range of BWs observed
across all neurons. Parameters that varied widely across neurons but only
slightly between song and noise STRFs for a single neuron had low values
(e.g., BF). Parameters that varied substantially between the song and
noise STRFs had values closer to 1 (e.g., TMP). We report the mean and
SD of parameter values as a fraction of their observed range.
To determine the degree to which the 10 STRF parameters accounted
for differences in predictive power between the song and noise STRFs of
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frequency axis, and smoothing the resulting vector with a 4-point Hanning window (David et al., 
2009). We used a similar method to calculate the BW of the inhibitory region of the STRF 
(iBW), by first setting positive STRF values to zero. For the example neurons in Figure 5, the 
spectral profiles were calculated without setting negative STRF values to 0. The BF was the 
frequency where the excitatory spectral projection reached its maximum, and the BW was the 
range of frequencies within which the spectral projection exceeded 50% of its maximum. 
To measure temporal tuning, we created separate excitatory and inhibitory temporal 
profiles by projecting the STRF onto the time axis after setting negative and positive STRF 
values to 0, respectively. For both temporal projections, we used only the range of frequencies 
comprising the excitatory BW. The temporal delay (T-delay) was the time from the beginning of 
the STRF to the peak of excitation. The temporal modulation period (TMP) was the time of peak 
excitation to the time of peak inhibition. The excitatory and inhibitory temporal widths (eTW 
and iTW) measured the durations for which excitation and inhibition exceeded 50% of their 
maxima. The excitation–inhibition index (EI index) was the sum of the area under the excitatory 
temporal profile (a positive value) and inhibitory temporal profile (a negative value) normalized 
by the sum of the absolute values of the two areas. The EI index ranged from +1 to −1, with 
positive values indicating greater excitation than delayed inhibition. 
 
2.3.5 Comparing song and noise STRFs. 
To determine the degree to which STRF parameters varied between the song and noise 
STRFs of single neurons, we first calculated the range of values that each parameter could take, 
observed across all neurons and both STRF types. For example, the minimum excitatory BW 
observed across all neurons was 131 Hz, and the maximum BW was 5377 Hz. The range of 
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BWs across all neurons and all STRFs was 5246 Hz. For each neuron, we then calculated the 
difference between each parameter as a fraction of the range observed across all STRFs. For 
example, the song and noise STRFs of a single neuron had BWs of 2295 and 1082 Hz, 
respectively. The difference between these bandwidths was 1213 Hz. Expressed as a fraction of 
the range, this BW difference was 0.23, indicating that the difference between song and noise 
STRF BWs for this neuron covered 23% of the range of BWs observed across all neurons. 
Parameters that varied widely across neurons but only slightly between song and noise STRFs 
for a single neuron had low values (e.g., BF). Parameters that varied substantially between the 
song and noise STRFs had values closer to 1 (e.g., TMP). We report the mean and SD of 
parameter values as a fraction of their observed range. 
To determine the degree to which the 10 STRF parameters accounted for differences in 
predictive power between the song and noise STRFs of single neurons, we used a multivariate 
regression model. Each predictor variable was the absolute value of the difference between the 
song and noise STRFs for a single STRF parameter. The predictor variables included 10 STRF 
parameters, 45 interaction terms, and an offset term. To determine the variance explained by 
differences in single STRF parameters, we used each parameter in a linear regression model with 
a single predictor variable plus an offset term. The explainable variance calculated from partial 
correlation coefficients of the multivariate model (data not shown) was lower than the 
explainable variance reported from the single-variable models, but the STRF parameters that 
predicted the most variance were the same in both cases. 
 
2.3.6 Measuring classical and extra-classical RFs. 
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We used responses to pure tones and tone pairs to measure classical and extra-classical 
tuning. Here, we define the CRF as the range of frequency–intensity combinations that modulate 
spiking significantly above or below the baseline firing rate. We define the eCRF as consisting of 
frequency–intensity combinations that do not modulate the firing rate when presented alone, but 
do modulate the firing rate during simultaneous CRF stimulation. For stimuli composed of pairs 
of tones, both tones were presented simultaneously. To determine whether a tone frequency 
evoked a significant response, we compared the distribution of driven spike counts to the 
distribution of baseline spike counts (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.05). To determine whether a 
tone frequency provided significant extra-classical excitation, we measured whether the spike 
count when the pair was presented simultaneously (n = 10) exceeded the sum of the spike counts 
when the tones were presented independently (n = 100). To determine whether a tone frequency 
provided significant extra-classical inhibition, we measured whether the spike count when the 
pair was presented simultaneously (n = 10) was less than the spike count when the BF was 
presented alone (n = 10). We used two criteria to ensure that our estimates of eCRF BW were 
conservative. First, eCRF BWs only included frequencies that did not drive significant responses 
when presented independently. Second, eCRF BWs only included frequencies that were 
continuous with the CRF. We interpolated the single-tone and tone-pair tuning curves 3× to 
achieve greater spectral resolution. 
The temporal patterns of neural response to tones and tone pairs differed across the 
population of recorded midbrain neurons. Some neurons responded with sustained firing 
throughout the stimulus duration, whereas other neurons fired only at the sound onset. For the 
majority of neurons (89%), using the full response (0–200 ms) and using only the onset response 
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(0–50 ms) resulted in highly similar eCRF BWs. Therefore, to maintain consistency across 
neurons, we counted spikes throughout the entire stimulus duration for every neuron. 
Because we performed 16 statistical tests to determine the eCRF for each neuron (one for 
each frequency channel), we considered using an adjusted p value that corrected for multiple 
comparisons to minimize type 1 errors (false positives). Using this stricter criterion (Bonferroni-
corrected, p < 0.0031), we found that 9 of 24 neurons no longer had significant excitatory 
eCRFs. To determine whether these 9 neurons were false positives, we analyzed the frequency 
channels of each neuron's excitatory eCRF relative to the frequency channels of its CRF. We 
reasoned that false positives could occur at any frequency channel, whereas real interactions 
should only occur at frequency channels that are continuous with the CRF. For each of the 9 
neurons, the eCRF frequency channels were always continuous with the CRF. The likelihood of 
observing this pattern simply by chance is 3 in 1000, indicating that the eCRFs of these neurons 
are likely to be real interactions, rather than false positives. To avoid incurring an inordinate 
number of false negatives, we used a significance threshold of p < 0.05 in all subsequent 
analyses. 
 
2.3.7 Simulating neurons 
Using a generative model, we simulated neurons with varying firing rate, BF, BW, iBW, 
eTW, iTW, EI index, Peak, and Sum. These simulated parameters were chosen from the ranges 
observed in real MLd neurons. We also systematically varied two other parameters, the spike 
threshold and the shape of the spectral profile. We used three different spectral profiles, one with 
subthreshold excitation, one with subthreshold inhibition, and one without subthreshold 
excitation or inhibition. 
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For simulated neurons with subthreshold inhibition, we set the spike threshold to the 
value of the “resting membrane potential,” such that any stimuli that fell within the STRF's 
excitatory region increased firing probability, and any stimuli that fell within the STRF's 
inhibitory sidebands decreased firing probability. For neurons with excitatory subthreshold 
tuning or without subthreshold tuning, we used two values for the spike threshold. The first value 
was equal to the resting membrane potential, such that any stimuli that fell within the bandwidth 
of the STRF increased the firing probability. The second value was depolarized relative to the 
resting potential. For neurons with extra-classical excitation, weak stimuli or stimuli that fell at 
the periphery of the spectral profile caused changes in membrane potential but did not alone 
increase the firing probability. Adjusting this threshold decreased the range of frequencies that 
evoked spikes. For the neurons without extra-classical tuning, this threshold did not significantly 
change the range of frequencies that evoked spikes. 
For each stimulated neuron, we used a generative model to simulate spiking responses to 
20 songs and 10 renditions of modulation-limited noise. We first convolved each STRF (k) with 
the stimulus spectrogram (x). The spiking responses were generated using a modified GLM with 
the following time varying firing distribution: 
 
 
where arg max() represents a rectifying nonlinearity that sets all negative values equal to zero 
and θ represents the difference between the resting membrane potential and the spiking 
threshold. The differences between the generative model and the GLM-fitting model are as 
follows: (1) the offset term (b) has been removed, and a new offset term (θ) has been placed 
outside of the exponential function; and (2) the spike history terms have been removed. For these 
single neurons, we used a multivariate regression model. Each predictor
variable was the absolute value of the difference between the song and
noise STRFs for a single STRF parameter. The predictor variables in-
cluded 10 STRF parameters, 45 interaction terms, and an offset term. To
determine the variance explained by differences in single STRF parame-
ters, we used each parameter in a linear regression model with a single
predictor variable plus an offset term. The explainable variance calcu-
lated from partial correlation coefficients of the multivariate model (data
not shown) was lower than the explainable variance reported from the
single-variable models, but the STRF parameters that predicted the most
variance were the same in both cases.
Measuring classical and extra-classical RFs. We used responses to pure
tones and tone pairs to measure classical and extra-classical tuning. Here,
we define the CRF as the range of frequency–intensity combinations that
modulate spiking significantly above or below the baseline firing rate. We
define the eCRF as consisting of frequency–intensity combinations that
do not modulate the firing rate when presented alone, but do modulate
the firing rate during simultaneous CRF stimulation. For stimuli com-
posed of pairs of tones, both tones were presented simultaneously. To
determine whether a tone frequency evoked a significant response, we
compared the distribution of driven spike counts to the distribution of
baseline spike counts (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p ! 0.05). To determine
whether a tone frequency provided significant extra-classical excitation,
we measured whether the spike count when the pair was presented si-
multaneously (n " 10) exceeded the sum of the spike counts when the
tones were presented independently (n " 100). To determine whether a
tone frequency provided significant extra-classical inhibition, we mea-
sured whether the spike count when the pair was presented simultane-
ously (n " 10) was less than the spike count when the BF was presented
alone (n " 10). We used two criteria to ensure that our estimates of eCRF
BW were conservative. First, eCRF BWs only included frequencies that
did not drive significant responses when presented independently. Sec-
ond, eCRF BWs only included frequencies that were continuous with the
CRF. We interpolated the single-tone and tone-pair tuning curves 3# to
achieve greater spectral resolution.
The temporal patterns of neural response to tones and tone pairs
differed across the population of recorded midbrain neurons. Some neu-
rons responded with sustained firing throughout the stimulus duration,
whereas other neurons fired only at the sound onset. For the majority of
neurons (89%), using the full response (0 –200 ms) and using only the
onset response (0 –50 ms) resulted in highly similar eCRF BWs. There-
fore, to maintain consistency across neurons, we counted spikes throughout
the entire stimulus duration for every neuron.
Because we performed 16 statistical tests to determine the eCRF for
each neuron (one for each frequency channel), we considered using an
adjusted p value that corrected for multiple comparisons to minimize
type 1 errors (false positives). Using this stricter criterion (Bonferroni-
corrected, p ! 0.0031), we found that 9 of 24 neurons no longer had
significant excitatory eCRFs. To determine whether these 9 neurons were
false positives, we analyzed the frequency channels of each neuron’s ex-
citatory eCRF relative to the frequency channels of its CRF. We reasoned
that false positives could occur at any frequency channel, whereas real
interactions should only occur at frequency channels that are continuous
with the CRF. For each of the 9 neurons, the eCRF frequency channels
were always continuous with the CRF. The likelihood of observing this
pattern simply by chance is 3 in 1000, indicating that the eCRFs of these
neurons are likely to be real interactions, rather than false positives. To
avoid incurring an inordinate number of false negatives, we used a sig-
nificance threshold of p ! 0.05 in all subsequent analyses.
Simulating neurons. Using a generative model, we simulated neu-
rons with varying firing rate, BF, BW, iBW, eTW, iTW, EI index, Peak,
and Sum. These simulated parameters were chosen from the ranges
observed in real MLd neurons. We also systematically varied two
other parameters, the spike threshold and the shape of the spectral
profile. We used three different spectral profiles, one with subthresh-
old excitation, one with subthreshold inhibition, and one without
subthreshold excitation or inhibition.
For simulated neurons with subthreshold inhibition, we set the spike
threshold to the value of the “resting membrane potential,” such that any
stimuli that fell within the STRF’s excitatory region increased firing prob-
ability, and any stimuli that f ll w thin the STRF’s inhibitory sidebands
decreased firing probability. For neurons with excitatory subthreshold
tuning or without subthreshold tuning, we used two values for the spike
threshold. The first value was equal to the resting membrane potential,
such that any stimuli that fell within the bandwidth of the STRF increased
the firing probability. T second value was depolarized relative to the
resting potential. For neurons with extra-classical excitation, weak stim-
uli or stimuli that fell at the periphery of the spectral profile caused
changes in membrane potential but did not alone increase the firing
probability. Adjusting this threshold decreased the range of frequencies
that evoked spikes. For the eurons withou extra-classical tuning, this
threshold did not significantly change the range of frequencies that
evoked spikes.
For each stimulated neuron, we used a generative model to simulate
spiking responses to 20 songs and 10 renditions of modulation-limited
noise. We first convolved each STRF (k) with the stimulus spectrogram
(x). The spiking responses were generated using a modified GLM with
the following time varying firing distribution:
!$t% " arg max$& # exp$k! ! x!%, 0%, (3)
where arg max() represents a rectifying nonlinearity that sets all negative
values equal to zero and ' represents the difference between the resting
membrane potential and the spiking threshold. The differences between
the generative mo el and th GLM-fitting mod l ar as follows: (1) the
offset term (b) has been removed, and a new offset term (') has been
placed outside of the exponential function; and (2) the spike history
terms have been removed. For these simulations, the only parameter that
we systematically changed was ', which determined whether or not the
model neuron pos essed subthreshold tuning. When ' equaled 0, the
resting membrane potential was very near the spiking threshold, and
the model could not have subthreshold excitation but could have subthresh-
old inhibition. When ' was negative, the model could have subthreshold
excitation. Larger positive values of ' produced higher spontaneous
rates, which we did not observe in real MLd neurons. Therefore, we did
not simulate neurons with positive ' values. For these simulations, '
was set to 0 (for neurons with subthreshold inhibition) or (1.5 (for
neurons with subthreshold excitation or no extra-classical tuning). Our
simulation results are robust to a range of ' values; the difference be-
tween song and noise STRFs decreased as ' approached 0 and increased
as ' became more negative. As ' approached (3, the firing rates de-
creased substantially. We did not choose ' ((1.5) to optimize the dif-
ferences between song and noise STRFs, but instead chose a value that
accurately captured this effect without resulting in firing rates that were
substantially lower than those observed in real MLd neurons. We gener-
ated spike trains from a binomial distribution with a time-varying mean
described by !. For each song and noise stimulus, we simulated 10 unique
spike trains. Using these spike trains, we fit GLMs using the standard
GLM method (see above, Estimating STRFs), which does not include the
subthreshold tuning term, '. We compared the excitatory bandwidths of
the resulting song and noise STRFs.
Results
Characterizing the STRFs and CRFs of single auditory
midbrain neurons
The primary goal of this study was to identify potential mecha-
nisms whereby the STRFs of single neurons differ during the
processing of different sound classes. We first characterized the
degree and functional relevance of stimulus-dependent STRFs in
134 single midbrain neurons. We recorded neural responses to
pure tones that varied in frequency and intensity and to two
classes of complex sounds that differed in their spectral and tem-
poral correlations, zebra finch song and modulation-limited
noise (Woolley et al., 2005, 2006), referred to as noise from here
on (Fig. 1a–c, left). From responses to pure tones, we measured
each neuron’s CRF (Fig. 1a, right). The CRF is comprised of
frequency–intensity combinations that drive a neuron to fire
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simulations, the only parameter that we systematically changed was θ, which determined 
whether or not the model neuron possessed subthreshold tuning. When θ equaled 0, the resting 
membrane potential was very near the spiking threshold, and the model could not have 
subthreshold excitation but could have subthreshold inhibition. When θ was negative, the model 
could have subthreshold excitation. Larger positive values of θ produced higher spontaneous 
rates, which we did not observe in real MLd neurons. Therefore, we did not simulate neurons 
with positive θ values. For these simulations, θ was set to 0 (for neurons with subthreshold 
inhibition) or −1.5 (for neurons with subthreshold excitation or no extra-classical tuning). Our 
simulation results are robust to a range of θ values; the difference between song and noise STRFs 
decreased as θ approached 0 and increased as θ became more negative. As θ approached −3, the 
firing rates decreased substantially. We did not choose θ (−1.5) to optimize the differences 
between song and noise STRFs, but instead chose a value that accurately captured this effect 
without resulting in firing rates that were substantially lower than those observed in real MLd 
neurons. We generated spike trains from a binomial distribution with a time-varying mean 
described by λ. For each song and noise stimulus, we simulated 10 unique spike trains. Using 
these spike trains, we fit GLMs using the standard GLM method (see above, Estimating STRFs), 
which does not include the subthreshold tuning term, θ. We compared the excitatory bandwidths 






2.4.1 Characterizing the STRFs and CRFs of single auditory midbrain neurons 
The primary goal of this study was to identify potential mechanisms whereby the STRFs 
of single neurons differ during the processing of different sound classes. We first characterized 
the degree and functional relevance of stimulus-dependent STRFs in 134 single midbrain 
neurons. We recorded neural responses to pure tones that varied in frequency and intensity and to 
two classes of complex sounds that differed in their spectral and temporal correlations, zebra 
finch song and modulation-limited noise (Woolley et al., 2005, 2006), referred to as noise from 
here on (Fig. 1a–c, left). From responses to pure tones, we measured each neuron's CRF (Fig. 1a, 
right). The CRF is comprised of frequency–intensity combinations that drive a neuron to fire 
above (or below) the baseline firing rate. Frequency–intensity combinations that do not modulate 
firing are said to lie outside of the CRF. From responses to song and noise, we determined the 
presence and extent of stimulus-dependent STRFs by calculating two STRFs for each neuron—
one song STRF and one noise STRF (Fig. 1b,c, right). To measure STRFs, we fit a GLM that 
maps the spiking response of single neurons onto the spectrogram of the auditory stimuli 
(Paninski, 2004; Calabrese et al., 2011). 
From each STRF, we obtained three measures of spectral tuning. The best frequency or 
BF is the frequency that drives the strongest neural response (Fig. 1b). The excitatory and 
inhibitory bandwidths (BW and iBW, respectively) are the frequency ranges that drive excitatory 
or inhibitory responses (Fig. 1b). We obtained five measures of temporal tuning. The temporal 
delay, T-delay, is the time to peak excitation in the STRF, and the temporal modulation period, 
TMP, is the time lag between the peaks of excitation and inhibition (Fig. 1b). The temporal 
widths are the durations of excitation and inhibition, eTW and iTW, respectively (Fig. 1c). The 
excitation–inhibition index, EI index, is the balance between excitation and delayed inhibition. 
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We also measured two parameters from the STRF scale, the maximum value of the STRF (Peak) 
and the sum of the absolute value of every STRF pixel (Sum). 
 
2.4.2 STRF spectral bandwidth is stimulus-dependent 
Figure 2a shows the song and noise STRFs of three neurons that are representative of the 
range of stimulus-dependent STRFs that we observed across the population of recorded neurons. 
The neuron on the top row has stimulus-independent song and noise STRFs. The song and noise 
STRFs of the neurons in the middle and bottom rows differ in their spectral and temporal tuning, 
indicating stimulus dependence. For the neuron in the middle row, the song STRF has a broader 
excitatory BW and stronger delayed inhibition than does the noise STRF. For the neuron in the 
bottom row, the noise STRF has an excitatory region that is broader in frequency (BW) and in 
time (eTW). 
At the single neuron level, a subset of tuning parameters differed substantially between the song 
and noise STRFs of some neurons (Fig. 2b), indicating stimulus-dependent STRFs during the 
processing of song compared to noise. To determine whether the differences between song and 
noise STRFs were significant, we used each STRF to predict neural responses to within-class 
and between-class stimuli and measured the correlation between the predicted and actual 
responses (Woolley et al., 2006). If the differences between song and noise STRFs were 
significant, STRFs should more accurately predict the neural response to within-class stimuli 
compared to between-class stimuli. We found that song STRFs predicted neural responses to 
song stimuli significantly better than did noise STRFs, and vice versa for noise STRFs (p = 3 × 
10−10) (Fig. 2c), indicating that differences between the song and noise STRFs were significant 



































































































































































































2.2 STRF excitatory bandwidth is stimulus dependent 
a, Song STRFs (left) and noise STRFs (right) for three representative MLd neurons. Song and 
noise STRFs of the neuron in the top row are highly similar. The neurons in the middle and 
bottom rows have song and noise STRFs that differ in their spectral and temporal tuning. b, Song 
and noise STRFs differ at the single neuron level. Each bar shows the degree (mean + SD) of 
differences between song and noise STRFs for single neurons, normalized by the range of each 
parameter observed across all neurons. EI index is the normalized ratio of excitation and 
inhibition and Sum is the sum of the absolute values of all pixel values in the STRF. Other 
abbreviations are as described in Figure 1. c, Song and noise STRFs were used to predict neural 
responses to novel within-class and between-class stimuli. Across the population of neurons, 
STRFs were significantly better at predicting neural responses to within-class stimuli compared 
with between-class stimuli (p = 3 × 10−10). d, The degree to which STRFs differentially 
predicted responses to within-class and between-class stimuli can be accounted for by 
differences in the measured parameters of song and noise STRFs. Together, the STRF 
parameters accounted for 72% of the difference in STRF predictions between sound classes (Δr). 
Each bar shows the fraction of this variance accounted for by the STRF parameters used 
independently. Differences in BW alone accounted for more than one-third of the explainable 
variance (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01). e, The distribution of bandwidth differences across the 
population of recorded neurons shows that many neurons respond to a different range of 
frequencies during the processing of song compared with noise and that the distribution is biased 







We next measured how much of the difference in predictive power between song and 
noise STRFs could be accounted for by differences in the 10 tuning parameters measured from 
the STRFs. Using all of the parameters together in a multivariate model accounted for 72.6% of 
the variance in predictive power (Δr), showing that the parameters we measured from the STRFs 
account for a large fraction of the difference in their predictive power. Comparing Figure 
2, b and d shows that the stimulus parameters that vary the most between the song and noise 
STRFs of single neurons are not the parameters that best account for between-class differences in 
STRF predictive power. Differences in BW alone accounted for more than one-third of the 
explainable variance (36%), far more than any other single STRF parameter (Fig. 2d). Because 
differences in BW were the most important for predicting differences in predictive power, 
subsequent analyses were focused on this tuning parameter. 
For some neurons, the song BW was broader than the noise BW, and vice versa for other 
neurons. Across the population of recorded neurons, song and noise STRF BWs were 
substantially different (> 250 Hz) for 38% of neurons, and neurons generally had broader song 
than noise STRFs (p < 0.005) (Fig. 2e). These results show that, on average, song STRFs have 
significantly broader bandwidths than do noise STRFs. 
 
2.4.3 Stimulus spectral correlations and the eCRF hypothesis 
To explore the physiological bases of the observed stimulus-dependent STRFs, we first 
examined the statistical differences between song and noise. Communication vocalizations such 
as human speech and bird song are characterized by strong spectral and temporal correlations, 
whereas artificial noise stimuli have much weaker correlations (Fig. 3a) (Chi et al., 1999; Singh 
and Theunissen, 2003; Woolley et al., 2005). To quantify the strength of spectral correlations in 
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the stimuli presented to these neurons, we calculated the average spectral profile of song and 
noise stimuli for every 20 ms sound snippet, and the profiles were then aligned at their peaks and 
averaged (Fig. 3b). The results show that, in song, energy in one frequency channel tends to co-
occur with energy in neighboring frequency channels. Alternatively, in noise, energy tends to be 
constrained to a narrow frequency band. 
The strong spectral correlations in song and the weaker spectral correlations in noise led 
to the hypothesis that energy simultaneously present across a wide range of frequencies could 
recruit nonlinear tuning mechanisms during song processing that are not recruited during noise 
processing. Subthreshold tuning allows some stimuli to cause changes in the membrane potential 
of sensory neurons without leading to spiking responses. Subthreshold tuning has been described 
in auditory and visual neurons and could potentially contribute to stimulus-dependent encoding 
(Nelken et al., 1994; Schulze and Langner, 1999; Tan et al., 2004; Priebe and Ferster, 2008). The 
auditory neurons from which we recorded had low baseline firing rates (Fig. 3c) and CRF BWs 
that broadened substantially with increased stimulus intensity (Fig. 3d), suggesting that these 
midbrain neurons may receive synaptic input from frequencies outside of the CRF that remains 
subthreshold in responses to single tones. 
An illustration of this type of tuning for auditory neurons is shown in Figure 3e. The solid 
triangle shows a V-shaped tuning curve or CRF. Stimuli that fall within the CRF evoke spikes, 
while stimuli that fall outside the CRF do not. Surrounding the CRF is a second triangle 
representing the eCRF. Stimuli that fall within the eCRF, but not within the CRF, cause changes 
in membrane potential, but not spikes, and can facilitate or suppress spiking responses to stimuli 
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2.3 Correlated stimuli could modulate neural responses by recruiting subthreshold inputs 
a, Song and noise stimuli have different correlations. Spectrograms of 2 s samples of song (top) 
and noise (bottom) are on the left and 60 ms samples of song and noise are on the right. b, The 
average spectral profiles of 20 ms samples of song (solid line) and noise (dashed line) aligned at 
their peaks (i.e., the spectral autocorrelation). Song energy is more correlated across multiple 
contiguous frequency bands than is noise energy. c, Histogram showing the average baseline 
firing rate recorded during the 1 s of silence preceding stimulus presentation. d, Histogram 
showing the difference in excitatory bandwidth measured from pure tones at 90 dB SPL and at 
20 dB above each neuron's threshold. Bandwidth expands substantially as sound intensity 
increases. e, A model of a neuron with V-shaped excitatory classical (solid lines) and extra-
classical (dashed lines) receptive fields. The colored dots represent isointensity tone stimuli at 
four different frequencies. Tones that fall within the solid V evoke spiking responses. Tones that 
fall within the dashed V evoke subthreshold changes in membrane potential, but not spikes. f, 
The top shows a spectrogram of the stimuli shown in e. Dots at the top of the spectrogram show 
the location of each stimulus in the neuron's receptive field. A diagram of changes in membrane 





eCRF depicted in Figure 3e to four different isointensity tones, depicted as dots in Figure 3e, and 
to combinations of those tones. Although only the red tone evokes spikes when played alone, the 
firing rate in response to the red tone increases when it is presented simultaneously with tones 
that fall in the eCRF (orange or blue tones). In this model of a threshold nonlinearity, the spiking 
response to tone pairs is a nonlinear combination of the spiking responses to the two individual 
tones, even though changes in the membrane potential follow a purely linear relationship. This 
diagram illustrates that spectrally correlated stimuli such as tone pairs, harmonic stacks, or 
vocalizations could change the range of frequencies that is correlated with spiking by recruiting 
synaptic input outside of the CRF. If midbrain neurons have eCRFs, the broadband energy of 
song will fall within the CRF and eCRF more frequently than will the more narrowband energy 
of noise, which could lead to differences in excitatory STRF BW. 
 
2.4.4 Tone pairs reveal extra-classical excitation and inhibition 
To test the hypothesis that auditory midbrain neurons have eCRFs and that the combined 
stimulation of CRFs and eCRFs leads to stimulus-dependent STRFs, we first measured the 
presence/absence and valence (excitatory or inhibitory) of eCRFs in midbrain neurons. For each 
neuron, we presented single tones ranging from 500 to 8000 Hz interleaved with tone pairs 
comprised of the BF presented simultaneously with a non-BF tone. To test for the presence of 
eCRFs, we measured whether tone pairs evoked spike rates that differed significantly from those 
predicted by the sum of the two tones presented independently (excitatory eCRFs) or the 
response to the BF presented alone (inhibitory eCRFs) (Shamma et al., 1993). Tone pairs that 
evoked spike rates higher than the sum of the responses to the tones presented independently 
indicated extra-classical excitation at the non-BF frequency (Fig. 4a). Tone pairs that evoked 
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lower spike rates than the response to the BF indicated extra-classical inhibition at the non-BF 
frequency (Fig. 4b). Frequency channels were considered part of the eCRF only if they were 
continuous with the CRF. 
Excitatory eCRFs were observed in 29% of neurons. Figure 5, a–f, shows three 
representative neurons for which the responses to tone pairs revealed extra-classical excitation. 
For these neurons, the song STRF had a wider BW than the noise STRF, and single pure tones 
evoked action potentials in either a narrow range of frequencies (Fig. 5b, middle) or a broad 
range of frequencies (Fig. 5d,f, middle). Although tones outside of the CRF did not evoke action 
potentials when presented alone, a subset of second tones significantly increased the response to 
the BF when presented concurrently (middle and bottom), indicating that their facilitative effect 
was driven by subthreshold excitation. On average, the range of frequencies comprising the CRF 
and eCRF exceeded the range of single tones that evoked action potentials at the highest 
intensity presented (90 dB SPL) by >1400 Hz (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.001), indicating 
that at least some frequencies in the eCRF would not evoke spikes at any sound intensity. 
Extra-classical inhibitory tuning was observed in 30% of neurons. For the neuron in 
Figure 5, g and h, the song and noise STRFs had very similar excitatory BWs. Probing the 
receptive field with tone pairs revealed that this neuron received broad inhibitory input at 
frequencies above and below the BF (Fig. 5 h), showing that inhibitory eCRFs (sideband 
inhibition) can lead to STRFs with similar excitatory BWs. On average, inhibitory eCRFs had a 
BW of 1160 Hz beyond the borders of the CRF (range, 500–4667 Hz). Only one neuron had both 
excitatory and inhibitory eCRFs, which were located on opposite sides of the BF. The remaining 
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2.4 Paired tones reveal extra-classical excitation and inhibition 
a, b, The top panel shows the spectrogram of three successive stimuli: a pure tone at the neuron's 
BF, a side tone (ST) near the BF but outside of the CRF, and the two tones presented 
simultaneously. The black PSTHs below show the average neural response to each stimulus. The 
bar graphs at the right show the firing rates in response to multiple presentations of tone pairs 
(RBF+ST, red; mean + SD), and the sum of firing rates in response to the two tones (BF and ST) 
played independently (RBF + RST, blue). In a, the tone pair produced significantly higher firing 
rates than predicted by the two tones played independently, indicating extra-classical excitation. 
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2.5 Extra-classical excitation measured with tone pairs 
a, c, e, g, The song STRF, noise STRF, and CRF for four representative single neurons. The 
intensity that is enclosed by a dashed box within the CRF shows the intensity at which tones 
were presented for these experiments (60, 70, 70 and 50 dB, respectively). The darkest red pixel 
in each CRF corresponds to the maximum response strengths, which are 59.2 Hz (a), 17.5 Hz (c), 
65 Hz (e), and 31 Hz (g). Green pixels show response strength of zero. b,d, f, h, The top row 
shows the spectral profiles of song and noise STRFs. The middle row shows the strength of the 
neural responses (firing rate, mean + SD) to isointensity pure tones ranging in frequency between 
0.5 and 8 kHz. Asterisks indicate frequencies that drove responses significantly above baseline 
(p < 0.05) and were therefore in the CRF. The bold bar marks the frequency that was used as the 
BF in the tone pair experiments (1, 2.5, 2.5,and 2.5 kHz, respectively). The bottom row shows 
the response to tone pairs (red) comprised of the BF played simultaneously with tones ranging 
from 0.5 to 8 kHz and the sum of the two tones played independently (b, d, f) or the BF played 
alone (h) (blue). Significant differences between the blue and red bars at frequencies outside of 
the CRF show the eCRF. Asterisks (*) indicate frequencies that interacted significantly with the 
BF (p < 0.05). In b, d, f these interactions were excitatory. In h, these interactions were 





2.4.5 Extra-classical receptive fields predict stimulus-dependent STRFs 
Across the population of 84 neurons for which we measured eCRFs, the valence 
(excitatory or inhibitory) of the eCRF largely determined the relationship between song and 
noise STRF excitatory bandwidths. On average, neurons with extra-classical excitation had 
wider song STRF BWs than noise STRF BWs (p = 3 × 10−4) (Fig. 6a). Although not significant, 
neurons with extra-classical inhibition tended to have highly similar song and noise STRF BWs 
or wider noise STRFs than song STRFs (p = 0.08). Neurons with no extra-classical tuning had 
highly similar song and noise STRF BWs (p = 0.87). 
At the single neuron level, the presence and valence of extra-classical tuning predicted 
the presence, direction, and degree of differences between song and noise STRF excitatory 
bandwidths. Extra-classical excitation, shown as red lines extending to the right in Figure 6b, 
was found in neurons that had broader song STRFs than noise STRFs. Extra-classical inhibition, 
shown as blue lines extending to the left, was found in neurons with highly similar song and 
noise STRFs and in neurons for which the noise STRF BW was wider than the song STRF BW. 
The valence and bandwidth of the eCRFs were highly correlated with the difference between the 
song and noise STRF BWs (r = 0.72, p < 4 × 10−14). When the linear relationship was calculated 
for the subset of neurons with no eCRFs or excitatory eCRFs, this correlation was particularly 
strong (r = 0.82, p < 4 × 10−5), indicating that excitatory eCRFs have a strong influence on the 
spectral bandwidths of song and noise STRFs. 
 
2.4.6 The frequency asymmetry of eCRFs predicts STRF asymmetry 
For many neurons, the song and noise STRF excitatory BWs were substantially different, 
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2.6 Extra-classical tuning predicts stimulus-dependent STRFs. 
a, The fraction of neurons with inhibitory (blue), excitatory (red), or no eCRFs (black) is at the 
top. The differences between the song and noise STRF BWs for the neurons in each group are 
given below. The center line of each box is the median of the distribution, and the outer box 
edges show the 25th and 75th percentiles. Bar ends mark the upper and lower bounds of each 
distribution. The distributions were all significantly different (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). 
The STRF differences in the excitatory group were significantly greater than zero (**p < 0.005, 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test). b, Plot showing the relationship between stimulus-dependent 
spectral tuning and eCRFs for individual neurons. Each line shows the extent (Hz) and valence 
[excitatory (Exc) or inhibitory (Inh)] of extra-classical tuning for a single neuron. Red lines 
extending to the right show neurons with extra-classical excitation. Blue lines extending to the 
left show neurons with extra-classical inhibition. Black circles indicate neurons with no extra-
classical tuning. The location of the line on the ordinate shows the difference between the song 
STRF and noise STRF BWs. The histograms show the distributions of extra-classical 
bandwidths (top) and STRF bandwidth differences (right). c, d, For neurons with excitatory 
eCRFs, the extra-classical excitation was typically asymmetric with respect to BF (either in 
lower frequencies, or in higher frequencies). Similarly, differences in the song and noise STRF 
BWs were also asymmetric with respect to BF. c, The fraction of neurons for which excitatory 
eCRFs had the same (matched) frequency asymmetry as STRFs. Neurons with mixed 
asymmetries include those with excitatory eCRFs but no differences in STRF BW, and those 
with differences in STRF BW but no eCRF. Neurons with mismatched asymmetries had eCRFs 
and STRF BW differences in frequency channels on opposite sides of the BF. d, The fraction of 







(>BF) or only in frequencies lower than the BF (<BF). For the majority of neurons (87%), 
eCRFs were also located asymmetrically around the BF. Across the population, neurons were 
equally likely to have their eCRFs in frequency channels above or below the BF. We use the 
term asymmetry to describe both the frequency range of the eCRF and the frequency range for 
which one STRF BW differed from the other. For example, if the excitatory bandwidths of the 
song and noise STRFs had the same lower boundary, but the song STRF extended into higher 
frequencies than the noise STRF, the STRF asymmetry was above the BF (>BF). Song and noise 
STRF BWs were considered different if the high or low extents of their excitatory regions 
differed by >250 Hz. 
For each neuron we determined whether the asymmetry of the STRF BWs matched the 
asymmetry of the eCRF. Of neurons with excitatory eCRFs, 81% had STRF differences with 
matched asymmetries (Fig. 6c), while only 7% had mismatches between eCRF and STRF 
asymmetries. The remaining 12% of neurons had excitatory eCRFs but did not have STRF 
differences > 250 Hz. Of the neurons with inhibitory eCRFs, 74% had matched asymmetries 
compared to 3% that had mismatches between STRF and eCRF asymmetries (Fig. 6d). Of the 
remaining 23% of neurons, the majority had extra-classical inhibition but stimulus-independent 
STRFs, indicating that inhibitory eCRFs can function to stabilize STRF BW between stimulus 
classes. These results indicate that the frequencies that contribute extra-classical tuning are in 
agreement with the frequency ranges over which song and noise STRFs differ. 
 
2.4.7 Simulated neurons with subthreshold tuning exhibit stimulus-dependent STRFs 
The strong correlations between stimulus-dependent STRFs and the degree, valence, and 
asymmetry of extra-classical tone tuning suggest that eCRFs serve as a nonlinear mechanism for 
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stimulus-dependent processing of complex sounds. Furthermore, these results suggest that extra-
classical excitation leads to broader song STRFs than noise STRFs, while extra-classical 
inhibition leads to no stimulus-dependent tuning or broader noise STRFs. To explicitly test 
whether a threshold model incorporating subthreshold tuning can serve as a mechanism for 
stimulus-dependent processing of complex sounds with differing stimulus correlations, we 
simulated three classes of neurons: (1) neurons with extra-classical excitation; (2) neurons with 
extra-classical inhibition; and (3) neurons with no extra-classical tuning. 
The left panel of Figure 7a shows the neural response to isointensity pure tones for a 
simulated neuron with extra-classical excitation. Tone frequencies that caused the membrane 
potential to cross the firing threshold (Vth) led to increased firing rates. Tones that caused 
changes in the membrane potential that deviated from the resting potential (Vr) but remained 
below Vth caused only subthreshold responses, without modulating the firing rate. At the resting 
potential shown, approximately half of the neuron's bandwidth was subthreshold, meaning that 
only 50% of the frequencies that modulated the membrane potential caused an increase in firing 
rate. The right panel of Figure 7a shows a STRF with the same spectral profile as the left panel. 
The temporal profile of this STRF was modeled based on the temporal tuning properties 
observed in real midbrain neurons. 
Using the STRF in Figure 7a, we simulated spike trains to the song and noise stimuli 
presented to real midbrain neurons (Fig. 7b), and from these responses we calculated separate 
song and noise STRFs (Fig. 7c). Figure 7d shows the spectral profiles for song and noise STRFs 
calculated from example-simulated neurons with extra-classical excitation (left), inhibition 
(middle), or no extra-classical tuning (right). For the neuron with extra-classical excitation, the 

















































































































































2.7 Simulated neurons with eCRFs and a spiking threshold exhibit stimulus-dependent STRFs 
a, The neural response to isointensity tones for a simulated neuron with subthreshold excitation 
is on the left. Frequencies that cause the neural response to exceed spike threshold (Vth) lead to 
an increased spiking probability and are in the CRF. Frequencies that cause the neural response 
to deviate from the resting potential (Vr) but not cross Vth do not evoke spikes and are in the 
eCRF. A STRF with the same frequency tuning as the spectral profile is on the right. b, Spike 
trains were simulated using the STRF in a as a generative model. The top raster shows 10 spike 
trains in response to a single song, and the bottom raster shows 10 spike trains in response to a 
single noise sample. c, Separate song and noise STRFs were computed from the simulated spike 
trains to 20 songs and 10 noise stimuli, generated using the STRF in a. d, The spectral profile of 
the original STRF used in the generative model (pink), along with the spectral profiles of the 
resulting song STRF (solid gray) and the resulting noise STRF (dashed black). The left shows 
the spectral profiles of the neuron described in a–c, which had extra-classical excitation. The 
middle shows the spectral profiles for a simulated neuron with extra-classical (sideband) 
inhibition. The right shows the spectral profiles for a neuron with no extra-classical tuning. e, 
Histograms showing the difference in excitatory bandwidth between the song and noise STRFs 
of simulated neurons with extra-classical excitation (top), extra-classical inhibition (middle), and 
no extra-classical tuning (bottom). For neurons with extra-classical excitation and inhibition, the 
difference between song and noise STRF BWs was significantly different than 0 (p < 0.002, both 







inhibition, the noise STRF had a broader BW. The neuron with no extra-classical tuning had 
highly similar song and noise STRF BWs. 
Across a population of 150 simulated neurons, the difference in bandwidth between song 
and noise STRFs was predicted by the presence and valence of extra-classical tuning (Fig. 7e). 
For neurons that were modeled with extra-classical excitation, the song STRFs were 
substantially broader than the noise STRFs, as observed in real midbrain neurons (top; p = 
0.0001; mean difference, 215.1 Hz). For neurons that were modeled with extra-classical 
inhibition, the song and noise STRFs were similar, but the noise STRFs were, on average, 
slightly broader (middle; p = 0.0002; mean difference, −54.42 Hz). Neurons that were modeled 
without extra-classical receptive fields had highly similar song and noise STRFs (bottom; mean 
difference, 25.58 Hz). Further simulations showed that V-shaped tuning curves, such as those 
simulated in neurons with excitatory eCRFs, are not sufficient for stimulus-dependent tuning but 
must be coupled with a spike threshold that allows some neural responses to remain subthreshold 
(data not shown). These simulations demonstrate that simple threshold nonlinearity can account 
for the observed stimulus dependence of song and noise STRFs. 




The results of this study demonstrate that subthreshold tuning is an important nonlinearity 
that leads to stimulus-dependent auditory receptive fields. We found that STRFs estimated from 
neural responses to noise predict neural responses to song less well than do song STRFs, the 
BWs of excitatory eCRFs were highly correlated with differences in song and noise STRF BWs 
(Fig. 6), and eCRF BWs exceeded the range of frequencies encompassed by the CRF. Extra-
classical RFs, such as those described here, have been shown to facilitate the discrimination of 
conspecific and predator signals in the weakly electric fish (Chacron et al., 2003), increase the 
information about complex visual scenes encoded by single neurons (Vinje and Gallant, 2002), 
and underlie selective neural responses to complex stimuli in the visual system (Priebe and 
Ferster, 2008). The current findings show that eCRFs are a major non-linearity in the auditory 
processing of complex sounds and that they account for a large fraction of stimulus-dependent 
STRF BWs. 
 
2.5.1 Stimulus-dependent STRFs arise from nonlinear tuning 
Differences in STRFs estimated during the coding of different sound classes such as song 
and noise could arise from multiple mechanisms, including RF adaptation (Sharpee et al., 2006) 
or static nonlinearities (Priebe et al., 2004; Priebe and Ferster, 2008). Our findings are unlikely to 
be due to long-term RF adaptations. First, we used short duration song and noise stimuli and 
interleaved their presentation, an experimental design that did not allow for long-term RF 
adaptation, which has been estimated to require processing of the same stimulus for >2 s. Our 
results align more closely with the short time scale adaptations that have been observed in the 
auditory forebrain (Nagel and Doupe, 2006; David et al., 2009). 
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Our findings suggest that stimulus-dependent STRFs in the songbird auditory midbrain 
are largely accounted for by a static nonlinearity composed of subthreshold excitation and, to 
some extent, subthreshold inhibition. The effects that we observe can be explained by a 
combination of differing spectral correlations in the two classes of sounds (Fig. 3a,b), the shape 
of the synaptic input across frequencies as revealed by eCRFs (Figs. 5–7), and spike threshold 
(Fig. 7). The spike threshold nonlinearity that we demonstrate here has been described 
previously in simulation experiments (Christianson et al., 2008) and is similar to the “iceberg 
effect” that is described for visual neuron RFs, for which subthreshold tuning can be much 
broader than tuning measured from spiking alone (for review, see Priebe and Ferster, 2008). 
Spike threshold has been shown to influence complex tuning properties in the primary visual 
cortex (Priebe et al., 2004; Priebe and Ferster, 2008), the rat barrel cortex (Wilent and Contreras, 
2005), and the auditory system (Zhang et al., 2003; Escabí et al., 2005;Chacron and Fortune, 
2010; Ye et al., 2010). 
 
2.5.2 Influences of inhibitory eCRFs on STRF tuning 
Differences between song and noise STRF BWs were strongly predicted by the extent of 
excitatory eCRFs (r2 = 0.67) but were largely unrelated to the extent of inhibitory eCRFs (r2 = 
0.07). Although inhibitory eCRFs did not predict STRF BW differences, they did appear to 
constrain the BW of song and noise STRFs. In particular, 94% of neurons with inhibitory eCRFs 
had highly similar song and noise STRF BWs (ΔBW < 100 Hz) or broader noise STRF BWs. 
This is in strong contrast to neurons with excitatory eCRFs, for which song STRF BWs were 




Many neurons had strong inhibitory sidebands when probed with tone pairs, but these 
inhibitory regions were largely absent from the song and noise STRFs. Why do STRFs lack 
inhibitory sidebands when frequencies outside of the eCRF can have a profound influence on 
spiking activity? The STRF inhibitory sidebands may be less pronounced than would be 
predicted by tone pair responses for the same reason that they are undetectable when presenting 
pure tones. In particular, the auditory midbrain neurons we studied had low baseline firing, and 
inhibition can only be detected when a stimulus contains energy that spans both the excitatory 
CRF and the inhibitory eCRF. If presented alone, energy in the inhibitory eCRF has no influence 
on the firing rate of a neuron without spontaneous activity. Thus, stimulus energy in the 
inhibitory sideband can have differential effects on the firing pattern depending on the stimulus 
features with which it is presented. And because STRFs show the average effect of a particular 
spectrotemporal feature on spiking activity, the inhibitory effects of the sideband may be 
averaged out. 
 
2.5.3 Using tone pairs to estimate eCRFs 
Measuring eCRFs from extracellular recordings such as those studied here are based on 
the assumption that subthreshold neural responses can be detected when they are coincident with 
a normally suprathreshold response. The presentation of tone pairs or other spectrally complex 
stimuli has previously been used to uncover extra-classical inhibition (Suga, 1965; Ehret and 
Merzenich, 1988; Yang et al., 1992, Shamma et al., 1993; Nelken et al., 1994; Schulze and 
Langner, 1999; Sutter et al., 1999; Escabí and Schreiner, 2002, Noreña et al., 2008) and 
excitation (Fuzessery and Feng, 1982,Nelken et al., 1994; Schulze and Langner, 1999) in 
multiple species and auditory areas. Although this technique provides an indirect measure of 
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extra-classical tuning, these results are supported by experiments that directly recorded synaptic 
currents or membrane potentials using whole cell or intracellular techniques (Fitzpatrick et al., 
1997; Zhang et al., 2003; Machens et al., 2004; Tan et al., 2004; Xie et al., 2007). 
The response to a single tone is often a dynamic interaction between excitation and 
inhibition that stabilizes over the course of tens or hundreds of milliseconds (Tan et al., 2004). 
The tone pairs that we used in these experiments were presented concurrently. We therefore 
measured the effects that eCRF stimulation has on simultaneous BF stimulation without 
explicitly probing temporal interactions among frequency channels. By delaying the tones 
relative to one another, future work can examine the temporal effects that eCRF stimulation 
exerts upon CRF responses (Shamma et al., 1993; Andoni et al., 2007). The use of temporally 
delayed side tones may be especially interesting in brain areas where STRFs are inseparable in 
frequency and time. Most auditory midbrain neurons in the zebra finch have highly separable 
STRFs (Woolley et al., 2009), suggesting that stimulation with coincident tones captures the 
majority of interactions across frequency channels in these neurons. 
 
2.5.4 Implications for vocalization coding 
The importance of eCRFs and spike threshold during the processing of vocalizations is 
supported by previous studies in multiple brain areas of many species (Fuzessery and Feng, 
1983; Mooney, 2000; Woolley et al., 2006; Holmstrom et al., 2007). In particular, our findings 
are in close agreement with similar studies of bat vocalization processing. For example, many 
neurons in the bat midbrain show nonlinear responses to discontinuous combinations of tones at 
frequencies that are contained in social calls (Leroy and Wenstrup, 2000; Portfors and Wenstrup, 
2002), and these vocalizations are more accurately predicted by receptive fields estimated using 
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combinations of tones that fall within and outside of the CRF (Holmstrom et al., 2007). Also in 
the bat midbrain, contiguous belts of excitation and inhibition shape the neural selectivity for the 
direction of frequency sweeps that are features of vocalizations (Fuzessery et al., 2006; Pollak et 
al., 2011). The similarity of our results to previous demonstrations of extra-classical tuning in the 
bat midbrain suggests that eCRFs may be a conserved mechanism for shaping neural responses 
to vocalizations (Klug et al., 2002, Xie et al., 2007). 
In higher order auditory regions of the songbird brain, some neurons respond with higher 
firing rates to conspecific songs compared to synthetic stimuli (Grace et al., 2003; Hauber et al., 
2007) or heterospecific songs (Stripling et al., 2001; Terleph et al., 2008), and neurons in vocal 
control nuclei respond preferentially to a bird's own song (Margoliash and Konishi, 1985; Doupe 
and Konishi, 1991). The stimulus-dependent tuning that we observe in the songbird auditory 
midbrain differs from the firing rate selectivity for songs that is observed in the songbird 
forebrain, but spike threshold may contribute to both forms of stimulus-dependent responses. For 
example, intracellular recordings in the vocal control nucleus HVc (Mooney, 2000) and the 
auditory forebrain (Bauer et al., 2008) show that spike threshold plays an integral role in firing 
rate selectivity for conspecific song and a bird's own song. Therefore, subthreshold tuning and 
spike threshold are likely to contribute to both stimulus-dependent STRFs and stimulus-selective 






DISCRIMINATION OF COMMUNICATION VOCALIZATIONS BY 




Many social animals including songbirds use communication vocalizations for individual 
recognition. The perception of vocalizations depends on the encoding of complex sounds by 
neurons in the ascending auditory system, each of which is tuned to a particular subset of 
acoustic features. Here, we examined how well the responses of single auditory neurons could be 
used to discriminate among bird songs and we compared discriminability to spectrotemporal 
tuning. We then used biologically realistic models of pooled neural responses to test whether the 
responses of groups of neurons discriminated among songs better than the responses of single 
neurons and whether discrimination by groups of neurons was related to spectrotemporal tuning 
and trial-to-trial response variability. The responses of single auditory midbrain neurons could be 
used to discriminate among vocalizations with a wide range of abilities, ranging from chance to 
100%. The ability to discriminate among songs using single neuron responses was not correlated 
with spectrotemporal tuning. Pooling the responses of pairs of neurons generally led to better 
discrimination than the average of the two inputs and the most discriminating input. Pooling the 
responses of three to five single neurons continued to improve neural discrimination. The 
increase in discriminability was largest for groups of neurons with similar spectrotemporal 
tuning. Further, we found that groups of neurons with correlated spike trains achieved the largest 
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gains in discriminability. We simulated neurons with varying levels of temporal precision and 
measured the discriminability of responses from single simulated neurons and groups of 
simulated neurons. Simulated neurons with biologically observed levels of temporal precision 
benefited more from pooling correlated inputs than did neurons with highly precise or imprecise 
spike trains. These findings suggest that pooling correlated neural responses with the levels of 






Vocal communicators such as humans and songbirds recognize and discriminate among 
complex sounds, like speech and song. As with behaving animals, the spiking responses of single 
neurons can also be used to discriminate among sensory signals. This ability, called neural 
discrimination, describes how well sensory stimuli can be classified based on a neuron's spiking 
response. In the visual, somatosensory, and auditory systems, the responses of individual neurons 
can be used to accurately discriminate among stationary stimuli based on differences in firing 
rate because different stimuli elicit different rates of action potentials (APs) (Britten et al. 
1992; Hernandez et al. 2000; Relkin and Pelli 1987). However, time-varying stimuli such as 
communication vocalizations are often poorly discriminated based on firing rate alone (Schnupp 
et al. 2006) and, even when considering AP timing, the discriminability calculated from 
responses of most auditory neurons is worse than that of behaving animals (Engineer et al. 
2008; Wang et al. 2007). 
The failure of many individual auditory neurons to produce spike trains that can be used 
to accurately discriminate among complex sounds is due in part to the temporal imprecision of 
neural responses, which can be observed in the trial-to-trial variability in spiking responses to 
repeated presentations of the same sound (Kara et al. 2000). Neural mechanisms that compensate 
for the temporal imprecision of individual spike trains may facilitate neural and behavioral 
discrimination of complex sensory cues. For example, the combined activity of groups of 
neurons, rather than single cells, may compensate for spike train imprecision and may be 
important for sensory discrimination (Cohen and Newsome 2009; Geffen et al. 2009). 
One approach to studying whether the combined responses of multiple neurons facilitates 
discrimination among complex sensory signals is to pool the responses of multiple neurons using 
simple models of neural integration. This approach corresponds to the fundamental circuit 
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mechanism by which sensory neurons process information: convergence of feedforward input 
via synaptic integration. Testing the effects of input convergence on output responses has 
typically been used to measure neural discriminability among stationary cues (Gold and Shadlen 
2001; Jazayeri and Movshon 2006; Miller and Recanzone 2009;Seung and Sompolinsky 
1993; Zhang and Reid 2005). Pooling the responses of individual neurons can also be used to test 
how input convergence affects population discrimination of complex sensory signals such as 
birdsong. 
Pooling spike trains from multiple neurons could facilitate neural discriminability in two 
ways. For neurons with imprecise firing, pooling responses from inputs with strong signal 
correlations could increase the signal-to-noise ratio, thus facilitating discrimination. For highly 
precise neurons, pooling spike trains from neurons with weak signal correlations could facilitate 
discrimination by providing independent information encoded by multiple neurons. Here, we 
asked whether, and to what degree, the pooled activity of groups of auditory neurons facilitated 
the discrimination of complex, time-varying sounds. Further, we asked whether neural 
discrimination depended on the strength of the signal correlations among inputs. 
We recorded from neurons in the auditory midbrain nucleus mesencephalicus lateralis 
dorsalis (MLd), which is homologous to the inferior colliculus in mammals. MLd receives 
converging input from multiple pathways that originate in the cochlear nuclei and it sends 
auditory information to the primary auditory forebrain areas via the thalamus. Neurons in MLd 
typically have stimulus-locked responses to complex natural and artificial sounds (Woolley and 
Casseday 2004,2005; Woolley et al. 2006) and their responses may be able to reliably 
discriminate among complex sounds. 
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We measured the degree to which single neuron responses could be used to discriminate 
among multiple conspecific songs based on spike train patterns. For single neurons, we measured 
the degree to which discriminability depended on spectral and temporal tuning properties. We 
then created a simple integration model that pooled the spiking responses of groups of neurons 
and tested whether small groups of cells discriminated better than did single neurons. For these 
groups of neurons, we compared neural discriminability with the tuning similarity of the input 
neurons and with the correlation between the input spike trains. Last, we simulated populations 
of neurons with varying degrees of spike train precision to investigate the conditions under 





All procedures were done in accordance with the National Institutes of Health and 
Columbia University Animal Care and Use Policy. Adult male zebra finches (Taeniopygia 
guttata) were used in this study. All birds were either purchased from a local bird farm (Canary 
Bird Farm, Old Bridge, NJ) or were bred and raised on site. Prior to electrophysiology, the birds 
lived in a large aviary with other male zebra finches, where they received food and water without 
restriction, as well as vegetables, eggs, grit, and calcium supplements. 
 
3.3.1 Surgery 
Two days prior to recording, male zebra finches were anesthetized with a single 
intramuscular injection of 0.04 ml Equithesin (0.85 g chloral hydrate, 0.21 g pentobarbital, 0.42 
g MgSO4, 8.6 ml propylene glycol, and 2.2 ml of 100% ethanol to a total volume of 20 ml with 
H2O). Following lidocaine application, feathers and skin were removed from the skull and the 
bird was placed in a custom-designed stereotaxic holder with its beak pointed 45° downward. 
Small openings were made in the outer layer of the skull, directly over the electrode entrance 
locations. To guide electrode placement during recordings, ink dots were applied to the skull at 
stereotaxic coordinates (2.7 mm lateral and 2.0 mm anterior from the bifurcation of the sagittal 
sinus). A small metal post was then affixed to the skull using dental acrylic. After surgery, the 
bird recovered for 2 days. 
 
3.3.2 Stimuli 
Stimuli were the songs of 20 different adult male zebra finches sampled at 48,828 Hz and 
the frequency was filtered between 250 and 8,000 Hz. Songs were played at an average intensity 
of 72 dB SPL and presented in pseudorandom order, for a total of 10 trials each. All songs were 
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balanced for root mean square (RMS) intensity. Songs ranged in duration between 1.62 and 2.46 
s and a silent period of 1.2 to 1.6 s separated the playback of subsequent songs. All songs were 
unfamiliar to the bird from which electrophysiological recordings were made. 
 
3.3.3 Electrophysiology 
In preparation for electrophysiological recording, the bird was given three intramuscular 
injections of 0.03 ml of 20% urethane, separated by 20 min. The bird was wrapped in a blanket 
and placed in a custom holder using the head post. The bird's body temperature was monitored 
by placing a thermometer underneath the wing and was maintained between 38 and 40°C using 
an electric heating pad (FHC). The experiments were performed in a sound-attenuating booth 
(IAC). The bird was on a table near the center of the room and a single speaker was located 23 
cm directly in front of the bird. 
We recorded from single auditory neurons in the midbrain auditory nucleus 
mesencephalicus lateralis, pars dorsalis (MLd), using either tungsten microelectrodes (FHC) or 
glass pipettes filled with 1 M NaCl (Sutter Instrument). For both glass and tungsten recordings, 
electrode resistance was between 3 and 10 MΩ (measured at 1,000 Hz). Electrode signals were 
amplified (×1,000) and filtered (300–5,000 Hz; A-M Systems). During recording, voltage traces 
and APs were visualized using an oscilloscope (Tektronix) and custom software (Python; 
Matlab, The MathWorks). Spike times were detected using a threshold discriminator and spike 
waveforms were saved for off-line sorting and analysis. For off-line sorting, spike waveforms 
were upsampled four times using a cubic spline function (Joshua et al. 2007). Action potentials 
were separated from nonspike events by waveform analyses and cluster sorting using the first 
three principal components of the AP waveforms (custom software, Matlab). 
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Neurons were recorded bilaterally and were sampled throughout the extent of MLd, 
which is located about 5.5 mm ventral to the dorsal surface of the brain (Fig. 1A). We recorded 
from all neurons within MLd that were driven (or inhibited) by any of the search sounds (one 
rendition each of song and noise). Isolation was ensured by calculating the signal-to-noise ratio 
of AP and non-AP events and by monitoring baseline firing rate throughout the recording 
session. Although neurons were recorded bilaterally, we typically recorded from only one neuron 
at a time (96 of 122 neurons). When we recorded the activity of two neurons simultaneously (n = 
13 pairs), they were always located in opposite hemispheres. For the 13 pairs of simultaneously 
recorded neurons, we measured the strength of signal and noise correlations and compared these 
to the strength of correlations observed in nonsimultaneously recorded neurons (Lee et al. 1998). 
We binned spike trains using 200 ms bins, overlapping by 150 ms. We found no differences in 
the signal or noise correlations during baseline or driven activity between simultaneously and 
nonsimultaneously recorded neurons (all comparisons, P > 0.68; Wilcoxon rank-sum test). 
 
3.3.4 Single neuron neurometrics 
We used four neurometrics to quantify the ability of single neuron responses to 
discriminate among 20 songs based on single spike train responses to individual songs. The 
Victor–Purpura (VP) metric calculates the “cost” of converting one spike train into another 
through a series of elementary steps (Victor and Purpura 1996): the insertion of a missing spike, 
the deletion of an extra spike, and the shifting of a common spike that is misaligned in time. The 
cost of inserting or deleting a spike is 1 (a unitless quantity). The cost of shifting a spike in time 
is equal to the size of the shift (in milliseconds) multiplied by a shifting cost q (in units 1/ms). 







	   	  
The van Rossum (VR) distance metric quantifies the dissimilarity
between a pair of spike trains by calculating the distance between the
spike trains in high-dimensional space (van Rossum 2001). Each spike
train was discretized into 1 ms bins, creating a point process of zeros







where H(t) is the Heaviside step function, M is the total number of
spikes in the spike train, and N is the resulting smoothed spike train.
For every neuron, we varied the value of ! between 5 and 500 ms and
we measured neural discriminability for each decay constant. For
single neurons, the optimal decay constant spanned the range tested (5
to 500 ms). The average discriminability for the population of neurons
was maximized for ! ! 20 ms and all subsequent analyses used this
decay constant for every neuron.
We then calculated the squared Euclidean distances between pairs
of smoothed spike trains. Distance represents the dissimilarity be-
tween two spike trains; spike trains that are similar to one another









where Dij is the distance between spike trains Ni and Nj and ! is the
decay constant used to smooth the spike trains. Percentage correct was
calculated by randomly selecting one spike train from each of the 20
stimuli as a template. The remaining 180 spike trains were then
classified as being evoked by the song whose template was most
similar.
The firing rate (FR) metric used the response strength (calculated as
the driven firing rate minus the baseline firing rate) in response to each
stimulus to calculate neural discriminability. As with the VR and VP
metrics, a template spike train was chosen for each song and the
remaining 180 spike trains were classified as being evoked by which-
ever song had a more similar firing rate.
The K-means algorithm classified spike trains into K clusters based
on their proximity to one another in high-dimensional space (Fig. 2).
As with the VR metric, the K-means metric used squared Euclidean
distance as a measure of spike train similarity. However, unlike the
VR metric, the K-means metric used an iterative clustering algorithm
to optimally separate the spike trains into K groups (Duda et al. 2001).
The spike trains were first smoothed with an exponential decay that
optimized the average discriminability across the population (! ! 10
ms). The number of clusters (K) was equal to the number of stimuli
used to generate the set of spike trains. The algorithm first randomly
selected K spike trains as the initial cluster centers and grouped with
each of these centers all the spike trains that were nearer that center
than any other. Once all of the spike trains were grouped, the center
of each cluster was recalculated as the geometric center of the spike
trains belonging to each group. Cluster membership was recalculated
using the new center positions and the algorithm was iterated until it
converged on a set of K clusters, each of which contained spike trains
that were closer to one cluster center than to any other. We did not
force each cluster to contain 10 trials, which was the number of
repetitions per stimulus. By allowing the cluster size to vary, the spike
trains naturally segregated into 20 optimal clusters. Enforcing a
cluster size would have decreased discriminability by associating
distant spike trains with nonoptimal clusters.
Percentage correct was measured by analyzing the spike trains that
belonged to each of the K clusters. We assigned a song label to each
cluster using a “voting” scheme, in which each spike train in a cluster
cast a vote for the song that evoked it. Each cluster was assigned to the
song that cast the most votes. If more than one cluster had the same number
of votes for a particular song (e.g., two clusters contained five spike
trains from song 1), the cluster that contained the fewest spike trains
from any other song was assigned to the original song (e.g., song 1),
and the other cluster was assigned to the song that cast the second
largest number of votes. In this way, discriminability for a particular
set of 20 clusters was optimized. If each cluster contained spike trains
evoked by only one song, the neuron performed with 100% discrim-
inability. If one or more spike trains were misclassified, percentage
correct dropped toward chance, which was (100/K) ! 5%.
We calculated d= as another measure of neural discriminability.
Unlike percentage correct, d= is not bounded between 0 and 100% and
can therefore resolve differences in discriminability for neurons per-
forming at 100%. To calculate d=, we first smoothed each spike train
with an exponential decay (! ! 10 ms) and projected the spike trains
from two stimuli onto a single vector that connected the average
neural response for each group; the average neural response for a
particular song was the average smoothed spike train in response to
that song. We then fit a normal distribution to each of the clusters and
measured the separability between the clusters, which is the distance
between the cluster means (in Euclidean space) normalized by the




































FIG. 1. Single neurons in zebra finch mesencephalicus lateralis dorsalis
(MLd) showed a range of responses to song. A: diagram of the zebra finch
ascending auditory system and electrode placement. B: the waveform (top) and
spectrogram (middle) of a single zebra finch song. Below the spectrogram,
raster plots show spike trains collected from 8 neurons in response to multiple
presentations of the song. Each line shows a single spike train and each tick
represents the timing of a single action potential (AP). Each group of 10 spike
trains shows the responses of a single neuron to 10 presentations of the song.
For the song spectrogram, red represents high intensity and blue represents low
intensity.
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3.1 Single neurons in zebra finch MLd showed a range of responses to song 
A: diagram of the zebra finch ascending auditory system and electrode placement. B: the 
waveform (top) and spectrogram (middle) of a single zebra finch song. Below the spectrogram, 
raster plots show spike trains collected from 8 neurons in response to multiple presentations of 
the song. Each line shows a single spike train and each tick represents the timing of a single 
action potential (AP). Each group of 10 spike trains shows the responses of a single neuron to 10 
presentations of the song. For the song spectrogram, red represents high intensity and blue 






the optimal value of q ranged from 0.5 to 0.002/ms. The average neural discriminability across 
the population was maximized for q = 0.05/ms and this value was used for every neuron in all 
subsequent analyses. For a pair of spike trains and a shifting cost q, the algorithm finds the 
cheapest set of steps to convert one spike train into the other. The less it costs to make the two 
spike trains identical, the more similar they were to begin with. To calculate percentage correct, 
we randomly selected one spike train from each song to be used as templates (i.e., 20 of the 200 
spike trains were templates). The remaining 180 spike trains were then classified as being 
evoked by the song associated with the lowest cost transformation. Percentage correct was 
calculated as the fraction of spike trains that were correctly classified (Machens et al. 2003). 
The van Rossum (VR) distance metric quantifies the dissimilarity between a pair of spike 
trains by calculating the distance between the spike trains in high-dimensional space (van 
Rossum 2001). Each spike train was discretized into 1 ms bins, creating a point process of zeros 




where H(t) is the Heaviside step function, M is the total number of spikes in the spike train, 
and N is the resulting smoothed spike train. For every neuron, we varied the value of τ between 5 
and 500 ms and we measured neural discriminability for each decay constant. For single neurons, 
the optimal decay constant spanned the range tested (5 to 500 ms). The average discriminability 
for the population of neurons was maximized for τ = 20 ms and all subsequent analyses used this 
decay constant for every neuron. 
The van Rossum (VR) distance metric quantifies the dissimilarity
between a pair of spike trains by calculating the distance between the
spike trains in high-dimensional space (van Rossum 2001). Each spike
train was discretized into 1 ms bins, creating a point process of zeros







where H(t) is the Heaviside step function, M is the total number of
spikes in the spike train, and N is the resulting smoothed spike train.
For every neuron, we varied the value of ! between 5 and 500 ms and
we measured neural discriminability for each decay constant. For
single neurons, the optimal decay constant spanned the range tested (5
to 500 ms). The average discriminability for the population of neurons
was maximized for ! ! 20 ms and all subsequ nt analyses used this
decay constant for every neuron.
We then calculated the squared Euclidean distances betwe n pairs
of smoothed spike trains. Distance represents the dissimilarity be-
tween two spike trains; spike trains that are similar to one another









where Dij is the distance between spike trains Ni and Nj and ! is the
decay constant used to smooth the spike trains. Percentage correct was
calculated by randomly selecting one spike train from each of the 20
stimuli as a template. The remaining 180 spike trains were then
classified as being evoked by the song whose template was most
similar.
The firing rate (FR) metric used the response strength (calculated as
the driven firing rate minus the baseline firing rate) in response to each
stimulus to calculate neural discriminability. As with the VR and VP
metrics, a template spike train was chosen for each song and the
remaining 180 spike trains were classified as being evoked by which-
ever song had a more similar firing rate.
The K-means algorithm classified spike trains into K clusters based
on their proximity to one another in high-dimensional space (Fig. 2).
As with the VR metric, the K-means metric used squared Euclidean
distance as a measure of spike train similarity. However, unlike the
VR metric, the K-means metric used an iterative clustering algorithm
to optimally separate the spike trains into K groups (Duda et al. 2001).
The spike trains were first smoothed with an exponential decay that
optimized the average discriminability across the population (! ! 10
ms). The number of clusters (K) was equal to the number of stimuli
used to generate the set of spike trains. The algorithm first randomly
selected K spike trains as the initial cluster centers and grouped with
each of these centers all the spike trains that were nearer that center
than any other. Once all of the spike trains were grouped, the center
of each cluster was recalculated as the geometric center of the spike
trains belonging to each group. Cluster membership was recalculated
using the new center positions and the algorithm was iterated until it
converged on a set of K clusters, each of which contained spike trains
that were closer to one cluster center than to any other. We did not
force each cluster to contain 10 trials, which was the number of
repetitions per stimulus. By allowing the cluster size to vary, the spike
trains naturally segregated into 20 optimal clusters. Enforcing a
cluster size would have decreased discriminability by associating
distant spike trains with nonoptimal clusters.
Percentage correct was measured by analyzing the spike trains that
belonged to each of the K clusters. We assigned a song label to each
cluster using a “voting” scheme, in which each spike train in a cluster
cast a vote for the song that evoked it. Each cluster was assigned to the
song that cast the most votes. If more than one cluster had the same number
of vot s for a par icular ong (e.g., two clusters contained five spike
trains from song 1), the cluster that contained the fewest spike trains
from any other song was assigned to the original song (e.g., song 1),
and the other cluster was assigned to the song that cast the second
largest number of votes. In this way, discriminability for a particular
set of 20 clusters was optimized. If each cluster contained spike trains
evoked by only one song, the neuron performed with 100% discrim-
inability. If one or more spike trains were misclassified, percentage
correct dropped toward chance, which was (100/K) ! 5%.
We calculated d= as another measure of neural discriminability.
Unlike percentage correct, d= is not bounded between 0 and 100% and
can therefore resolve differences in discriminability for neurons per-
forming at 100%. To calculate d=, we first smoothed each spike train
with an exponential decay (! ! 10 ms) and projected the spike trains
from two imuli onto a single vector that connected the average
neural response for each group; the average neural response for a
particular song was the average smoothed spike train in response to
that song. We then fit a normal distribution to each of the clusters and
measured the separability between the clusters, which is the distance
between the cluster means (in Euclidean space) normalized by the




































FIG. 1. Single neurons in zebra finch mesencephalicus lateralis dorsalis
(MLd) showed a range of responses to song. A: diagram of the zebra finch
ascending auditory system and electrode placement. B: the waveform (top) and
spectrogram (middle) of a single z bra finch song. Below spectrogram,
raster plots show spike trains collected from 8 neurons in response to multiple
presentations of the song. Each line shows a single spike train and each tick
represents the timing of a single action potential (AP). Each group of 10 spike
trains shows the responses of a single neuron to 10 presentations of the song.
For the song spectrogram, red represents high intensity and blue represents low
intensity.
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We then calculated the squared Euclidean distances between pairs of smoothed spike 
trains. Distance represents the dissimilarity between two spike trains; spike trains that are similar 




where Dij is the distance between spike trains Ni and Nj and τ is the decay constant used to 
smooth the spike trains. Percentage correct was calculated by randomly selecting one spike train 
from each of the 20 stimuli as a template. The remaining 180 spike trains were then classified as 
being evoked by the song whose template was most similar. 
The firing rate (FR) metric used the response strength (calculated as the driven firing rate 
minus the baseline firing rate) in response to each stimulus to calculate neural discriminability. 
As with the VR and VP metrics, a template spike train was chosen for each song and the 
remaining 180 spike trains were classified as being evoked by whichever song had a more 
similar firing rate. 
The K-means algorithm classified spike trains into K clusters based on their proximity to 
one another in high-dimensional space (Fig. 2). As with the VR metric, the K-means metric used 
squared Euclidean distance as a measure of spike train similarity. However, unlike the VR 
metric, the K-means metric used an iterative clustering algorithm to optimally separate the spike 
trains into K groups (Duda et al. 2001). The spike trains were first smoothed with an exponential 
decay that optimized the average discriminability across the population (τ = 10 ms). The number 
of clusters (K) was equal to the number of stimuli used to generate the set of spike trains. The 
The van Rossum (VR) distance metric quantifies the dissimilarity
between a pair of spike trains by calculating the distance between the
spike trains in high-dimensional space (van Rossum 2001). Each spike
train was discretized into 1 ms bins, creating a point process of zeros







where H(t) is the Heaviside step function, M is the total number of
spikes in the spike train, and N is the resulting smoothed spike train.
For every neuron, we varied the value of ! between 5 and 500 ms and
we measured neural discriminability for each decay constant. For
single neurons, the optimal decay constant spanned the range tested (5
to 500 ms). The average discriminability for the population of neurons
was maximized for ! ! 20 ms and all subsequent analyses used this
decay constant for every neuron.
We then calculated the squared Euclidean distances between pairs
of smoothed spike trains. Distance represents the dissimilarity be-
tween two spike trains; spike trains that are similar to one another









where Dij is the distance between spike trains Ni and Nj and ! is the
decay constant used to smooth the spike trains. Percentage correct was
calculated by randomly selecting one spik train from each of the 20
stimuli as a template. The remaining 180 spike trains were then
classified as being ev ked by th so g whose templat was most
similar.
The firing rate (FR) etric used the response strength (calculated as
the driven firing rate minus the baseline firing rate) in response to each
stimulus to calculate neural discriminability. As with the VR and VP
metrics, a template spike train was chosen for each song and the
remaining 180 spike trains were classified as being evoked by which-
ever song had a more similar firing rate.
The K-means algorithm classified spike trains into K clusters based
on their proximity to one another in high-dimensional space (Fig. 2).
As with the VR metric, the K-means metric used squared Euclidean
distance as a measure of spike train similarity. However, unlike the
VR metric, the K-means metric used an iterative clustering algorithm
to optimally separate the sp ke trains into K groups (Duda et al. 2001).
The spike trains were first smoothed with an exponential decay that
optimized the average discriminability across the population (! ! 10
ms). The number of clusters (K) was equal to the number of stimuli
used to generate the set of spike trains. The algorithm first randomly
selected K spike trains as the initial cluster centers and grouped with
each of these centers all the spike trains that were nearer that center
than any other. Once all of the spike trains were grouped, the center
of each cluster was recalculated as the geometric center of the spike
trains belonging to each group. Cluster membership was recalculated
using the new center positions and the algorithm was iterated until it
converged on a set of K clusters, each of which contained spike trains
that were closer to one cluster center than to any other. We did not
force each cluster to contain 10 trials, which was the nu ber of
repetitions per stimulus. By allowing the cluster size to vary, the spike
trains naturally segregated into 20 optimal clusters. Enforcing a
cluster size would have decreased discriminability by associating
distant spike trains with nonoptimal clusters.
Percentage correct was measured by analyzing the spike trains that
belonged to each of the K clusters. We assigned a song label to each
cluster using a “voting” scheme, in which each spike train in a cluster
cast a vote for the song that evoked it. Each cluster was assigned to the
song that cast the most votes. If more than one cluster had the same number
of votes for a particular song (e.g., two clusters contained five spike
trains from song 1), the cluster that contained the fewest spike trains
from any other song was assigned to the original song (e.g., song 1),
and the other cluster was assigned to the song that cast the second
largest number of votes. In this way, discriminability for a particular
set of 20 clusters was optimized. If each cluster contained spike trains
evoked by only one song, the neuron performed with 100% discrim-
inability. If one or more spike trains were misclassified, percentage
correct dropped toward chance, which was (100/K) ! 5%.
We calculated d= as another measure of neural discriminability.
Unlike percentage correct, d= is not bounded between 0 and 100% and
can therefore resolve differences in discriminability for neurons per-
forming at 100%. To calculate d=, we first smoothed each spike train
with an exponential decay (! ! 10 ms) and projected the spike trains
from two stimuli onto a single vector that connected the average
neural response for each group; the average neural response for a
particular song was the average smoothed spike train in response to
that song. We then fit a normal distribution to each of the clusters and
measured the separability between the clusters, which is the distance
between the cluster means (in Euclidean space) normalized by the




































FIG. 1. Single neurons in zebra finch mesencephalicus lateralis dorsalis
(MLd) showed a range of responses to song. A: diagram of the zebra finch
ascending auditory system and electrode placement. B: the waveform (top) and
spectrogram (middle) of a single zebra finch song. Below the spectrogram,
raster plots show spike trains collected from 8 neurons in response to multiple
presentations of the song. Each line shows a single spike train and each tick
represents the timing of a single action potential (AP). Each group of 10 spike
trains shows the responses of a single neuron to 10 presentations of the song.
For the song spectrogram, red represents high intensity and blue represents low
intensity.
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where ui is the mean value of the ith cluster, vi is the variance of the
ith cluster, and ni is the number of spike trains belonging to the ith
cluster. For each neuron, we calculated d= for every pair of clusters
(190 pairs) and we averaged across all cluster pairs.
Each neurometric was iterated 100 times and, on each iteration, the
neurometrics were seeded with a different set of randomly selected
template spike trains. The resulting discrimination values are the mean
performance across all 100 iterations. On a given iteration, if a spike
train was equally similar to two or more templates, that spike train
was scored as misclassified even if one of the templates repre-
sented the appropriate song category. We used this assignment
criterion because ambiguity suggests poor neural discriminability.
Because of this criterion, neural performance could be worse than
chance, which was 5%.
Analysis of tuning
Spectrotemporal receptive fields (STRFs) were computed using the
songs of 20 zebra finches and the neural responses to those songs
(Theunissen et al. 2000). To estimate the best linear STRFs, we
implemented a normalized reverse correlation technique using the
STRFpak toolbox for Matlab (http://strfpak.berkeley.edu). To esti-

































FIG. 2. MLd neural responses discrimi-
nated among songs with a wide range of
abilities. A: spike trains from a single neuron
in response to 10 repetitions of 20 unique
zebra finch songs. Each group of 10 lines
shows the responses to 10 presentations of a
single song. The songs were pseudoran-
domly interleaved during the experiment and
the responses were organized here for visu-
alization. For analysis, the spike trains were
truncated to the duration of the shortest song
(1.62 s; nonshaded region). B: spike trains
from a second neuron in response to the
same stimuli as in A. C: in the K-means and
van Rossum metrics, spike trains were rep-
resented as points in a 1,620-dimensional
space (one dimension for each millisecond of
activity). For illustration, here the spikes in
response to the first 3 songs were projected
onto 2 dimensions (the first 2 principal com-
ponents). Spike trains from song 1 are shown
in green, song 2 in blue, and song 3 in red.
The K-means algorithm was used to classify
the spike trains into clusters based on spike
train dissimilarity. The shape of the marker
corresponds to cluster membership. For Neu-
ron 1, spike trains evoked by each song
belong to their own cluster, indicating high
discriminability. D: for Neuron 2, cluster 3
contains spike trains from songs 1, 2, and 3,
indicating that the spike trains produced by
this neuron cannot perfectly discriminate
among the 3 songs. Color and shape labels
are the same as in C.
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3.2 MLd neural responses discriminated among songs with a wide range of abilities 
A: spike trains from a single neuron in response to 10 repetitions of 20 unique zebra finch songs. 
Each group of 10 lines shows the responses to 10 presentations of a single song. The songs were 
pseudorandomly interleaved during the experiment and the responses were organized here for 
visualization. For analysis, the spike trains were truncated to the duration of the shortest song 
(1.62 s; nonshaded region). B: spike trains from a second neuron in response to the same stimuli 
as in A. C: in the K-means and van Rossum metrics, spike trains were represented as points in a 
1,620-dimensional space (one dimension for each millisecond of activity). For illustration, here 
the spikes in response to the first 3 songs were projected onto 2 dimensions (the first 2 principal 
components). Spike trains from song 1 are shown in green, song 2 in blue, and song 3 in red. The 
K-means algorithm was used to classify the spike trains into clusters based on spike train 
dissimilarity. The shape of the marker corresponds to cluster membership. For Neuron 1, spike 
trains evoked by each song belong to their own cluster, indicating high discriminability. D: for 
Neuron 2, cluster 3 contains spike trains from songs 1, 2, and 3, indicating that the spike trains 
produced by this neuron cannot perfectly discriminate among the 3 songs. Color and shape labels 







algorithm first randomly selected K spike trains as the initial cluster centers and grouped with 
each of these centers all the spike trains that were nearer that center than any other. Once all of 
the spike trains were grouped, the center of each cluster was recalculated as the geometric center 
of the spike trains belonging to each group. Cluster membership was recalculated using the new 
center positions and the algorithm was iterated until it converged on a set of K clusters, each of 
which contained spike trains that were closer to one cluster center than to any other. We did not 
force each cluster to contain 10 trials, which was the number of repetitions per stimulus. By 
allowing the cluster size to vary, the spike trains naturally segregated into 20 optimal clusters. 
Enforcing a cluster size would have decreased discriminability by associating distant spike trains 
with non-optimal clusters. 
Percentage correct was measured by analyzing the spike trains that belonged to each of 
the K clusters. We assigned a song label to each cluster using a “voting” scheme, in which each 
spike train in a cluster cast a vote for the song that evoked it. Each cluster was assigned to the 
song that cast the most votes. If more than one cluster had the same number of votes for a 
particular song (e.g., two clusters contained five spike trains from song 1), the cluster that 
contained the fewest spike trains from any other song was assigned to the original song (e.g., 
song 1), and the other cluster was assigned to the song that cast the second largest number of 
votes. In this way, discriminability for a particular set of 20 clusters was optimized. If each 
cluster contained spike trains evoked by only one song, the neuron performed with 100% 
discriminability. If one or more spike trains were misclassified, percentage correct dropped 
toward chance, which was (100/K) = 5%. 
We calculated d′ as another measure of neural discriminability. Unlike percentage 
correct, d′ is not bounded between 0 and 100% and can therefore resolve differences in 
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discriminability for neurons performing at 100%. To calculate d′, we first smoothed each spike 
train with an exponential decay (τ = 10 ms) and projected the spike trains from two stimuli onto 
a single vector that connected the average neural response for each group; the average neural 
response for a particular song was the average smoothed spike train in response to that song. We 
then fit a normal distribution to each of the clusters and measured the separability between the 
clusters, which is the distance between the cluster means (in Euclidean space) normalized by the 




where ui is the mean value of the ith cluster, vi is the variance of the ith cluster, and ni is the 
number of spike trains belonging to the ith cluster. For each neuron, we calculated d′ for every 
pair of clusters (190 pairs) and we averaged across all cluster pairs. 
Each neurometric was iterated 100 times and, on each iteration, the neurometrics were 
seeded with a different set of randomly selected template spike trains. The resulting 
discrimination values are the mean performance across all 100 iterations. On a given iteration, if 
a spike train was equally similar to two or more templates, that spike train was scored as 
misclassified even if one of the templates represented the appropriate song category. We used 
this assignment criterion because ambiguity suggests poor neural discriminability. Because of 
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where ui is the mean value of the ith cluster, vi is the variance of the
ith cluster, and ni is the number of spike trains belonging to the ith
cluster. For each neuron, we calculated d= for every pair of clusters
(190 pairs) and we averaged across all cluster pairs.
Each neurometric was iterated 100 times and, on each iteration, the
neurometrics were seeded with a different set of randomly selected
template spike trains. The resulting discrimination values are the mean
performance across all 100 iterations. On a given iteration, if a spike
train was equally similar to two or more templates, that spike train
was scored as misclassified even if one of the templates repre-
sented the appropriate song category. We used this assignment
criterion because ambiguity suggests poor neural discriminability.
Because of this criterion, neural performance could be worse than
chance, which was 5%.
Analysis of tuning
Spe trotemporal receptive fields (STRFs) were computed using the
songs of 20 zebra finches and the neural responses to those songs
(Theunissen et al. 2000). To estimate the best linear STRFs, we
implemented a normalized reverse correlation technique using the
STRFpak toolbox for Matlab (http://strfpak.berkeley.edu). To esti-

































FIG. 2. MLd neural responses discrimi-
nated among songs with a wide range of
abilities. A: spike trains from a single neuron
in response to 10 repetitions of 20 unique
zebra finch songs. Each group of 10 lines
shows the responses to 10 presentations of a
single song. The songs were pseudoran-
domly interleaved during the experiment and
the responses were organized here for visu-
alization. For analysis, the spike trains were
truncated to the duration of the shortest song
(1.62 s; nonshaded region). B: spike trains
from a second neuron in response to the
same stimuli as in A. C: in the K-means and
van Rossum metrics, spike trains were rep-
resented as points in a 1,620-dimensional
space (one dimension for each millisecond of
activity). For illustration, here the spikes in
response to the first 3 songs were projected
onto 2 dimensions (the first 2 principal com-
ponents). Spike trains from song 1 are shown
in green, song 2 in blue, and song 3 in red.
The K-means algorithm was used to classify
the spike trains into clusters based on spike
train dissimilarity. The shape of the marker
corresponds to cluster membership. For Neu-
ron 1, spike trains evoked by each song
belong to their own cluster, indicating high
discriminability. D: for Neuron 2, cluster 3
contains spike trains from songs 1, 2, and 3,
indicat ng that the spike trains produced by
this neuron cannot perfectly discriminate
among the 3 songs. Color and shape labels
are the same as in C.
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3.3.5 Analysis of tuning 
Spectrotemporal receptive fields (STRFs) were computed using the songs of 20 zebra 
finches and the neural responses to those songs (Theunissen et al. 2000). To estimate the best 
linear STRFs, we implemented a normalized reverse correlation technique using the STRFpak 
toolbox for Matlab (http://strfpak.berkeley.edu). To estimate the validity of the STRFs, we 
measured the correlation coefficient between predicted responses to novel songs (those not used 
in the STRF calculation) and the neuron's actual response to those songs. STRF predictions were 
computed by convolving the time-reversed STRF with the song spectrogram and half-wave 
rectifying. The correlation coefficients reported here are the mean correlation coefficients across 
20 predictions. 
From each STRF, we made multiple measures of auditory tuning and compared these 
values with the neural discrimination performance for each cell. To measure tuning, we projected 
the STRF onto the spectral and temporal axes. STRFs of MLd neurons are highly separable in 
frequency and time (Woolley et al. 2009). Therefore projecting the STRF onto the spectral and 
temporal axes results in very little information loss. Two measures of spectral tuning were used: 
best frequency (BF) and excitatory bandwidth (BW). Best frequency was determined by 
projecting the STRF onto the frequency axis and calculating the peak of this vector. The 
bandwidth of each STRF was measured at the time corresponding to the peak in excitation (i.e., 
response latency: 8.48 ± 2.85 ms, mean ± SD; range: 4 to 23 ms) and was calculated by 
computing the width of STRF pixels that were 3SDs above the average pixel value. To measure 
temporal tuning, we projected the STRF onto the time axis. Using this vector, we calculated the 
temporal modulation period, which was the difference in time between the peak in excitation and 
the peak in inhibition. We also calculated the Excitatory–Inhibitory (EI) index, which is the 
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difference between the areas of excitation and inhibition divided by the sum of the areas (range: 




where STRF is the two-dimensional spectrotemporal receptive field. STRFE is the excitatory 
portion of the STRF, for which pixels less than zero were set to zero, and STRFI is the inhibitory 
portion of the STRF, for which pixels greater than zero were set to zero. This definition of the EI 
index is equivalent to the integral of the STRF divided by the integral of the absolute value of the 
STRF, shown on the far right-hand side. The EI index corresponds to traditionally defined 
temporal response patterns of auditory neurons to pure tones (e.g., onset, primary-like, 
sustained; Woolley and Casseday 2004; Schneider and Woolley, unpublished data). 
We compared the tuning properties of pairs and triplets of neurons. For pairs of neurons, 
we took the absolute value of the difference between the tuning parameter of each neuron. For 
comparing responses among three neurons, we measured the absolute value of the difference in 
tuning for each pair in the triplet and calculated the average similarity of all three pairs. For an 




3.3.6 Analysis of within-stimulus spike train similarity 
cient between predicted responses to novel songs (those not used in
the STRF calculation) and the neuron’s actual response to those songs.
STRF predictions were computed by convolving the time-reversed
STRF with the song spectrogram and half-wave rectifying. The
correlation coefficients reported here are the mean correlation coeffi-
cients across 20 predictions.
From each STRF, we made multiple measures of auditory tuning
and compared these values with the neural discrimination perfor-
mance for each cell. To measure tuning, we projected the STRF onto
the spectral and temporal axes. STRFs of MLd neurons are highly
separable in frequency and time (Woolley et al. 2009). Therefore
projecting the STRF onto the spectral and temporal axes results in
very little information loss. Two measures of spectral tuning were
used: best frequency (BF) and excitatory bandwidth (BW). Best
frequency was determined by projecting the STRF onto the frequency
axis and calculating the peak of this vector. The bandwidth of each
STRF was measured at the time corresponding to the peak in excita-
tion (i.e., response latency: 8.48 ! 2.85 ms, mean ! SD; range: 4 to
23 ms) and was calculated by computing the width of STRF pixels
that were 3SDs above the average pixel value. To measure temporal
tuning, we projected the STRF onto the time axis. Using this vector,
we calculated the temporal modulation period, which was the differ-
ence in time between the peak in excitation and the peak in inhibition.
We also calculated the Excitatory–Inhibitory (EI) index, which is the
difference between the areas of excitation and inhibition divided by
the sum of the areas (range: "1 to 1)
EIindex !
!F !T STRFE " !F !T STRFI




where STRF is the two-dimensional spectrotemporal receptive field.
STRFE is the excitatory portion of the STRF, for which pixels less
than zero were set to zero, and STRFI is the inhibitory portion of the
STRF, for which pixels greater than zero were set to zero. This
definition of the EI index is equivalent to the integral of the STRF
divided by the integral of the absolute value of the STRF, shown on
the far right-hand side. The EI index corresponds to traditionally
defined temporal response patterns of auditory neurons to pure tones
(e.g., nset, primary-like, sustained; Wooll y and Casseday 2004;
Schneider and Woolley, unpublished data).
We compared the tuning properties of pairs and triplets of neurons.
For pairs of neurons, we took the absolute value of the difference
between the tuning parameter of each neuron. For comparing re-
sponses among three neurons, we measured the absolute value of the
difference in tuning for each pair in the triplet and calculated the
average simil rity of all three pairs. For an rbitrary tu ing parameter
p and neurons i, j, and k
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Analysis of within-stimulus spike train similarity
For each neuron, we calculated the shuffled autocorrelogram
(SAC), as described in Joris et al. (2006). To compute the SAC, w
first binned spike times into 1 ms bins. For each spike train evoked by
a single song, we measured every cross-spike train interspike interval.
The histogram of the cross-spike train intervals provided a measure of
the tendency for neurons to fire at similar times to repeated playback
of the same song. To account for the increased number of trial-to-trial
coincident spikes due to firing rate and the number of times a song
was repeated, we normalized the SAC by a normalization constant
(Christianson and Pena 2007; Joris et al. 2006)
normval ! N(N # 1)R2%D
where N is the number of times the song was presented (typically 10),
R is the average firing rate across all N presentations of the song, % is
the duration of the coincidence window (1 ms), and D is the duration
of the song (1.621 s). For each neuron, we averaged the SAC
calculated independently from responses to each of the 20 songs.
From the SACs, we made two measures of spike train reliability.
First, we computed the coincidence index (CI), which was the nor-
malized number of coincident spikes at 0 ms lag (i.e., the normalized
rate with which spikes were stimulus-locked with 1 ms resolution).
We also calculated the half-width at half-height for each SAC, which
provided an estimate of the trial-to-trial spike-timing jitter in response
to a single song. In general, the CI is largest for neurons with a high
degree of trial-to-trial temporal precision and decreases with temporal
imprecision, whereas half-width increases with temporal imprecision.
To quantify temporal precision as a single value, we calculated the CI
to half-width ratio, which is largest for neurons with high temporal
precision and decreases as the temporal precision decreases.
Last, we measured the spike train similarity across pairs of neurons
using an ext nsion e d= metric. For a pair of neurons, we first
convolved each spike train with an exponential decay with a time
constant of 10 ms. Using spike trains from the two neurons that were
evoked by a single song, we then calculated the squared Euclidean
distance between every pair of cross-neuron spike trains and the
variance among the spike trains produced by each of the single
neurons. For each song, we calculated d=, which was the average
distance between the spike trains of the two neurons normalized by
the average variance of the responses. For each pair of neurons, we
calculated d= for every song and here we report the average value
across all songs.
Modeling readout neurons
We analyzed the pooled responses of groups of MLd neurons
ranging in size from two to five neurons, which were selected at
random from our set of MLd neurons (Parker and Newsome 1998).
The models were simulations of a readout neuron that integrated
information from multiple input neurons using three methods that
simulated well-established physiological processes. The SUM model
simulated subthreshold changes in membrane potential by integrating
the responses from all input neurons and producing a graded output.
The OR m del simulated postsynaptic spiking activity and fired a
single AP when one or more input neurons fired an AP. The AND
model simulated coincidence detection, in which the readout neuron














In the previous three equations, R is the output of the readout model
and N is the input from a single MLd neuron. Depending on the
number of input neurons, n ranged from 2 to 5.
For e ch readout neu on, we imulated 200 trials: 10 trials for each
of the 20 songs used in the electrophysiology experiments. On each
trial, one spike train (corresponding to the appropriate song) from
each input neuron was randomly selected. For the AND model, an AP
was triggered at the readout neuron when every input neuron fired an
AP within 5 ms of each other. We chose the integration time of 5 ms
based on the observed integration time of midbrain auditory neurons
(Andoni et al. 2007) and the time course of excitatory and inhibitory
synaptic currents (Covey et al. 1996; Pedemonte et al. 1997). As the
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cient between predicted responses to novel songs (those not used in
the STRF calculation) and the neuron’s actual response to those songs.
STRF predictions were computed by convolving the time-reversed
STRF with the song spectrogram and half-wave rectifying. The
correlation coefficients report d here are the mean correlation coeffi-
cients across 20 predictions.
From each STRF, we made multiple measures of auditory tuning
and compared these values with the neural discrimination perfor-
mance for each cell. To measure tuning, we projected the STRF onto
the spectral and temporal axes. STRFs of MLd neurons are highly
separable in frequency and time (Woolley et al. 2009). Therefore
projecting the STRF onto the spectral and temporal axes results in
very little information loss. Two measures of spectral tuning were
used: best frequency (BF) and excitatory bandwidth (BW). Best
frequency was determined by projecting the STRF onto the frequency
axis and calculating the peak of this vector. The bandwidth of each
STRF was measured at the time corresponding to the peak in excita-
tion (i.e., response latency: 8.48 ! 2.85 ms, mean ! SD; range: 4 to
23 ms) and was calculated by computing the width of STRF pixels
that were 3SDs above the average pixel value. To measure temporal
tuning, we projected the STRF onto the time axis. Using this vector,
we calculated he temporal modulation period, which was the differ-
ence in time between the peak in excitation and the peak in inhibition.
We also calculated the Excitatory–Inhibitory (EI) index, which is the
difference between the areas of excitation and inhibition divided by
the sum of the areas (range: "1 to 1)
EIindex !
!F !T STRFE " !F !T STRFI




where STRF is the two-dimensional spectrotemporal receptive field.
STRFE is the excitatory portion of the STRF, for which pixels less
than zero were set to zero, and STRFI is the inhibitory portion of the
STRF, for which pixels greater than zero were set to zero. This
definition of the EI index is equivalent to the integral of the STRF
divided by the integral of the absolute value of the STRF, shown on
the far right-hand sid . The EI index c rresponds to traditionally
defined temporal response patterns of auditory neurons to pure tones
(e.g., onset, primary-like, sustained; Woolley and Casseday 2004;
Schneider and Woolley, unpublished data).
We compared the tuning properties of pairs and triplets of neurons.
For pairs of neurons, we took the absolute value of the difference
between the tuning parameter of each neuron. For comparing re-
sponses among th ee neurons, we measured the abs lute value of the
difference in tuning for each pair in the triplet and calculated the
average similarity of all three pairs. For an arbitrary tuning parameter
p and neurons i, j, and k
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Analysis of within-stimulus spike train similarity
For each neuron, we calculated he shuffled autocorrelogram
(SAC), as described in Joris et al. (2006). To compute the SAC, we
first binned spike times into 1 ms bins. For each spike train evoked by
a single song, we measured every cross-spike train interspike interval.
The histogram of the cross-spike train intervals provided a measure of
the tendency for neurons to fire at similar times to repeated playback
of the same song. To account for the increased number of trial-to-trial
coincident spikes due to firing rate and the number of times a song
was repeated, we normalized the SAC by a normalization constant
(Christianson and Pena 2007; Joris et al. 2006)
normval ! N(N # 1)R2%D
where N is the number of times the song was presented (typically 10),
R is the average firing rate across all N presentations of the song, % is
the duration of the coincidence window (1 ms), and D is the duration
of the song (1.621 s). For each neuron, we averaged the SAC
calculated independently from responses to each of the 20 songs.
From the SACs, we made two measures of spike train reliability.
First, we computed the coincidence index (CI), which was the nor-
malized number of coincident spikes at 0 ms lag (i.e., the normalized
rate with which spikes were stimulus-locked with 1 ms resolution).
We also calculated the half-width at half-height for each SAC, which
provided an estimate of the trial-to-trial spike-timing jitter in response
to a single song. In general, the CI is largest for neurons with a high
degree of trial-to-trial temporal precision and decreases with temporal
imprecision, whereas half-width increases with temporal imprecision.
To quantify temporal precision as a single value, we calculated the CI
to half-width ratio, which is largest for neurons with high temporal
precision and decreases as th temporal precision decreases.
Last, we measur d the spike train similarity across pairs of n urons
using an extension of the d= metric. For a pair of eurons, we first
convolved each spik train with an exponential decay with a time
constant of 10 ms. Using spik trains from the two neu ons that were
evoked by a single ong, we then calculated the squared Euclidean
distance between every pair of cross-neuron s ik r ins a d the
variance among the spike trains produce by each of the single
neurons. For each song, w calculated d=, wh ch was the average
distance between the spike trains of the two eurons normalized by
the average vari nce of the responses. For each pair of n ur ns, we
calculated d= for very song and here we repo t the verage value
across all songs.
Modeling readout neurons
We analyzed the pooled responses of groups of MLd neurons
ranging in size from two to five neurons, which were selected at
random from our set of MLd neurons (Parker and Newsome 1998).
The models were simulations of a readout neuron that integrated
information from multiple input neurons using three methods that
simulated well-established physiological processes. The SUM model
simulated subthreshold changes in membrane potential by integrating
the responses from all input neurons and producing a graded output.
The OR model simulated postsynaptic spiking activity and fired a
single AP when one or more input neurons fired an AP. The AND
model simulated coincidence detection, in which the readout neuron














In the previous three equations, R is the output of the readout model
and N is the input from a single MLd neuron. Depending on the
number of input neurons, n ranged from 2 to 5.
For each readout neuron, we simulated 200 trials: 10 trials for each
of the 20 songs used in the electrophysiology experiments. On each
trial, one spike train (corresponding to the appropriate song) from
each input neuron was randomly selected. For the AND model, an AP
was triggered at the readout neuron when every input neuron fired an
AP within 5 ms of each other. We chose the integration time of 5 ms
based on the observed integration time of midbrain auditory neurons
(Andoni et al. 2007) and the time course of excitatory and inhibitory
synaptic currents (Covey et al. 1996; Pedemonte et al. 1997). As the
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For each neuron, we calculated the shuffled autocorrelogram (SAC), as described in Joris 
et al. (2006). To compute the SAC, we first binned spike times into 1 ms bins. For each spike 
train evoked by a single song, we measured every cross-spike train interspike interval. The 
histogram of the cross-spike train intervals provided a measure of the tendency for neurons to 
fire at similar times to repeated playback of the same song. To account for the increased number 
of trial-to-trial coincident spikes due to firing rate and the number of times a song was repeated, 





where N is the number of times the song was presented (typically 10), R is the average firing rate 
across all N presentations of the song, ω is the duration of the coincidence window (1 ms), 
and D is the duration of the song (1.621 s). For each neuron, we averaged the SAC calculated 
independently from responses to each of the 20 songs. 
From the SACs, we made two measures of spike train reliability. First, we computed the 
coincidence index (CI), which was the normalized number of coincident spikes at 0 ms lag (i.e., 
the normalized rate with which spikes were stimulus-locked with 1 ms resolution). We also 
calculated the half-width at half-height for each SAC, which provided an estimate of the trial-to-
trial spike-timing jitter in response to a single song. In general, the CI is largest for neurons with 
a high degree of trial-to-trial temporal precision and decreases with temporal imprecision, 
whereas half-width increases with temporal imprecision. To quantify temporal precision as a 
cient between predicted responses to novel songs (those not used in
the STRF calculation) and the neuron’s actual response to those songs.
STRF predictions were computed by convolving the time-reversed
STRF with the song spectrogram and half-wave rectifying. The
correlation coefficients reported here are the mean correlation coeffi-
cients across 20 predictions.
From each STRF, we made multiple measures of auditory tuning
and compared these values with the neural discrimination perfor-
mance for each cell. To measure tuning, we projected the STRF onto
the spectral and temporal axes. STRFs of MLd neurons are highly
separable in frequency and time (Woolley et al. 2009). Therefore
projecting the STRF onto the spectral and temporal axes results in
very little information loss. Two measures of spectral tuning were
used: best frequency (BF) and excitatory bandwidth (BW). Best
frequency was determined by projecting the STRF onto the frequency
axis and calculating the peak of this vector. The bandwidth of each
STRF was measured at the time corresponding to the peak in excita-
tion (i.e., response latency: 8.48 ! 2.85 ms, mean ! SD; range: 4 to
23 ms) and was calculated by computing the width of STRF pixels
that were 3SDs above the average pixel value. To measure temporal
tuning, we projected the STRF onto the time axis. Using this vector,
we calculated the temporal modulation period, which was the differ-
ence in time between the peak in excitation and the peak in inhibition.
We also calculated the Excitatory–Inhibitory (EI) index, which is the
difference between the areas of excitation and inhibition divided by
the sum of the areas (range: "1 to 1)
EIindex !
!F !T STRFE " !F !T STRFI




where STRF is the two-dimensional spectrotemporal receptive field.
STRFE is the excitatory portion of the STRF, for which pixels less
than zero were set to zero, and STRFI is the inhibitory portion of the
STRF, for which pixels greater than zero were set to zero. This
definition of the EI index is equivalent to the integral of the STRF
divided by the integral of the absolute value of the STRF, shown on
the far right-hand side. The EI index corresponds to traditionally
defined temporal response patterns of auditory neurons to pure tones
(e.g., onset, primary-like, sustained; Woolley and Casseday 2004;
Schneider and Woolley, unpublished data).
We compared the tuning properties of pairs and triplets of neurons.
For pairs of neurons, we took the absolute value of the difference
between the tuning parameter of each neuron. For comparing re-
sponses among three neurons, we measured the absolute value of the
difference in tuning for each pair in the triplet and calculated the
average similarity of all three pairs. For an arbitrary tuning parameter
p and neurons i, j, and k
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Analysis of within-stimulus spike train similarity
For each neuron, we calculated the shuffled autocorrelogram
(SAC), as described in Joris et al. (2006). To compute the SAC, we
first binned spike times into 1 ms bins. For each spike train evoked by
a single song, we measured every cross-spike train interspike interval.
The histogram of the cross-spike train intervals provided a measure of
the tendency for neurons to fire at similar times to repeated playback
of the same song. To account for the increased number of trial-to-trial
coincident spikes due to firing rate and the number of times a song
was repeated, we normalized the SAC by a normalization constant
(Christianson and Pena 2007; Joris et al. 2006)
normval ! N(N # 1)R2%D
where N is the number of times the song was presented (typically 10),
R is the average firing rate across all N presentations of the song, % is
the duration of the coincidence window (1 ms), and D is the duration
of the song (1.621 s). For each neuron, we averaged the SAC
calculated independently from responses to each of the 20 songs.
From the SACs, we made two measures of spike train reliability.
First, we computed the coincidence index (CI), which was the nor-
malized number of coincident spikes at 0 ms lag (i.e., the normalized
rate with which spikes were stimulus-locked with 1 ms resolution).
We also calculated the half-width at half-heigh f r ch SAC, which
provided an estimate of the trial-to-trial spike-timing jitter in response
to a single song. In general, the CI is largest for neurons with a high
degree of trial-to-trial temporal precision and decreases with temporal
imprecision, whereas half-width increases with temporal imprecision.
To quantify temporal precision as a single value, we calculated the CI
to half-width ratio, which is largest for neurons with high temporal
precision and decrease as the temporal precision decr ases.
Last, we measured the spike train similarity across pairs of neurons
using an extension of the d= metric. For a pair of neurons, we first
convolved each spike train with an exponential decay with a time
constant of 10 ms. Using spike trains from the two neurons that were
evoked by a single song, we then calculated the squared Euclidean
distance between every pair of cross-neuron spike trains and the
variance among the spike trains produced by each of the single
neurons. For each song, we calculated d=, which was the average
distance between the spike trains of the two neurons normalized by
the average variance of the responses. For each pair of neurons, we
calculated d= for every song and here we report the average value
across all songs.
Modeling readout neurons
We analyzed the pooled responses of groups of MLd neurons
ranging in size from two to five neurons, which were selected at
random from our set of MLd neurons (Parker and Newsome 1998).
The models were simulations of a readout neuron that integrated
information from multiple input neurons using three methods that
simulated well-established physiological processes. The SUM model
simulated subthreshold changes in membrane potential by integrating
the responses from all input neurons and producing a graded output.
The OR model simulated postsynaptic spiking activity and fired a
single AP when one or more input neurons fired an AP. The AND
model simulated coincidence detection, in which the readout neuron














In the previous three equations, R is the output of the readout model
and N is the input from a single MLd neuron. Depending on the
number of input neurons, n ranged from 2 to 5.
For each readout neuron, we simulated 200 trials: 10 trials for each
of the 20 songs used in the electrophysiology experiments. On each
trial, one spike train (corresponding to the appropriate song) from
each input neuron was randomly selected. For the AND model, an AP
was triggered at the readout neuron when every input neuron fired an
AP within 5 ms of each other. We chose the integration time of 5 ms
based on the observed integration time of midbrain auditory neurons
(Andoni et al. 2007) and the time course of excitatory and inhibitory
synaptic currents (Covey et al. 1996; Pedemonte et al. 1997). As the
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single value, we calculated the CI to half-width ratio, which is largest for neurons with high 
temporal precision and decreases as the temporal precision decreases. 
Last, we measured the spike train similarity across pairs of neurons using an extension of 
the d′ metric. For a pair of neurons, we first convolved each spike train with an exponential 
decay with a time constant of 10 ms. Using spike trains from the two neurons that were evoked 
by a single song, we then calculated the squared Euclidean distance between every pair of cross-
neuron spike trains and the variance among the spike trains produced by each of the single 
neurons. For each song, we calculated d′, which was the average distance between the spike 
trains of the two neurons normalized by the average variance of the responses. For each pair of 
neurons, we calculated d′ for every song and here we report the average value across all songs. 
 
3.3.7 Modeling readout neurons 
We analyzed the pooled responses of groups of MLd neurons ranging in size from two to 
five neurons, which were selected at random from our set of MLd neurons (Parker and Newsome 
1998). The models were simulations of a readout neuron that integrated information from 
multiple input neurons using three methods that simulated well-established physiological 
processes. The SUM model simulated subthreshold changes in membrane potential by 
integrating the responses from all input neurons and producing a graded output. The OR model 
simulated postsynaptic spiking activity and fired a single AP when one or more input neurons 
fired an AP. The AND model simulated coincidence detection, in which the readout neuron fired 






In the previous three equations, R is the output of the readout model and N is the input from a 
single MLd neuron. Depending on the number of input neurons, nranged from 2 to 5. 
For each readout neuron, we simulated 200 trials: 10 trials for each of the 20 songs used 
in the electrophysiology experiments. On each trial, one spike train (corresponding to the 
appropriate song) from each input neuron was randomly selected. For the AND model, an AP 
was triggered at the readout neuron when every input neuron fired an AP within 5 ms of each 
other. We chose the integration time of 5 ms based on the observed integration time of midbrain 
auditory neurons (Andoni et al. 2007) and the time course of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic 
currents (Covey et al. 1996; Pedemonte et al. 1997). As the integration window for the AND 
model increased in duration, the output of the AND model approached that of the OR model. The 
output of each readout neuron was filtered with an exponential kernel of 10 ms and 
discriminability of the resultant spike trains was measured using d′. 
To approximate the maximum discriminability that groups of neurons could achieve, we 
measured the discriminability of groups of neurons for which the spike trains were concatenated, 
rather than pooled. For this model, the dimensionality of the spike trains used as inputs to the 
discrimination algorithm was (1,621 × n). 
 
cient between predicted responses to novel songs (those not used in
the STRF calculation) and the neuron’s actual response to those songs.
STRF predictions were computed by convolving the time-reversed
STRF with the song spectrogram and half-wave rectifying. The
correlation coefficients reported here are the mean correlation coeffi-
cients across 20 predictions.
From each STRF, we made multiple measures of auditory tuning
and compared these values with the neural discrimination perfor-
mance for each cell. To measure tuning, we projected the STRF onto
the spectral and temporal axes. STRFs of MLd neurons are highly
separable in frequency and time (Woolley et al. 2009). Therefore
projecting the STRF onto the spectral and temporal axes results in
very little information loss. Two measures of spectral tuning were
used: best frequency (BF) and excitatory bandwidth (BW). Best
frequency was determined by projecting the STRF onto the frequency
axis and calculating the peak of this vector. The bandwidth of each
STRF was measured at the time corresponding to the peak in excita-
tion (i.e., response latency: 8.48 ! 2.85 ms, mean ! SD; range: 4 to
23 ms) and was calculated by computing the width of STRF pixels
that were 3SDs above the average pixel value. To measure temporal
tuning, we projected the STRF onto the time axis. Using this vector,
we calculated the temporal modulation period, which was the differ-
ence in time between the peak in excitation and the peak in inhibition.
We also calculated the Excitatory–Inhibitory (EI) index, which is the
difference between the areas of excitation and inhibition divided by
the sum of the areas (range: "1 to 1)
EIindex !
!F !T STRFE " !F !T STRFI




where STRF is the two-dimensional spectrotemporal receptive field.
STRFE is the excitatory portion of the STRF, for which pixels less
than zero were set to zero, and STRFI is the inhibitory portion of the
STRF, for which pixels greater than zero were set to zero. This
definition of the EI index is equivalent to the integral of the STRF
divided by the integral of the absolute value of the STRF, shown on
the far right-hand side. The EI index corresponds to traditionally
defined temporal response patterns of auditory neurons to pure tones
(e.g., onset, primary-like, sustained; Woolley and Casseday 2004;
Schneider and Woolley, unpublished data).
We compared the tuning properties of pairs and triplets of neurons.
For pairs of neurons, we took the absolute value of the difference
between the tuning parameter of each neuron. For comparing re-
sponses among three neurons, we measured the absolute value of the
difference in tuning for each pair in the triplet and calculated the
average similarity of all three pairs. For an arbitrary tuning parameter
p and neurons i, j, and k
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Analysis of within-stimulus spike train similarity
For each neuron, we calculated the shuffled autocorrelogram
(SAC), as described in Joris et al. (2006). To compute the SAC, we
first binned spike times into 1 ms bins. For each spike train evoked by
a single song, we measured every cross-spike train interspike interval.
The histogram of the cross-spike train intervals provided a measure of
the tendency for neurons to fire at similar times to repeated playback
of the same song. To account for the increased number of trial-to-trial
coincident spikes due to firing rate and the number of times a song
was repeated, we normalized the SAC by a normalization constant
(Christianson and Pena 2007; Joris et al. 2006)
normval ! N(N # 1)R2%D
where N is the number of times the song was presented (typically 10),
R is the average firing rate across all N presentations of the song, % is
the duration of the coincidence window (1 ms), and D is the duration
of the song (1.621 s). For each neuron, we averaged the SAC
calculated independently from responses to each of the 20 songs.
From the SACs, we made two measures of spike train reliability.
First, we computed the coincidence index (CI), which was the nor-
malized number of coincident spikes at 0 ms lag (i.e., the normalized
rate with which spikes were stimulus-locked with 1 ms resolution).
We also calculated the half-width at half-height for each SAC, which
provided an estimate of the trial-to-trial spike-timing jitter in response
to a single song. In general, the CI is largest for neurons with a high
degree of trial-to-trial temporal precision and decreases with temporal
imprecision, whereas half-width increases with temporal imprecision.
To quantify temporal precision as a single value, we calculated the CI
to half-width ratio, which is largest for neurons with high temporal
precision and decreases as the temporal precision decreases.
Last, we measured the spike train similarity across pairs of neurons
using an extension of the d= metric. For a pair of neurons, we first
convolved each spike train with an exponential decay with a time
constant of 10 ms. Using spike trains from the two neurons that were
evoked by a single song, we then calculated the squared Euclidean
distance between every pair of cross-neuron spike trains and the
variance among the spike trains produced by each of the single
neurons. For each song, we calculated d=, which was the average
distance between the spike trains of the two neurons normalized by
the average variance of the responses. For each pair of neurons, we
calculated d= for every song and here we report the average value
across all songs.
Modeling readout neurons
We analyzed the pooled responses of groups of MLd neurons
ranging in size from two to five neurons, which were selected at
random from our set of MLd neurons (Parker and Newsome 1998).
The models were simulations of a readout neuron that integrated
information from multiple input neurons using three methods that
simulated well-established physiological processes. The SUM model
simulated subthreshold changes in membrane potential by integrating
the responses from all input neurons and producing a graded output.
The OR model simulated postsynaptic spiking activity and fired a
single AP when one or more input neurons fired an AP. The AND
model simulated coincidence detection, in which the readout neuron














In the previous three equations, R is the output of the readout model
and N is the input from a single MLd neuron. Depending on the
number of input neurons, n ranged from 2 to 5.
For each readout neuron, we simulated 200 trials: 10 trials for each
of the 20 songs used in the electrophysiology experiments. On each
trial, one spike train (corresponding to the appropriate song) from
each input neuron was randomly selected. For the AND model, n AP
was triggered at the readout neuron when every input neuron fired an
AP within 5 ms of each other. We chose the integration time of 5 ms
based on the observed integration time of midbrain auditory neurons
(Andoni et al. 2007) and the time course of excitatory and inhibitory
synaptic currents (Covey et al. 1996; Pedemonte et al. 1997). As the
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3.3.8 Simulating pairs of neurons with varying temporal precision and response similarity 
To test how tuning similarity and reliability affected the neural discrimination achieved 
by pairs of neurons, we simulated pairs of neurons that varied in the similarity of their responses 
and in their trial-to-trial spike train variability. For each neuron in a simulated pair, we generated 
10 spike trains to each of 20 songs using a Poisson distribution with a time-varying mean that 
determined the probability of spiking. The functions describing the time-varying distributions 
were spike trains from actual MLd neurons that were convolved with a smoothing window and 
that served as “templates” for generating simulated spike trains. On each simulated trial, we 
generated a set of APs from the time-varying distribution. The degree of trial-to-trial spike train 
variability was controlled by smoothing each template with Hanning windows of varying widths, 
ranging from 1 to 100 ms. Differences in the similarity of the spike trains produced by each of 
the simulated neurons were introduced by allowing each spike in the template of one of the 
neurons to move ±n ms, where n was a random number between 0 andN. We systematically 
varied N between values of 0 and 125 ms. Thus using a single set of spike trains as templates, we 
simulated two neurons and systemically varied their across-neuron response similarity and 
within-neuron trial-to-trial variability. We simulated 122 different pairs of neurons (each 
generated from the spike trains of a single MLd neuron) at each level of response similarity and 
reliability. Using the simulated spike trains, we calculated single-neuron discriminability using d′ 





We recorded spike trains from 122 extracellularly isolated auditory midbrain (MLd) 
neurons from 34 adult male zebra finches. From each neuron, we recorded responses to 10 
presentations (trials) of 20 different adult zebra finch songs, presented pseudorandomly (Fig. 1). 
Responses were generally stimulus-locked but ranged widely in spike rate and reliability (Fig. 
1B). To measure how well the responses of single MLd neurons could be used to discriminate 
among songs and how discrimination was related to other response features, we measured neural 
discrimination from single neuron responses to the 20 songs and compared discriminability to 
spike rate and spectrotemporal tuning. 
 
3.4.1 Midbrain neurons show a wide range of neural discrimination performance 
The ability of single neuron responses to discriminate among songs is maximized when 
spike trains evoked by repeated presentations of the same song are highly similar, indicating 
response reliability within a stimulus, and when spike trains evoked by the presentation of 
different songs are dissimilar, indicating response diversity across stimuli. We asked how well 
the responses of single neurons could be used to discriminate among 20 different zebra finch 
songs using four neurometric algorithms. Because the songs varied in duration (range: 1.62 to 
2.46 s), we truncated each spike train to the length of the shortest song. Figure 2, A and B shows 
the spike trains from two example neurons in response to 10 playback trials of 20 songs. 
The Victor–Purpura (VP), van Rossum (VR), and firing rate (FR) metrics have 
previously been applied to neural responses in the auditory and visual systems (Victor and 
Purpura 1996; Wang et al. 2007). The VP and VR metrics calculate the dissimilarity between 
pairs of spike trains using information encoded by the timing of APs (METHODS). The FR 
metric measures the dissimilarity among neural responses based on the mean firing rate of each 
78	  
	  
spike train. The K-means metric classifies spike trains into clusters based on the information 
conveyed by the timing of APs. Here, the algorithm was used to separate spike trains into 20 
groups (because there were 20 songs) by finding 20 spike train clusters that maximized the 
within-group similarity and across-group diversity. Figure 2, C and D shows how the spike trains 
from the neurons in Fig. 2, A and B cluster using the K-means metric. 
For neural discrimination of the 20 songs, the K-means metric significantly outperformed 
the VR, VP, and FR metrics (Fig. 3A). Average performances for the four metrics were 55.83 ± 
34.5% (K-means), 43.31 ± 33.7% (VR), 41.27.0 ± 34.1% (VP), and 4.55 ± 3.3% (FR). For the 
K-means, VR, and VP metrics, percentage correct performance ranged from chance (5%) to 
perfect (100%) discriminability, indicating that some neurons fired with significantly higher 
fidelity than did others (see Figs. 1B and 2, A and B). The three neurometrics that used 
information conveyed by the timing of APs (K-means, VR, and VP) performed significantly 
better than the FR metric (which did not perform significantly better than chance;P = 0.13, 
Student's t-test), indicating that spike timing was important for the neural discrimination of these 
complex sounds (Fig. 3A, right). 
The average discriminability using the K-means metric was significantly higher than that 
of any of the other metrics (P < 1e-10, all comparisons, Wilcoxon signed-rank test) and 31 of the 
122 (25.4%) neurons performed with nearly perfect discriminability (>99%) using the K-means 
metric. Although the VR and VP metrics predicted substantially lower estimates of 
discriminability than did the K-means metric, discriminability measured with the three metrics 
was highly correlated at the single neuron level (Fig. 3, B and C). In addition to estimating 
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3.3 Four neurometrics were used to measure neural discriminability 
A: within each metric, each dot represents the discriminability of a single neuron. Neurons were 
ordered independently for each neurometric, from lowest to highest performance. Error bars 
show the SD across 100 repetitions of each neurometric. The right panel shows the mean 
discrimination performance using each neurometric. Error bars are ±1SD. B: discriminability 
measured with the K-means and van Rossum metrics showed a strong correspondence (r = 
0.95). C: discrimination using the K-means and Victor–Purpura metrics were also highly 
correlated at the single neuron level (r = 0.96). In B and C, solid lines are unity. D: 
discriminability measured with the K-means metric was correlated with response strengths 
(driven firing rate minus baseline firing rate) between 0 and 13 spikes/s (r = 0.69, P < 0.0001). E: 
K-means discriminability increased with spike train duration. Each gray line shows the 
discriminability of a single neuron; the black line shows the average for the population. F: 
discriminability decreased as the number of songs to discriminate increased. The solid black line 
shows the average discriminability for the population and the dashed line shows chance 
performance at each set size. G: as the number of songs to discriminate increased, the spike train 
duration necessary to maintain discriminability increased sublinearly. Performance is represented 
as color, ranging from 0 to 100% correct. The abscissa shows the number of songs to 
discriminate and the ordinate shows the spike train duration used in the K-means neurometric. 
The solid line represents the isodiscriminabiltiy contour of 56% correct, which was the average 
discriminability. The dashed line shows the linear prediction of spike train duration necessary to 
maintain this level of discriminabitliy, based on set sizes of 2–4 songs. The dotted-dashed line 







spike train pairs, but instead groups all spike trains simultaneously based on their similarity to 
one another (METHODS). Further analyses of single neuron discriminability used only the K-
means neurometric. 
 
3.4.2 Discriminability increases with firing rate and spike train duration 
Because the midbrain neurons from which we recorded produced spike trains that 
exhibited a wide range of discriminability, we asked what aspects of their responses to songs 
were correlated with discrimination performance. Discriminability was significantly correlated 
with response strength (Fig. 3D), increasing linearly between response strengths of 0 and 13 Hz 
(n = 84, y = 8.50x+ 5.67; r = 0.69), and saturating at 100% for nearly every neuron that fired >13 
spikes/s above baseline (n = 31; 95.6 ± 10.4%, mean ± SD). Neurons that were inhibited (defined 
as mean driven firing rates that were lower than baseline firing rates) during stimulus 
presentation tended to be poor discriminators (n = 7; 36.8 ± 31.2%, mean ± SD). 
Discriminability also increased as a function of spike train duration (Fig. 3E). We 
systematically shortened the spike trains used in the neural discrimination analysis, restricting 
the number of spikes accessible to the neurometric algorithm. On average, discriminability 
increased with spike train duration without reaching a plateau at 1.62 s, which was the longest 
duration tested. However, the responses of some neurons could be used to perfectly discriminate 
among the 20 songs within as little as 300 ms and the average time to plateau for neurons that 
reached a discrimination performance of 95% was 726.8 ms (±323.7, 1SD). Together with the 
positive correlation observed between discriminability and firing rate, these data suggest that 
increased numbers of APs lead to increased neural discrimination among songs. 
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We next asked how discriminability changed with the number of stimuli. For each 
neuron, we measured discriminability for stimulus set sizes ranging from 2 to 20 songs. At each 
set size, we ran the K-means metric 100 times, each time using a random subset of the 20 songs. 
Sixty-five of 122 neurons discriminated between two songs at 95% or better and 33 cells 
maintained this level of discriminability for 20 songs (Fig. 3F). As the number of stimuli 
increased from 2 to 20 songs, the population average dropped from 86.9 to 55.8% correct. 
Last, we more closely analyzed the relationships among discriminability, spike train 
duration, and set size. In particular, we tested whether the spike train duration necessary for 
discrimination increased linearly as the number of stimuli to be discriminated increased. We 
systematically adjusted stimulus set size and stimulus–response duration and calculated the 
average neural discrimination achieved for each combination of set size and duration (Fig. 3G). 
From these data, we measured the spike train duration necessary for 56% discrimination 
performance at each set size. The performance criterion of 56% was chosen because it was the 
average discriminability across the population of neurons using 1.62 s spike trains (Fig. 3A). 
Neurons required 176 and 337 ms to discriminate among 3 and 4 songs at 56% discriminability, 
respectively. Extrapolating from these values predicted very long durations for discriminating 
among 20 songs. However, only 1,620 ms were needed, showing a sublinear relationship 
between the number of stimuli to discriminate and the duration necessary to maintain 
performance. 
 
3.4.3 Neural discriminability is not correlated with auditory tuning 
The ability of single neuron responses to discriminate among songs varied widely across 
the population. We next asked whether discrimination was correlated with the specific spectral 
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and/or temporal features to which midbrain auditory neurons were tuned. To determine how the 
discrimination performance of a single neuron was related to its tuning properties, we estimated 
the spectrotemporal receptive field (STRF) for each neuron (METHODS; Theunissen et al. 
2000). We used a normalized reverse correlation technique to obtain STRFs, which describe the 
joint frequency and temporal tuning of auditory neurons (Fig. 4A). STRFs provide multiple 
measures of frequency tuning (BF and excitatory BW) and temporal tuning (temporal 
modulation period and EI index). 
For each neuron, we measured the validity of the STRF as a model of spectrotemporal 
tuning by calculating how well the STRF predicted the responses to novel songs (those not used 
in the calculation of the STRF). For this validation, predicted poststimulus time histograms 
(PSTHs) were generated by convolving the STRF with the spectrograms of songs and the 
predicted PSTHs were compared with PSTHs of the actual neural response (Fig. 4B). Including 
all of the neurons from which we recorded, the average correlation between the STRF-predicted 
response and neural response was 0.59 ± 0.16 (cc). For the STRF in Fig. 4, the correlation 
coefficient between the predicted and actual PSTH was 0.80. For all analyses of spectrotemporal 
tuning, we limited our data set to neurons with STRFs that predicted responses with a correlation 
coefficient ≥0.3 (116 of 122 neurons). 
The STRF in Fig. 4A shows the spectrotemporal tuning of a neuron that is maximally 
responsive to 5 kHz and is excited by a range of frequencies spanning about 3 kHz. The best 
frequency was calculated by projecting the STRF onto the frequency axis (Fig. 4A, left of STRF) 
and the excitatory bandwidth was measured at the time corresponding to the peak of excitation in 
the STRF (Fig. 4A). Temporal tuning was measured by projecting the STRF onto the time axis 

































































































3.4 Neural discriminability was not correlated with spectral and temporal tuning  
A: spectrotemporal receptive fields (STRFs) were calculated from neural responses to zebra 
finch song and estimates of the spectral and temporal tuning properties were computed from the 
STRF. The left panel shows the spectral projection of the STRF, from which we measured the 
best frequency (BF). Excitatory bandwidth (BW) was measured at the time of maximum 
excitation. The bottom panel shows the STRF's temporal projection, from which we measured 
the temporal modulation period (delay between the peaks of excitation and inhibition) and 
Excitatory–Inhibitory (EI) index, which was the normalized balance between excitation (shown 
in red) and inhibition (shown in blue). Positive values indicate stronger excitation than 
inhibition; negative values indicate stronger inhibition (range: −1 to 1).B: an example in which 
the STRF predicts the neural response to a novel sound (cc = 0.8; gray trace is the poststimulus 
time histogram (PSTH) of actual response; red trace is predicted response). C and D: 
discriminability is not correlated with best frequency (r = 0.11) or spectral bandwidth (r = 0.03). 
The top histograms in each panel show the distribution of BFs and BWs. E and F: 
discriminability is not correlated with the temporal modulation period (r = 0.01) or the EI index 
(r = −0.01). The right histogram shows the distribution of K-means discriminability, and 
corresponds to C–F. Dashed lines show the linear regression and the pink diamond represents the 




inhibitory regions of the curve, normalized by the overall area (range: −1 to 1). The EI index 
determines the degree to which neurons fire with either an onset or a sustained pattern. For the 
STRF in Fig. 4A, the excitatory and inhibitory regions are temporally contiguous and excitation 
is greater than inhibition (EI index = 0.29); neurons with this EI index have an onset response 
followed by a smaller sustained response. We also measured the temporal modulation period by 
calculating the time between the peaks of the excitatory and inhibitory regions of the STRFs. 
Previous analyses suggested that neurons with balanced excitation and inhibition (measured as 
EI index near zero) and sharp temporal tuning (measured as small temporal modulation periods) 
would discriminate better than neurons with slow modulation rates and those that were primarily 
excitatory (Narayan et al. 2005). 
Comparison of K-means discriminability and STRFs showed no correlation between 
discriminability and either spectral or temporal tuning (Fig. 4). Best frequency and frequency 
tuning bandwidth were positively correlated with one another (r = 0.57; data not shown), but 
both were uncorrelated with discriminability (Fig. 4, C and D). Temporal modulation period and 
EI index were also uncorrelated with discriminability (Fig. 4, E and F). These findings show that 
neurons encoding a wide range of acoustic features have similar abilities to discriminate among 
songs. 
 
3.3.4 Combined responses of multiple neurons improve discrimination 
Behavioral discrimination of complex sounds such as songs is likely achieved through the 
combined activity of multiple neurons. We asked two questions regarding how combining the 
responses of multiple neurons affected the neural discrimination of songs. First, can the 
combined responses of multiple neurons be used to discriminate among songs better than the 
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responses of single neurons? Second, are the combined responses of neurons with similar 
spectrotemporal tuning better at discriminating among songs than the combined responses of 
neurons with dissimilar tuning? 
From the responses of single midbrain neurons, we simulated 800 readout neurons that 
received feedforward input from two to five cells selected at random from our set of MLd 
neurons (200 populations for each number of inputs). Although the MLd neurons were not 
typically recorded simultaneously, we found that pairs of nonsimultaneously and simultaneously 
recorded neurons had similar signal and noise correlations (P > 0.6, Wilcoxon rank-sum test) and 
we therefore assumed that their responses were primarily stimulus-driven (Lee et al. 1998;Reich 
et al. 2001). We modeled the readout neurons in three different ways to examine how the 
integration of activity from groups of neurons affected the group's capacity to discriminate (Fig. 
5). The SUM model of the readout neuron integrated the responses from all input neurons and 
produced a graded response proportional to the concurrent input from the group. The OR model 
fired a single AP when one or more input neurons fired an AP. The AND model fired only when 
concurrent input arrived from each of the input neurons. The SUM, OR, and AND readout 
models simulate well-established physiological processes; subthreshold changes in membrane 
potential, suprathreshold spiking activity, and coincidence detection, respectively. For each 
model, the responses of every input neuron contributed to the response of the readout neuron 
with equal weight; inputs from highly discriminating neurons were not preferentially weighted 
compared with inputs from poorly discriminating neurons. Figure 5, A and B depicts these three 
methods for combining the responses of groups of neurons. For analyzing group responses, we 
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3.5 Readout neurons that received input from 2 to 5 MLd neurons were simulated 
A: a diagram of a readout neuron with 2 inputs (Neuron 1 and Neuron 2). B: the readout 
response was modeled using 3 different models. Example responses from each model are shown 
for the input spike trains labeled Neuron 1 and Neuron 2. C: average discriminability across the 
population of readout neurons as a function of the number of input neurons. D: discriminability 
of OR readout neurons with 2 inputs compared with the average discriminability of the 2 inputs. 
Solid line is the unity line. E: discriminability of OR readout neurons with 2 inputs compared 
with the input neuron that discriminated best. F: histogram showing the number of OR readout 
neurons that achieved gains in discriminability relative to the input neuron that discriminated 






distance between the average neural response to a pair of songs, normalized by the average 
variability in the responses to each pair of songs (METHODS). 
Using the SUM and OR models, the combined responses of groups of neurons could be 
used to discriminate among songs significantly better than the responses of single neurons (Fig. 
5C). For both of these models, performance increased only gradually with three or more inputs 
and did not increase significantly between four and five inputs. The SUM and OR models 
performed almost identically, which is predicted when the inputs have few coincident spikes. 
Performance using the AND model decreased as the number of inputs increased, and saturated 
with three or more inputs. The AND model suffered with increasing numbers of inputs because 
the criterion for coincidence became stricter (e.g., three neurons must spike simultaneously to 
make the readout fire) and therefore an output spike became less likely. 
At each group size, we also calculated discriminability by concatenating spike trains 
rather than pooling them. This provided an approximation of the degree to which neural 
responses could be used to discriminate without pooling. For this model, the discriminability was 
larger than that of any of the other models and it increased significantly for group sizes of two to 
five (mean d′ was 10.60, 14.18, 16.67, 18.16; for group sizes of two, three, four, and five, 
respectively; data not shown). The following analyses use only the OR readout model, but the 
results are similar for the SUM model (data not shown). 
We next measured how well the readout neurons performed compared with the individual 
input neurons. Nearly every two-input readout model performed better than the average 
discriminability of the input neurons (Fig. 5D). For many readout neurons, discriminability was 
also better than that of the best individual neuron in the pair (Fig. 5E). We calculated the gain in 
discriminability as the difference between the discriminability of the readout neuron and the 
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discriminability of the best-performing input neuron in each pair. Across the population of 
readout neurons, pairs discriminated significantly better than did either of the input neurons (Fig. 
5F), showing that combined information from multiple neurons provided increased neural 
discriminability compared with that of single neurons. 
 
3.3.5 Groups of similarly tuned neurons have the largest gains in discriminability 
The degree to which readout neurons outperformed their best-performing input varied 
considerably. To create the group models, neurons were paired at random from the population of 
MLd neurons and some pairs had more similar tuning properties than others. We next asked 
whether the similarity of spectral and temporal tuning properties could account for differences in 
the gain in discriminability between readout neurons and their inputs. 
Figure 6A shows two neurons with similar spectral and temporal tuning. Both cells fired 
APs at similar times throughout a song and the spike trains produced by the readout neuron 
shared the temporal pattern of the inputs. Figure 6B shows two neurons with different tuning. 
These neurons fired APs at different times throughout a song and the responses of the readout 
neuron reflected the combined input from both neurons, resulting in spike trains with only coarse 
temporal patterning. 
Across the population of readout neurons, we measured the best frequency and EI index 
for each input neuron and calculated the similarity of these tuning parameters for each pair. Pairs 
of neurons with similar best frequencies had greater increases in discriminability than did pairs 
of neurons with dissimilar best frequencies (Fig. 6C). Pairs of neurons with similar EI indices 
also had larger gains in neural discriminability (Fig. 6D). Although the linear relationships 








significantly larger gain than the quartile with the least similar tuning (Fig. 6, F and G). The similarities between frequency
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FIG. 6. Pairs of neurons with similar tuning properties obtained the largest gains in discriminability. A: 2 neurons with highly similar STRFs. Below the STRFs
are 5 spike trains evoked by a single song for each of the neurons, as well as the output of the OR readout neuron. The rasters are highly similar for the two
input neurons, which is reflected in the readout neuron. The gray bar shows qualitatively the increased signal strength obtained by the readout neuron. B: pair
of neurons with dissimilar STRFs. Neuron 2 is the same as in A, but Neuron 1 has different tuning. For this pair, misaligned spike trains do not reinforce one
another (gray bar). C: the gain in discriminability is correlated with the similarity of frequency tuning. The pairs in A and B are shown as a blue square and purple
diamond, respectively. D: similar temporal tuning is correlated with gains in discriminability. E: pairs of neurons that produce similar spike train patterns have
larger gains in discriminability than pairs of neurons with dissimilar spike train patterns. For C–E, the dashed lines show the linear regression. F–H: for the 3
parameters plotted in C–E, the gain in discriminability for the quartile of neurons with the most similar tuning (gray) and least similar tuning (white). Black bars
show the gain in discriminability for readout neurons that receive input from identically tuned neurons. Error bars are !1SD (*P ! 0. 01, Kruskal–Wallis test;
**P ! 0.0002, Kruskal–Wallis test).
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3.6 Pairs of neurons with similar tuning properties obtained the largest gains in discriminability 
A: 2 neurons with highly similar STRFs. Below the STRFs are 5 spike trains evoked by a single 
song for each of the neurons, as well as the output of the OR readout neuron. The rasters are 
highly similar for the two input neurons, which is reflected in the readout neuron. The gray bar 
shows qualitatively the increased signal strength obtained by the readout neuron. B: pair of 
neurons with dissimilar STRFs. Neuron 2 is the same as in A, but Neuron 1 has different tuning. 
For this pair, misaligned spike trains do not reinforce one another (gray bar). C: the gain in 
discriminability is correlated with the similarity of frequency tuning. The pairs in A and B are 
shown as a blue square and purple diamond, respectively. D: similar temporal tuning is 
correlated with gains in discriminability. E: pairs of neurons that produce similar spike train 
patterns have larger gains in discriminability than pairs of neurons with dissimilar spike train 
patterns. For C–E, the dashed lines show the linear regression. F–H: for the 3 parameters plotted 
in C–E, the gain in discriminability for the quartile of neurons with the most similar tuning 
(gray) and least similar tuning (white). Black bars show the gain in discriminability for readout 
neurons that receive input from identically tuned neurons. Error bars are ±1SD (*P ≤ 0. 01, 







both BF and EI correlations), the correlations were not particularly strong (r = −0.29 for BF; r = 
−0.21 for EI index). We next divided the neurons into quartiles based on the similarity of their 
tuning properties and found that the quartile with the most similar tuning properties had a 
significantly larger gain than the quartile with the least similar tuning (Fig. 6, F and G). The 
similarities between frequency bandwidth and temporal modulation rate were not correlated with 
gains in discriminability (data not shown). 
To test the maximum extent to which tuning similarity can facilitate neural discrimination 
by groups of neurons, we simulated readout neurons that received inputs from duplicate copies 
of the same neuron. For readout neurons with these perfectly cotuned inputs, the gain in 
discriminability was similar to that of the most similarly tuned quartile of the randomized groups 
(Fig. 6, F and G). This supports the finding that tuning similarity facilitates discrimination and 
suggests that perfectly cotuned inputs are not necessary for increased discriminability. 
Readout neurons with inputs from similarly tuned and dissimilarly tuned neurons had 
similar firing rates, dispelling the possibility that similarly tuned pairs produced more spikes, 
leading to greater discriminability (r = 0.12, readout firing rate vs. BF similarity; r = 0.045, 
readout firing rate vs. EI index similarity). We next asked whether the gain in discriminability 
for the readout neurons depended on the difference in the discriminability of the inputs. If one 
input was a good discriminator and the other was a poor discriminator, the poor discriminator 
would be unlikely to add to the pair's ability to discriminate. However, the gain in 
discriminability for readout neurons was not correlated with differences in discriminability 
between the two input neurons (r = −0.06; data not shown). Furthermore, although readout 
discriminability was correlated with mean input discriminability, readout gain was not (r = 
−0.141), suggesting that the largest gains in discriminability were not necessarily achieved by 
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pairs of neurons with precise inputs. Last, we found no significant interactions among the gains 
in discriminability and BF similarity, input discriminability difference, and input discriminability 
mean (P > 0.1 for all interaction terms of the full model). These results suggest that readout 
neurons with the largest gains in discriminability have inputs that show similar spectrotemporal 
tuning but are not necessarily matched in individual discrimination performance or have a high 
average disciminability. 
 
3.3.6 Correlated inputs facilitate discrimination by groups of neurons 
Neurons with similar best frequencies are likely to fire APs in response to similar 
portions of spectrally rich, time-varying sounds such as zebra finch songs. Neurons with the 
same EI indices will produce APs with similar temporal patterns (e.g., bursts of APs at syllable 
onset). In response to complex sounds, neurons that are similarly tuned in both frequency and 
time should produce spike trains that are similar to one another. We calculated the similarity 
between the individual spike trains from each input pair using an extension of the d′ metric. 
Spike train similarity was significantly correlated with STRF similarity (r = 0.44, spike train 
similarity vs. BF and EI index similarities; data not shown). Spike train similarity was also 
significantly but moderately correlated with enhanced discriminability (r= −0.33; Fig. 6E), 
indicating that pairs of neurons with similar spike trains had larger gains in discriminability than 
gains of pairs with dissimilar spike trains. Separating the neurons into quartiles based on spike 
train similarity, we found that neurons with the most similar spike trains achieved significantly 
larger gains in discriminability relative to those with the least similar spike trains (Fig. 6H). 
Because readout neurons with three inputs discriminated significantly better than those 
with two inputs (Fig. 5C), we measured the gain in discriminability for three-input readout 
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neurons and calculated the average similarity among the best frequencies, EI indices, and the 
spike trains of the three input neurons. Readout neurons receiving input from three neurons with 
similar best frequencies and EI indices had larger gains in discriminability than those with 
dissimilar inputs (r = −0.35, BF similarity; r = −0.28, EI index similarity) and discriminability 
was correlated with spike train similarity among the three inputs (r = −0.31; data not shown). 
 
3.3.7 Pooling correlated inputs facilitates discrimination by compensating for imprecise neural 
responses 
We found that readout neurons receiving pooled input from similarly tuned cells were 
better discriminators than those receiving input from dissimilarly tuned cells, and that the gain in 
discriminability was strongest when input neurons produced correlated spike trains (Fig. 
6, E and H), in agreement with previous work using pooling models (Zhang and Reid 2005). To 
more closely examine the conditions under which correlated inputs lead to increased gains in 
readout discriminability, we simulated pairs of neurons with varying levels of temporal precision 
in their spiking output—covering the range of precision observed in MLd neurons, as well as 
higher and lower precision—and varying levels of correlation between their responses (Fig. 7). 
We generated spike trains for a pair of simulated neurons using the spiking response from 
a single MLd neuron (Fig. 7A), which served as a time-varying probability distribution from 
which spike trains were sampled. To manipulate the correlations in the responses of the pair, we 
jittered the timing of each “spike” in the template of one of the simulated neurons (Fig. 
7, B and C). We introduced jitter ranging from ±1 to ±125 ms, with smaller jitter resulting in 
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FIG. 7. Simulating pairs of neurons with varying degrees of temporal precision and spike train similarity. A: a spike train from a real MLd neuron was used
as a template from which simulated spike trains were generated. Each row shows the spiking response to one presentation of a single song; the bottom row
(colored blue) was used as the template for the first simulated neuron in each pair (N1). B, D, F, and H: the left column in each panel shows a pair of neurons
with highly correlated responses and the right column shows a pair of neurons with less correlated responses. B: temporal jitter was added to each “spike” in
the N1 template to create a template for the second simulated neuron (N2). C: close-up of the amount of jitter introduced to the template in the left and right
panels of B. D: the templates for N1 and N2 were smoothed with Hanning windows that ranged in width from 1 to 100 ms, resulting in continuous probability
distributions. The blue distributions correspond to N1 and the red distributions to N2. The top, bottom, and middle panels show smoothing widths of 2, 8, and
20 ms. E: close-up of the amount of smoothing applied to the templates for N1 and N2. F: 10 spike trains were generated from each of the probability
distributions. The top, middle, and bottom panels show spike trains for N1 and N2, generated from the respective distributions in D. G: the average shuffled
autocorrelogram (SAC) of real MLd neurons (mean shown in black) compared with the SACs of simulated neurons (!1SD shown in red) with 2, 8, and 20
ms smoothing windows (from top to bottom). H: responses from an OR readout neurons that received simulated spike trains from N1 and N2 as inputs.
From top to bottom, the readout neurons received input with progressively coarser temporal precision. Each panel shows 10 simulated responses to each
of 5 songs.
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3.7 Simulating pairs of neurons with varying degrees of temporal precision and spike train 
similarity  
A: a spike train from a real MLd neuron was used as a template from which simulated spike 
trains were generated. Each row shows the spiking response to one presentation of a single song; 
the bottom row (colored blue) was used as the template for the first simulated neuron in each pair 
(N1). B, D, F, and H: the left columnin each panel shows a pair of neurons with highly correlated 
responses and the right column shows a pair of neurons with less correlated responses. B: 
temporal jitter was added to each “spike” in the N1 template to create a template for the second 
simulated neuron (N2). C: close-up of the amount of jitter introduced to the template in 
the leftand right panels of B. D: the templates for N1 and N2 were smoothed with Hanning 
windows that ranged in width from 1 to 100 ms, resulting in continuous probability distributions. 
The blue distributions correspond to N1 and the red distributions to N2. The top, bottom, 
andmiddle panels show smoothing widths of 2, 8, and 20 ms. E: close-up of the amount of 
smoothing applied to the templates for N1 and N2. F: 10 spike trains were generated from each 
of the probability distributions. The top, middle, and bottom panels show spike trains for N1 and 
N2, generated from the respective distributions in D. G: the average shuffled autocorrelogram 
(SAC) of real MLd neurons (mean shown in black) compared with the SACs of simulated 
neurons (±1SD shown in red) with 2, 8, and 20 ms smoothing windows (from top tobottom). H: 
responses from an OR readout neurons that received simulated spike trains from N1 and N2 as 
inputs. From top to bottom, the readout neurons received input with progressively coarser 







strong spike train correlations and the right panels represent a pair of neurons with less correlated 
spike trains. 
To control the temporal precision of the simulated spike trains, we smoothed the point 
processes with a Hanning window with widths ranging from 1 to 100 ms (Fig. 7, D and E): wider 
smoothing windows created spike trains with greater trial-to-trial variability. The probability 
distributions in Fig. 7D were smoothed with Hanning widths of 2, 8, and 20 ms (top to bottom). 
The blue and red spike trains in Fig. 7F were generated from the distributions inFig. 7D. 
The shuffled autocorrelograms (SACs) in Fig. 7G show the temporal precision of real MLd 
neurons (black trace) compared with the temporal precision of simulated neurons (mean ± 1SD 
are shown in red). Simulated neurons with intermediate levels of precision (e.g., 8 ms) have 
SACs that most closely match the peak (correlation index) and width of real MLd neurons. 
Using the simulated single neurons shown in Fig. 7F, we simulated readout neurons using 
the OR readout model (Fig. 5, A and B). The black spike trains inFig. 7H are the output of an OR 
readout neuron that received the red and blue spike trains as inputs. As the temporal precision of 
the input neurons decreased, the readout neuron became worse at discriminating among different 
songs and this effect was strongest for readout neurons that received less correlated input (shown 
qualitatively in the bottom row of Fig. 7H). 
For each MLd neuron that we recorded (n = 122), we simulated a pair of neurons that 
varied in correlation and temporal precision. As the size of the window with which we smoothed 
the template widened, the precision of the simulated neurons decreased (Fig. 8A). The measured 
precision of a subset of simulated neurons matched closely with real MLd neurons and we used 
this criterion to segregate the simulated neurons into groups that had better (Precise), similar 
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3.8 Gain in discriminability for pairs of simulated neurons depended on spike train precision 
and response similarity 
Gain in discriminability for pairs of simulated neurons depended on spike train precision and 
response similarity. A: at each level of simulated precision, we measured the temporal precision 
as the peak of the SAC (coincidence index [CI]) normalized by the SAC half-width at half-height 
(W) (error bars are median with upper and lower quartiles). The diamond and dashed lines show 
the precision of real MLd neurons. Simulated neurons were grouped according to their observed 
temporal precision relative to real MLd neurons. B: within each group, the gain in 
discriminability was normalized to the gain achieved with highly similar inputs. The normalized 






neurons. Simulated neurons with all levels of temporal precision fell within the range of 
discriminability observed in real MLd neurons, measured as d′ (data not shown). 
To determine the degree to which input dissimilarity affected readout gain, we 
normalized the gain in discriminability for each level of temporal precision, such that for highly 
similar inputs, the readout neurons in each group performed equally well (Fig. 8B). Although the 
gain in discriminabiltiy always decreased as the inputs became dissimiliar, this decrease was the 
most pronounced for readout neurons that received inputs with MLd-like (Moderate) levels of 
precision, which quickly dropped to roughly 60% of maximum when the inputs became 
dissimilar. For these readout neurons, discriminability was highly dependent on input similarity. 
The gain of readout neurons with Highly Precise and Imprecise inputs decreased slowly when 
the inputs became less correlated, and plateaued at roughly 70% of their maximum gain. For 
these readout neurons, discriminability was less dependent on input similarity. These simulations 
suggest that the advantages of pooling correlated inputs are most pronounced for neurons that 





We examined how well the responses of single auditory midbrain neurons could be used 
to discriminate among vocalizations and the relationship between neural discriminability and 
spectrotemporal tuning. We also investigated how well the combined responses of groups of 
neurons could be used to discriminate among songs. We found that single neuron responses 
could be used to discriminate among songs with a wide range of accuracy. For single neurons, 
neural discrimination performance was not related to tuning properties such as best frequency or 
EI index. By calculating the pooled responses of multiple neurons, we found that groups of 
auditory neurons discriminated among songs significantly better than did single neurons, 
particularly when the neurons in the group were similarly tuned. Last, we showed through 
simulations that the pooling of redundant spike trains was particularly advantageous for neurons 
with biological levels of spike train reliability. 
 
3.4.1 Discrimination and spectrotemporal tuning 
We found that the spectral features to which neurons were tuned did not correlate with 
how well the neurons' spike trains could be used to discriminate among songs. A previous 
theoretical study suggested that auditory neurons with temporally delayed inhibition (i.e., EI 
index ≅ 0) should produce spike trains that discriminate better than neurons that are purely 
excitatory (i.e., EI index ≅ 1) (Narayan et al. 2005). Delayed inhibition occurs in the same 
frequency range as excitation (see STRF in Fig. 4A) and is a potential mechanism for producing 
reliable and temporally precise responses (see Fig. 1B). Here, we found that the EI index of a 
neuron did not correlate with the neuron's ability to discriminate; neurons that performed with 
100% correct neural discrimination ranged from 0 to 1 in EI index. However, the majority of the 
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neurons from which we recorded had at least some delayed inhibition (Fig. 4F), which appears to 
be a typical tuning property of auditory midbrain neurons (Woolley et al. 2006, 2009). This 
limited our analysis of how delayed inhibition may influence neural discrimination in midbrain 
neurons. Further, zebra finch songs consist of syllables separated by silent epochs and the 
temporal pattern of every song is different. Neurons without delayed inhibition will fire during 
syllables and not during silent epochs, resulting in spike trains that mirror the temporal pattern of 
each song. This temporal pattern alone may be sufficient for neural discrimination. 
Although the ability of single neuron responses to discriminate was not correlated with 
spectrotemporal tuning, it was highly correlated with firing rate. In general, increased numbers of 
APs do not necessarily provide more information about stimulus identity. For instance, although 
higher firing rates lead to a larger probability of coincident spikes over multiple presentations of 
a single song, higher firing rates also increase the probability of coincident spikes during 
different songs. However, because the baseline firing rates of MLd neurons were near zero, 
spikes that occurred during song playback were generally driven by the acoustic features of the 
song rather than randomly scattered throughout the spike train and were therefore useful in 
discrimination. 
 
3.4.2 Pooling models of neural integration 
We investigated the degree to which neural discrimination was facilitated by groups of 
neurons compared with single neurons. For this study, we used a pooling model of feedforward 
neural integration, in which spike trains from multiple neurons were combined to produce a 
single output spike train. Pooling models have been used to investigate motor planning 
(Georgopoulos et al. 1986) and neural responses to somatosensory (Arabzadeh et al. 2004), 
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visual (Chen et al. 2006), olfactory (Geffen et al. 2009), and auditory stimuli (Fitzpatrick et al. 
1997; Woolley et al. 2005). In previous implementations of pooling models, the neural response 
that was pooled was typically the average firing rate to a stimulus that varied along one or two 
dimensions. Rather than firing rate, we pooled the spike trains produced by multiple neurons in 
response to single presentations of a complex sound. Although the neurons that were pooled 
were not recorded simultaneously, the noise correlations observed in simultaneously and 
nonsimultaneously recorded neurons did not differ. This type of pooling mimics the synaptic 
connectivity with which neurons share information in vivo, but uses a more complex response 
property than firing rate alone. In agreement with previous studies using pooling models, we 
found significant gains in discriminability in readout neurons compared with single neurons 
(Figs. 5 and 6). 
Our pooling model considered only excitatory feedforward connections, in which every 
input was equally weighted. Other pooling rules could be considered (Chen et al. 2006). For 
instance, we could have assigned weights to maximize the discriminability of the readout neuron, 
using both positive and negative weights. Alternatively, the weights could have been determined 
based on the discriminability of the inputs: highly discriminating inputs would be assigned larger 
weights than poorly discriminating inputs. Assigning positive and negative weights to input 
neurons can facilitate discrimination by canceling correlated noise among input signals (Chen et 
al. 2006), whereas assigning weights based on discriminability can facilitate discrimination by 
supplying primarily reliable inputs to the readout neurons. 
Further studies could also examine how pooling may be optimized using the known 
organization of auditory circuits. In particular, auditory neurons are excited by sounds at a 
specific range of frequencies and are often inhibited by frequencies above or below this 
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excitatory range (known as lateral inhibition) and similarly tuned neurons are often located near 
one another (Lee et al. 2004; Lim and Anderson 2007). These observations provide known biases 
in the probability with which auditory neurons converge and suggest the weights (e.g., excitatory 
or inhibitory) with which the inputs to a readout neuron should be scaled. Observing these 
principles of connectivity could produce feedforward models that further facilitate neural 
discrimination. 
Although pooling models of population coding measure neural discriminability in a way 
that mimics synaptic connectivity, they are not the only way to measure population 
discriminability; also, they do not necessarily measure the optimal discriminability of a group of 
neurons. A previously described class of models uses the joint information contained in the 
responses of two or more neurons by expanding on the VP (Aronov et al. 2003) and VR metrics 
(Houghton and Sen 2008). For these models, retaining at least some information regarding which 
input neuron fired each spike significantly improved discriminability. Our pooling 
implementation is similar to the summed population code described in Aronov et al. (2003). 
Another common approach is to predict the stimulus that evoked a set of responses from 
a group of neurons, without pooling the responses. This approach typically uses techniques such 
as mutual information (MI) or maximum likelihood (ML) inference (Rieke et al. 1999). As 
opposed to pooling models that integrate multiple inputs into a single spike train, optimal coding 
models such as these assume that the observer—the experimenter or the experimental subject—
has access to all of the individual spike trains from each neuron in the group (Deneve et al. 
1999; Petersen et al. 2001; Warland et al. 1997). If the responses of multiple neurons are kept 
separate, such as with optimal coding models, independent inputs maximize information 
transmission and facilitate discrimination, whereas redundant inputs provide little if any 
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increased information (Barlow 1972; Machens et al. 2004). The difference between optimal 
coding models and pooling models is accounted for by the way in which spiking information is 
conserved in each model; in a pooling model, the identity of a single output spike cannot be 
traced back to a particular input neuron, whereas for optimal coding models, the APs belonging 
to each spike train remain segregated. For the optimal coding models, removing the information 
about which input neuron produced each spike significantly reduces the amount of information 
encoded by groups of neurons, more closely matching the results observed in pooling models 
(Montani et al. 2007). 
 
3.4.3 Redundant coding facilitates discrimination 
For the readout neurons that we simulated, discriminability was largest when the spike 
trains from small groups of neurons were correlated with one another. This suggests that for 
complex, time-varying stimuli, redundant coding may be useful for neural discrimination. One 
explanation for the usefulness of redundancy is to compensate for the trial-to-trial spike train 
variability of neurons with imprecise spike trains and to counteract the tendency for spike-timing 
variability to increase between the sensory epithelium and the cortex (Kara et al. 2000). 
Variability in spike timing limits the amount of information that can be conveyed by single 
neurons (Herz et al. 2005) and redundant coding is thought to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of 
sensory information for neurons with biological levels of spike-timing precision (Woolley et al. 
2006). Previous theoretical (Salinas and Sejnowski 2000) and in vitro (Reyes 2003; Stevens and 
Zador 1998; Zador 1998) studies using similar models of neural integration found that input 
correlations increased the reliability of a readout neuron relative to the reliability of the inputs. 
Our model suggests that a similar phenomenon could occur in vivo. 
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The fact that reliability actually does decrease as sensory information propagates (Kara et 
al. 2000) suggests that this pooling mechanism is not fully compensatory. For instance, previous 
measures of neural discriminability in the auditory forebrain of zebra finches, at least two 
synapses removed from MLd, showed less reliable discrimination than that in the midbrain 
(Wang et al. 2007). Our model used a simple method of neural integration that reliably relayed 
spikes from input neurons to the readout neuron. In vivo, synaptic transmission is less reliable 
(Allen and Stevens 1994) and many presynaptic events may be necessary to trigger postsynaptic 
events. Furthermore, fluctuations in membrane potential at the readout neuron may cause 
spontaneous, nonsynaptically driven spikes to occur, further decreasing reliability. For example, 
MLd neurons show lower spontaneous rates than do field L neurons, which are less reliable than 
MLd neurons (Wang et al. 2007; Woolley and Casseday 2004). Our model aimed to capture the 
capacity of groups of neurons to discriminate using a simple model of synaptic integration. 
Extending our model to include stochastic noise and imperfect integration should decrease the 
capacity of readout neurons to discriminate. 
A previous experiment that recorded from auditory neurons in the midbrain, thalamus, 
and cortex showed that redundancy decreased along the ascending auditory system, particularly 
between the inferior colliculus (the mammalian homologue of MLd) and the thalamus (Chechik 
et al. 2006). Our observation that pooling the spike trains of similarly tuned neurons maximized 
discriminability may support this finding. Our model encompasses the idea that MLd neurons 
with similar tuning synapse on the same readout (thalamic) neurons. It is unclear whether 
convergence such as this is the primary type of connectivity between the midbrain and thalamus, 
or whether divergence is also prevalent. However, the tonotopic organization of auditory 
information suggests that some degree of convergence is maintained along the auditory pathway 
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(see following text for discussion). This convergence of similarly tuned MLd neurons onto a 
small population of thalamic neurons could reduce the redundancy of thalamic neurons by the 
ratio of readout (thalamic) to input (midbrain) neurons. 
 
3.4.4 Topographical organization and neural discrimination 
In mammals and birds, auditory neurons are organized tonotopically (Merzenich et al. 
1975; Muller and Leppelsack 1985; Reale and Imig 1980; Ryan et al. 1982). Ascending and 
descending projections to the thalamus and midbrain are also organized tonotopically, as are 
locally projecting neurons within the telencephelon (Lee et al. 2004; Lim and Anderson 2007). 
The likelihood of auditory neurons synapsing onto a downstream neuron or with one another is 
therefore biased toward neurons with similar tuning properties. 
The current findings, along with previous work showing that pooling spike trains from 
correlated neurons improves the discriminability and spike train precision of the readout neurons 
(Reyes 2003), provide a theoretical framework for how the auditory system should be wired for 
optimal discrimination: similarly tuned neurons should synapse onto the same downstream 
neurons or with one another. Importantly, the architecture that produces optimal discrimination 
matches the anatomically and electrophysiologically observed frequency organization of the 
auditory system (Schreiner and Winer 2007). Furthermore, we observed a gain in 
discriminability for neurons that had similar temporal tuning. Electrophysiology experiments 
suggest that the temporal response properties of midbrain auditory neurons are also organized 
systematically (Rodriguez et al. 2010) and that temporal information is conserved between the 
thalamus and cortex (Miller et al. 2001). It will be important to uncover the degree to which 
temporal information is topographically mapped throughout the auditory system. 
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The current finding that discrimination of complex stimuli is optimized via redundant 
coding may be important in other sensory modalities such as vision and somatosensation, where 
neural information is also organized topographically (Powell and Mountcastle 1959; Tootell et 
al. 1982; Woolsey and Van der Loos 1970). Topographic maps are thought to aid in behavioral 
and perceptual tasks such as sensory learning (Harris et al. 1999), pitch perception (Oxenham et 
al. 2004), and figure–ground segregation (Roelfsema et al. 2002). Our current findings, coupled 
with the known topographic organization of neural information in multiple sensory modalities, 
suggest further studies that could investigate whether the topographic organization of sensory 










Vocal communicators such as humans and songbirds readily recognize individual 
vocalizations in the presence of distracting background sounds. This perceptual ability (i.e. the 
cocktail party effect) may be subserved by neurons that reliably and efficiently encode individual 
vocalizations in varying levels of background sound. However, auditory neurons that produce 
background-invariant responses to vocalizations have not been found. Here, we describe a 
population of cortical neurons that encode vocalizations with reliable and infrequent spiking 
events (i.e. sparse coding) and that maintain their vocalization-specific firing patterns in levels of 
background sound that permit behavioral discrimination of those vocalizations. Neurons 
upstream from this sparse coding population represent vocalizations with a dense spiking code 
and lack background-invariant responses, indicating a stark transformation in the neural code in 
as little as one synapse. We propose and test a minimal cortical circuit that transforms a dense 
representation of vocalizations into a sparse representation and produces background-invariant 
responses. The background-invariant responses of sparse coding neurons provide a neural 
solution to the cocktail party problem and a behaviorally relevant role for the ubiquitous cortical 





In natural environments, important sensory stimuli are accompanied by competing and 
often irrelevant sensory events. Although relevant and irrelevant sensory signals can obscure one 
another, animals are adept at extracting important signals from noisy environments using a 
variety of sensory modalities (Jinks and Laing, 1999, Born et al., 2000, Wilson and Mainen, 
2006, Raposo et al., 2012). As a striking yet common example of this perceptual ability, humans 
and other vocally communicating animals can recognize and track individual vocalizations in 
backgrounds of conspecific chatter (Cherry, 1953, Gerhardt and Klump, 1988, Hulse et al., 
1997). 
The ability to extract an individual vocalization from an auditory scene (the cocktail party 
effect) is thought to depend critically on the auditory cortex (Naatanen et al., 2001). Recent 
studies of population brain activity indicate that the human auditory cortex selectively encodes 
attended vocalizations within a multi-speaker environment (Mesgarani and Chang, 2012), and 
that the auditory cortex in humans and birds responds more strongly to vocalizations presented in 
levels of background sound that permit their behavioral discrimination compared to levels of 
background sound that do not (Binder et al., 2004, Boumans et al., 2008). These studies of 
population brain activity suggest that individual auditory neurons may selectively encode 
vocalizations in levels of background sound that permit their behavioral discrimination. 
Auditory cortical neurons appear well suited to encode vocalizations presented in a 
distracting background. The acoustic features to which individual cortical neurons respond are 
more prevalent in vocalizations (deCharms et al., 1998, Woolley et al., 2005) than in other sound 
classes. In response to vocalizations, auditory cortical neurons often produce sparse and selective 
trains of action potentials (Gentner and Margoliash, 2003, Hromadka et al., 2008) that are 
theoretically well suited to extract and encode individual vocalizations in complex auditory 
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scenes (Asari et al., 2006, Smith and Lewicki, 2006). However, electrophysiology studies have 
found that single neuron responses to individual vocalizations are strongly influenced by 
background sound (Bar-Yosef et al., 2002, Narayan et al., 2007, Keller and Hahnloser, 2009), 
leaving a disconnect between population recordings and the activity of individual neurons. 
Identifying single cortical neurons that produce background-invariant spike trains and a cortical 
circuit for achieving these responses would bridge critical gaps among human and animal 
psychophysics, population neural activity, and single-neuron coding. 
Here, we identify a population of auditory neurons that provide a neural solution to the 
cocktail party problem, and we propose and test a simple cortical circuit that transforms a 
background-sensitive neural representation into a background-invariant representation, using the 
zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) as a model system. Zebra finches are highly social songbirds 
that, like humans, communicate using complex, learned vocalizations, often in the presence of 
conspecific chatter.  
 
4.2.1 Behavioral discrimination of vocalizations in auditory scenes 
We first measured how well zebra finches could behaviorally discriminate among 
individual vocalizations (songs) presented in a complex background. We trained 8 zebra finches 
to discriminate among a set of previously unfamiliar songs using a Go/NoGo task (Gess et al., 
2011) (Fig. 1a). Once birds learned the task, we added a background of conspecific chorus to 
each song to create an auditory scene, and measured how birds’ performance levels changed as a 
function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the scene. We randomly varied the SNR of scenes 































































4.1 Behavioral discrimination of auditory scenes 
a, Birds were trained to recognize and discriminate among target songs in auditory scenes using a 
Go-NoGo task, in which birds initiated trials and responded to stimuli by breaking an infrared 
beam. Birds were rewarded with food for correct Go responses and punished with lights-out for 
incorrect NoGo responses. b, Spectrograms showing frequency (ordinate: 0.25 to 8kHz) over 
time (abscissa) of a song presented at varying volumes and auditory scenes consisting of the 
song and a background chorus of conspecific songs presented at varying signal-to-noise ratios 
(SNRs). Chorus is shown at bottom. Green triangles and red rectangle on right schematize the 
volume of the song (green) and chorus (red) component comprising each sound. To minimize the 
facilitative effect that onset and offset cues have on behavioral and neural discrimination of 
vocalizations, each sound began and ended with the same 250 ms snippet of zebra finch chorus. 
c, Birds’ performance levels as a function of auditory scene SNR, and to songs alone (dots on 
right) and chorus alone (dots on left) d, Schematic of the ascending auditory pathway. Neurons 
were recorded in the auditory midbrain (MLd, yellow), the primary auditory forebrain (Field L, 
orange) and a higher region of the auditory forebrain (NCM, red and blue). Other auditory areas 
are in gray. Inset shows two classes of neurons in the higher forebrain that were distinguishable 






keeping the chorus volume constant (63 dB; Fig. 1b). At high SNRs, birds were able to 
discriminate among songs as well as when the background was not present (Fig. 1c). As the SNR 
decreased, performance levels also decreased, dropping to chance at the lowest SNR tested. 
Individual psychometric curves had sigmoidal shapes with inflection points near 0 dB SNR, in 
close agreement with the abilities of human subjects to recognize speech in noise (Bishop and 
Miller, 2009). 
 
4.2.2 Transformation from dense to sparse neural coding 
We next recorded the activity of single auditory neurons at multiple stages of the auditory 
pathway while presenting the songs, chorus and auditory scenes that the birds learned during 
behavioral training and testing. From each bird, we recorded single unit responses in the auditory 
midbrain (MLd, homolog of mammalian inferior colliculus, n = 100), the primary thalamo-
recipient region of the auditory forebrain (Field L, analog of mammalian primary auditory 
cortex, n = 99) and a higher auditory forebrain area (NCM, n = 170; Fig. 1d) that receives 
synaptic input from the primary forebrain. All electrophysiology experiments were performed 
with awake, restrained animals. 
Neurons in each brain area responded to songs, but a stark transformation was observed 
between the primary forebrain and a subpopulation of neurons in the higher forebrain (Fig. 2a) 
that had broad action potentials (regular spiking, RS, n = 135) and was interspersed with a 
different population of neurons that had significantly narrower action potentials (fast spiking, FS, 
n = 35; p = 0.0001, Hartigan’s dip test; Fig. 1d inset). Compared to neurons in upstream areas 
and to FS neurons, RS neurons in the higher forebrain fired very few spikes to songs (Fig. 2b), 















































































































































4.2 Neural transformations in the coding of vocalizations 
a, Four example neurons from the midbrain (yellow) and primary forebrain (orange), and from 
each of the cell classes in the higher forebrain (red, FS; blue RS) in response to three songs. 
Spectrograms of the three songs are on top. b. Firing rates in response to songs (mean +/- sd; 
asterisk indicates p<0.05, Kruskal-wallis). c. Degree of millisecond precision in the spiking 
responses to repeated presentations of the same song, measured from the shuffled auto-
correlogram. d, Degree of selectivity for individual songs, measured as 1 – (n/15), where n is the 
number of vocalizations that drove a significant response. e, Firing rates in response to chorus. f, 
Population sparseness measured as the fraction of all neurons active during each 63 msec epoch 
of song. Dashed red bar indicates that FS neurons were not included in statistics because of small 
sample size. g, Neurogram of RS higher forebrain neurons in response to the song shown above. 
Black bars above spectrogram demarcate three individual notes. Each row shows the average 
firing rate over time for an individual neuron. Neurons were organized by the time of their first 
significant spiking event. Neurons 75 through 135 do not respond to this song. Color scale is 0 
(white) to 67 (black) spikes/sec. h, Population peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) showing 
the responses of all recorded neurons from each auditory area and each cell type in the higher 





Each RS neuron responded to only a subset of songs (6.9+/-5.2 out of 15), whereas 
midbrain, primary forebrain, and higher forebrain FS neurons responded to nearly every song 
(14.4+/-2.5; 14.7+/-1.9; 14.96+/-0.21 out of 15, respectively; Fig. 2d). Also in contrast to 
neurons in upstream auditory areas and to FS neurons, RS neurons were largely unresponsive to 
the chorus presented alone (Fig. 2e).  
Compared to neurons in upstream areas, RS neurons represented songs with a sparse and 
distributed population code. More than 70% of neurons in upstream auditory areas fired during 
any given note (the basic acoustic unit of zebra finch song), while fewer than 5% of RS neurons 
responded to each note (Fig. 2f). The RS neurons driven by a particular song each produced 
discrete spiking events at different times throughout the song (Fig. 2g). The result of this coding 
was that the RS population encoded songs with similar average temporal patterns as the FS 
population and dense coding populations in upstream areas (Fig. 2h). These findings show that 
the neural representation of individual songs transforms from a dense and redundant code in the 
midbrain and primary forebrain to a sparse and distributed code in a subpopulation of neurons in 
the higher forebrain. 
 
4.2.3 Sparse coding neurons extract vocalizations from scenes 
We next examined the efficacy of sparse coding and dense coding neurons at extracting 
individual songs from auditory scenes. Figure 3a shows responses of representative neurons to 
the song, chorus and auditory scenes shown in Figure 1b. Adding background chorus to a song 
affected the responses of RS neurons differently than it affected upstream neurons and higher 
forebrain FS neurons. Midbrain, primary forebrain and FS neurons fired more strongly in 






	   	  






















































































































4.3 Neural encoding of vocalizations in auditory scenes 
a, Examples of single neurons’ responses to the songs, auditory scenes and chorus shown in 
Figure 1b. Green spike trains are responses to songs, black to auditory scenes, and red to the 
chorus. Green triangles and red rectangle on right schematize the volume of the song (green) and 
chorus (red) components comprising each sound. b, Average firing rates to songs at varying 
intensities (circles connected by solid line), auditory scenes at varying SNRs (bars), chorus (solid 
line) and silence (dashed line). Asterisks indicate signal to noise ratios for which the auditory 
scene and song firing rates are significantly different (p<0.05, Wilcoxon). c, Example PSTHs 
from an individual primary forebrain neuron (left) and RS higher forebrain neuron (right) to a 
song at highest and lowest intensity presented (top), to chorus (bottom) and to auditory scenes 
(middle). d, Extraction index shows the degree to which the response to auditory scenes was 
similar to the song response (positive number, +1 being identical) or the chorus response 
(negative numbers, -1 being identical). Solid lines show mean and shaded areas show standard 
error. Black dashed curve shows the average psychometric curve of behaving birds, aligned to 
the average extraction indices at -15 and 15 dB SNR. Scale bar at right shows % correct. 





the higher acoustic energy of auditory scenes compared to the song or chorus comprising them. 
In contrast, RS neurons responded with the same firing rates to individual songs and to auditory 
scenes at high SNRs, but fired fewer spikes to low and intermediate SNR auditory scenes than 
they did to the song presented alone indicating that the background chorus suppressed RS 
neurons’ responses to songs.  
The spike train patterns produced by RS neurons in response to intermediate- and high-
SNR auditory scenes appeared largely background invariant (Fig. 3c). We quantified the degree 
to which each neuron produced background-invariant spike trains by computing the correlation 
between responses to auditory scenes and responses to the song component (Rsong) and chorus 
component (Rchor) when presented alone. From these correlations we calculated an extraction 
index, (Rsong - Rchor)/(Rsong + Rchor), which was positive when a neuron produced a song-like 
response and was negative when the neuron’s response was chorus-like. 
Higher forebrain RS neurons maintained highly song-like spike-trains in response to 
auditory scenes at SNRs that permitted reliable behavioral discrimination (Fig. 3d). In contrast, 
neurons in upstream auditory areas and higher forebrain FS neurons produced spike trains that 
were significantly more corrupted by the background chorus, particularly at SNRs that permitted 
reliable behavioral discrimination. Calculating the extraction index based on the similarities of 
individual spike trains rather than average responses yielded similar results (data not shown). 
These findings show that RS neurons represent individual songs in auditory scenes at SNRs that 






4.2.4 A functional circuit for background-invariant neural representations 
We next designed and simulated a minimal cortical circuit that reflects the putative 
connectivity of the auditory forebrain, and found through simulations that this circuit transforms 
a dense and background-sensitive neural representation into one that is sparse and background-
invariant at intermediate and high SNRs. The circuit is based on delayed inhibition, which has 
been widely reported in the auditory cortex (Wehr and Zador, 2003, Tan et al., 2004) and has 
been shown in theoretical models to be important for producing background-invariant neural 
responses (McCabe and Denham, 1997). In the proposed circuit shown in Figure 4a, both RS and 
FS higher forebrain neurons receive direct excitatory input from the primary forebrain, while RS 
neurons receive delayed and sustained inhibition from FS neurons. The neural components and 
connectivity of this circuit are supported by anatomical studies showing that the higher forebrain 
receives direct synaptic input from the primary forebrain, is richly interconnected by local 
interneurons (Vates et al., 1996), and contains interspersed excitatory and inhibitory populations 
(Pinaud et al., 2004). Further, neurons in the mammalian auditory cortex (Atencio and Schreiner, 
2008) and the songbird sensori-motor region HVC (Mooney and Prather, 2005) can be 
segregated based on action potential width into excitatory (broad) and inhibitory (narrow) 
populations, and we used the same putative categories for RS (excitatory) and FS (inhibitory) 
neurons in the higher forebrain. 
In response to a brief input from the primary forebrain, the simulated RS neuron receives 
a burst of excitation followed by a delayed and prolonged trough of inhibition (Fig. 4a inset). 
Based on this temporal filter, we simulated the spiking activity of multiple RS neurons (n = 70), 







































































4.4 Simulations of a functional circuit for sparse and background-invariant coding 
a, Functional circuit in which a primary forebrain neuron provides excitation to both RS and FS 
neurons in the higher forebrain. The FS neuron provides delayed and sustained inhibition onto 
the RS neuron. The auto-synapse onto the FS neuron represents any of a number of cellular or 
circuit mechanisms that could produce sustained firing that outlasts synaptic input to a neuron. 
Inset schematizes the change in spiking probability of RS neuron in response to a short burst of 
primary forebrain input. b, Simulations of this circuit with primary forebrain responses to four 
different songs as input (continuous traces). Black ticks show spiking of a simulated RS neuron. 
c, Simulations of this circuit with primary forebrain responses to auditory scenes as input (left). 
Average response of RS neuron is shown on right. d. Extraction index measured from the 
auditory scene responses of simulated primary forebrain (n = 70) and higher forebrain RS 
neurons (n = 70). Solid lines show mean and shaded areas show standard error. Asterisks 




to songs, chorus and auditory scenes. Primary forebrain activity was simulated using receptive 
fields estimated from in vivo responses to songs (Calabrese et al., 2011).  
Simulation of this circuit transformed dense and continuous primary forebrain responses 
to song into sparse spike trains that were selective for a subset of songs and reliably fired precise 
spikes during specific notes (Fig. 4b). The firing rate, selectivity, sparseness and precision of 
simulated RS neurons were similar to those observed in RS neurons in vivo (data not shown). We 
next simulated the firing of primary forebrain and RS neurons in response to auditory scenes at 
varying SNRs. At SNRs above 0 dB, simulated RS neurons produced precise spike trains similar 
to those produced when the song was presented alone, and at low SNRs, most simulated RS 
neurons stopped firing altogether (Fig. 4c). As we found in vivo, simulated RS neurons extracted 
individual songs from auditory scenes better than simulated primary forebrain neurons at high 
and intermediate SNRs (Fig. 4d). Together, these simulations show that the proposed cortical 
circuit accurately reproduced the emergence of sparse-coding and background-invariant 
representations measured in vivo (see Figs. 2 and 3). 
 
4.2.5 Contextual inhibition sparsifies neural responses in vivo 
The circuit proposed and simulated above produces sparse and background invariant 
responses via contextual inhibition, in which GABA-mediated inhibition – driven by preceding 
acoustic elements – suppresses RS responses to subsequent acoustic elements. If this circuit 
accurately reflects the connectivity of primary forebrain, FS and RS neurons in vivo, the 
responses of RS neurons in vivo should be significantly less sparse in the absence of either 
context or inhibition. Further, the responses of primary forebrain and FS neurons should be 
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largely unaffected by these perturbations. We next tested these predictions empirically by 
manipulating individual songs and pharmacologically perturbing the circuit while recording from 
individual neurons in the primary and higher forebrain. 
To remove the acoustic context surrounding individual acoustic elements, we broke each 
vocalization into notes, which are the basic acoustic units of zebra finch song (Fig. 5a). We then 
presented each note independently of one another and in random order with a minimum inter-
note-interval of 1.5 seconds. As predicted by the model, RS neurons responded to 8 times as 
many notes in the absence of acoustic context as they did when the notes were presented in the 
context of the song (p<0.05, Wilcoxon; Fig. 5a-b). To measure the time course of this contextual 
suppression, we systemically increased or decreased the interval between notes that evoked 
responses and the notes immediately preceding them. We found that acoustic context influenced 
RS responses to subsequent notes with interactions lasting at least 100 msec (Fig. 5c). The 
inhibitory influence of preceding syllables did not require that those syllables evoked spiking, 
suggesting that the mechanism of contextual suppression appeared to be feed-forward and was 
unlikely to be due to long time-scale conductance’s at the soma, the activation of which would 
depend on recent spiking activity (Andrew and Dudek, 1984). Removing the acoustic context 
had no effect on the number of notes to which FS or primary forebrain neurons responded (data 
not shown). 
We next explicitly tested the role of GABA in the contextual suppression of song 
responses by presenting songs while locally blocking inhibitory transmission within the higher 
forebrain using the selective GABA-A receptor antagonist gabazine (Leblois et al., 2009). We 
found that RS neurons responded to 9 times as many notes with inhibition blocked than without 
(p<0.05, Wilcoxon; Fig. 5e), as predicted by the model and in agreement with the increase in 
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responsive notes found by removing the acoustic context. Blocking inhibition had no effect on 
the number of notes to which FS neurons responded (p>0.05, Wilcoxon; Fig. 5f), nor did 
blocking inhibition in the primary forebrain have an effect on the number of notes to which 
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4.5 A cortical circuit for contextual inhibition 
a, Spectrogram (top) and responses of a RS neuron to a song (middle). Responses of the same 
neuron to the individual notes presented alone (bottom), realigned to the spectrogram. b, Number 
of notes to which RS neurons responded within the song context and when the notes were 
presented independently (n=7). c, Change in firing rate as a function of the silent duration 
between a responsive note and preceding notes (n=9). d, Spectrogram (top) and responses of a 
different RS neuron to a song without (middle) and with (bottom) local administration of 
gabazine. e, Number of notes that RS neurons respond to before, during and after gabazine 
application (n=14). f, Number of notes that FS neurons respond to before, during and after 








These findings are the first to report a population of auditory neurons that produce 
background-invariant responses to vocalizations at SNRs that match behavioral discrimination 
thresholds. We propose and test a minimal cortical circuit based on delayed inhibition that 
recapitulates salient aspects of the neural coding transformations observed between the primary 
and higher forebrain, and is supported by anatomical, physiological and pharmacological 
findings.  
Across organisms and sensory modalities, examples of sparse coding (DeWeese et al., 
2003, Stopfer et al., 2003, Weliky et al., 2003, Crochet et al., 2011), contextual sparsification 
(Vinje and Gallant, 2000, Haider et al., 2010) and delayed inhibition (Wehr and Zador, 2003, 
Tiesinga et al., 2008, Vogels et al., 2011) are abundant, and organisms are capable of extracting 
important signals from noisy backgrounds using a variety of sensory modalities. The ubiquity of 
these neural and behavioral phenomena suggest that our results may demonstrate a basic 
mechanism for sparse coding and for the neural extraction of important sensory signals that 
occur in noisy sensory backgrounds. 
The higher forebrain region from which we recorded (NCM) is at the apex of the auditory 
processing stream, is proposed to be important for song learning (Hahnloser and Kotowicz, 
2010), and communicates indirectly with the sensori-motor forebrain area HVC (Vates et al., 
1996), which is necessary for vocal production. Interestingly, the sparse sensory code of higher 
forebrain RS neurons is similar to the sparse motor code of HVC neurons (Hahnloser et al., 
2002). Sparse neural codes have been proposed to facilitate song learning (Fiete et al., 2004), 
during which juvenile songbirds practice singing while presumably comparing the produced 
vocalizations with an internally stored representation of the target vocal output (Marler, 1991). 
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Matched sensory and motor codes such as those in the songbird forebrain could facilitate the 





4.4.1 Methods summary 
Male zebra finches were trained to discriminate among songs and auditory scenes using a 
Go/NoGo operant conditioning paradigm. Go and NoGo songs were from 4 unfamiliar zebra 
finches, and 7 different songs were superimposed to create the chorus. Auditory scenes contained 
one song and the chorus. Each song was 2.0 s long and was flanked by 0.25 s of chorus, resulting 
in total durations of 2.5 s. Neural analyses were constrained to the central 2.0 s of each stimulus. 
Auditory neurons were recorded at three stages of the auditory pathway in awake birds; 
mesencephalicus lateralis dorsalis (MLd), Field L (used as a proper name) and caudomedial 
nidopalliam (NCM). Precision was measured using the correlation index (Joris et al., 2006). 
Selectivity was measured as 1 – (n/15), where n was the number of songs that drove spiking 
events. Spiking events occurred if the smoothed PSTH (20 ms) exceeded baseline activity 
(p<0.05) and if spikes occurred on >50% of trials. Population sparseness was one minus the 
fraction of neurons that produced spiking events during each 63 ms window. Population PSTHs 
averaged the raw PSTHs of every neuron within a population. The extraction index, (Rsong – 
Rchor)/(Rsong + Rchor), compared the correlation between scene and song PSTHs (Rsong) and the 
correlation between scene and chorus PSTHs (Rchor). Administration of gabazine (2.7 mM, 
30nA) was performed simultaneously with electrophysiology using a carbon electrode coupled to 
a multi-barrel pipette. 
To simulate primary forebrain activity, we convolved the receptive field of a recorded 
primary forebrain neuron with a sound spectrogram and took the exponential of the resultant, 
creating a simulated PSTH. To simulate RS activity, we convolved primary forebrain PSTHs 
with a temporal kernel (Fig. 4a), added an offset, and exponentiated the resultant. We generated 





Eight male zebra finches were trained to discriminate among the songs of other zebra 
finches using a Go/NoGo operant conditioning paradigm (Gess et al., 2011).  For each bird, two 
songs were selected from a group of 15 as Go stimuli and two songs were selected as NoGo 
stimuli. Each bird was trained on a different set of four songs. Birds reached a performance level 
of 80% correct after 1500 to 10,000 trials, after which we tested their abilities to discriminate 
among the Go and NoGo songs when they were part of auditory scenes. Each auditory scene was 
presented through a free field speaker located directly above the bird. 
 
4.4.3 Stimuli 
Behavioral and electrophysiological experiments were performed with the same set of 
song, chorus and auditory scene stimuli. The songs were from 15 unfamiliar zebra finches. The 
zebra finch chorus was created by superimposing the songs of 7 unfamiliar zebra finches that 
were not included in the library of individual songs. To remove energy troughs from the chorus, 
we applied a time-varying scaling function that was inversely proportional to the RMS energy, 
averaged over a sliding 50 ms window. Each stimulus was 2.5 seconds long. For both behavioral 
training and electrophysiology, each individual song was flanked by 0.25 seconds of zebra finch 
chorus, resulting in total durations of 2.5 seconds. We used flanking chorus to eliminate onset 
and offset cues that could signal the song identity during behavioral discrimination and because 
variations in the strength and timing of the onset response across stimuli could provide potent 
cues for neural discrimination. All neural analyses were constrained to the central 2 seconds that 





Using electrophysiology techniques that have been previously described (Schumacher et 
al., 2011), we recorded the spiking activity of individual auditory neurons along three stages of 
the ascending auditory pathway in awake birds; mesencephalicus lateralis dorsalis (MLd), Field 
L (used as a proper name) and caudomedial nidopalliam (NCM). From the responses of 
individual neurons we measured average firing rates, precision and selectivity. Precision was the 
correlation index, as measured from the shuffled autocorrelogram (Joris et al., 2006). Selectivity 
was measured as 1 – (n/15), where n was the number of songs (out of 15) that drove at least one 
significant spiking event. Significant spiking events were defined by two criteria: (i) the 
smoothed PSTH (20 ms Hanning window) had to exceed baseline activity (p<0.05), and (ii) 
during this duration, spiking activity had to occur on at least 60% of trials. Population sparseness 
was computed by determining the fraction of neurons that produced significant spiking events 
during a 63 ms epoch, using a sliding window. Population PSTHs were created by averaging the 
raw PSTHs of every neuron within a population. The extraction index was based on the 
correlation between PSTHs from a scene and a song (Rsong) and the correlation between the 
PSTHs from a scene and the chorus (Rchor), and was defined as (Rsong – Rchor)/(Rsong + Rchor). 
Other methods for quantifying the extraction index from the PSTHs or from single spike trains 
produced qualitatively and quantitatively similar results. 
 
4.4.5 Pharmacology 
Local and temporary administration of the GABA-A receptor antagonist gabazine was 
performed simultaneously with electrophysiology using a carbon electrode coupled to a three-
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barrel pipette (Carbostar). Two pipettes were filled with 0.9% saline and one pipette was filled 
with 2.7 mM gabazine diluted in 0.9% saline. An Injection current of 30 nA was used to deliver 
both drug and vehicle, and a retention current of -30nA was used at all other times. A variable 
current was passed through the second saline barrel to balance the net current at the tip of the 
electrode. Physiology experiments during gabazine administration were started 2-5 minutes after 
beginning iontophoresis, which was continued throughout the drug phase. Immediately after 
finishing the gabazine administration we commenced saline injection, and we allowed 5 minutes 
of saline before recording physiology data during the wash-out phase. The physiological effects 
of gabazine (synchronous bursting of local populations) lasted for up to 5 minutes after 




To simulate primary forebrain activity, we convolved the receptive field (Calabrese et al., 
2011) of a recorded primary forebrain neuron with the spectrograms of songs, chorus and 
auditory scenes.  By rectifying the resultant with an exponential we generated a simulated PSTH 
that was highly similar to the PSTH recorded in vivo (r>0.60). We generated spike trains by 
sampling each PSTH with a Poisson spike generator and we simulated 10 trials of every 
stimulus. 
The kernel defining the RS temporal filter was a mixture of excitatory and inhibitory 
Gaussians with different delays and variances representing excitation from the primary forebrain 
and delayed inhibition from FS neurons, and was constant for every simulated RS neuron. The 
width of the excitatory Gaussian corresponded to the duration of a typical RS spiking event (~15 
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ms) and the width of the inhibitory Gaussian corresponded to the duration over which contextual 
suppression was observed in vivo (~100 ms). Because a single primary forebrain neuron 
provided input to the RS and FS neuron, the excitation and inhibition that each RS neuron 
received was co-tuned. To simulate RS spiking activity, we convolved a primary forebrain PSTH 
with the RS temporal kernel shown in Fig. 4a. To the resultant of this convolution we added an 
offset, rectified the outcome with an exponential filter, and generated spiking activity with a 
Poisson spike generator. We quantified simulated primary forebrain and RS spike trains with the 










The auditory systems of vocal communicators reliably encode vocalizations, even in the 
presence of distracting backgrounds. However, many of the cellular and circuit mechanisms 
involved in vocalization selective processing have remained elusive. In the preceding chapters, I 
described neural circuits at multiple stages of the auditory pathway that are involved in the 
sparse, informative and background-invariant coding of vocalizations. First, I showed that extra-
classical receptive fields influence the feature selectivity of individual neurons in the auditory 
midbrain. Second, I described a theoretical connectivity scheme for the feed-forward projections 
of auditory midbrain neurons that maximizes the discrimination of vocalizations. Third, I showed 
that the auditory forebrain transforms a dense neural representation into a sparse code that is 
largely background-invariant and that matches behavior. Lastly, I showed that a simple neural 
circuit of delayed inhibition transforms a dense and background-sensitive neural representation 
into a sparse and background-invariant representation. 
 
5.1.1 Extra-classical receptive fields account for stimulus-dependent tuning 
Although early in the auditory processing pathway, individual neurons in the auditory 
midbrain nucleus mesencephalicus lateralis dorsalis (MLd) process vocalizations differently than 
other complex sounds (Woolley et al., 2005; Woolley et al., 2006). Many neurons in MLd have 
stimulus-dependent receptive fields, such that the acoustic features to which they are responsive 
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vary with the statistics of the immediate acoustic environment. Stimulus-dependent receptive 
fields are adaptive in that they optimize the information conveyed by neurons about complex 
stimuli (Escabi et al., 2003) and facilitate both neural and behavioral discrimination of complex 
sounds (Woolley et al., 2005; Dahmen et al., 2010). 
I showed that the receptive fields of many MLd neurons change in both spectral and 
temporal dimensions during the processing of two statistically distinct stimuli, zebra finch song 
and modulation-limited noise. For song encoding, the most relevant change in the receptive field 
was the excitatory bandwidth (eBW). For many neurons, eBW was broader during the 
processing of song than during the processing of noise, and for a subset of neurons, eBW was 
broader during the processing of noise. I found that neurons with dynamic eBWs had extra-
classical receptive fields composed of either sideband excitation or sideband inhibition, and that 
the make-up of the extra-classical receptive field was strongly correlated with stimulus-
dependent changes in eBW. Neurons with broader eBWs during song processing received extra-
classical excitation; neurons with broader eBWs during the processing of noise, or neurons with 
stationary eBWs, received extra-classical inhibition. For neurons that received extra-classical 
excitation, the spectral extent of extra-classical excitation was strongly correlated with the 
change in eBW between song and noise processing. Simulation experiments showed that 
sideband excitation and inhibition yielded stimulus-dependent receptive fields that were similar 
to those observed in vivo. 
 
5.1.2 Pooling correlated spike trains maximizes neural discriminability 
Zebra finches can reliably discriminate among vocalizations and other complex sounds, 
but the information encoded by individual MLd neurons often cannot account for these 
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behavioral abilities. This inability of individual neurons to discriminate among complex sounds 
suggests that perception may be mediated by the pooled activity of multiple neurons. In sensory 
systems, neural circuits pool information through feed-forward convergence of excitatory input. 
However, it was previously unclear what constraints should be placed on this convergence in 
order to optimize the information conveyed to downstream neurons. 
I investigated how well the responses of individual neurons, and the combined responses 
of groups of neurons, could be used to discriminate among songs. Further, I compared the 
discrimination abilities of individual neurons to their spectro-temporal tuning, and I compared 
the discrimination abilities of pooled neurons to their spike train correlations. I found that single 
neuron responses could be used to discriminate among songs with a wide range of accuracies and 
that neural discrimination performance was not related to spectral or temporal tuning properties. 
By pooling the responses of multiple neurons, I found that groups of auditory neurons 
discriminated among songs significantly better than did single neurons, particularly when the 
neurons in the group were similarly tuned. Last, I showed through simulations that the pooling of 
redundant spike trains was particularly advantageous for neurons with biological levels of spike 
train reliability. These findings suggest that MLd neurons with similar spectro-temporal tuning 
should project to overlapping populations of downstream neurons.  
 
5.1.3 NCM neurons extract vocalizations from auditory scenes 
Like other vocal communicators, zebra finches can recognize familiar vocalizations in 
complex acoustic backgrounds. This perceptual ability, known as the cocktail party effect, is 
likely subserved by neurons in the brain that produce invariant spike train patterns in response to 
vocalizations, even in the presence of a distraction background. However, previous 
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electrophysiology studies showed that the spike trains of individual auditory cortical neurons 
were strongly affected by background sound (Narayan et al., 2007). Indirect evidence suggests 
that NCM neurons could encode vocalizations in levels of background sound that permit 
behavioral recognition (Boumans et al., 2008), but electrophysiological support for this has not 
been shown. 
To address this issue, I first trained birds to discriminate among vocalizations in auditory 
scenes. At high signal-to-noise ratios, birds were able to reliably recognize vocalizations, and 
their performance decreased as the signal-to-noise ratio decreased. In particular, performance 
levels dropped off precipitously when the signal-to-noise ratio dropped below 0 dB. I then 
recorded from individual neurons in MLd, Field L and NCM while presenting the songs and 
auditory scenes that birds had learned during behavioral training and testing. Neurons in MLd 
and Field L were largely unable to extract vocalizations from auditory scenes, even in levels of 
background sound that permitted behavioral discrimination. In contrast, a subpopulation of NCM 
neurons produced sparse and reliable responses to vocalizations when presented either alone or 
in auditory scenes that allowed behavioral discrimination. In response to vocalizations in 
auditory scenes that were difficult to discriminate behaviorally, spare-coding NCM neurons 
largely stopped firing. These findings show a strong neural correlate for the perceptual ability 
known as the cocktail party effect and provide the first evidence for a population of auditory 
neurons that produce background-invariant responses to vocalizations in auditory scenes. 
 
5.1.4 A cortical circuit for sparse and background-invariant vocalization coding 
A subset of neurons in the auditory forebrain area NCM encodes vocalizations with a 
sparse population code. This sparse coding population is striking because it occurs in only a 
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subset of neurons (regular spiking) and because neurons presynaptic to this population encode 
vocalizations with a dense and redundant population code. Further, RS NCM neurons extract 
vocalizations from auditory scenes significantly better than do dense coding neurons in NCM 
and upstream areas. This stark transformation between dense and sparse, and between 
background-sensitive and background-invariant, occurs in as little as one synapse. 
I aimed to characterize a functional neural circuit that achieves sparse and background-
invariant responses, and to empirically test whether or not this circuit exists in the auditory 
forebrain. I proposed and simulated a minimal cortical circuit based on delayed inhibition that 
was supported by anatomical, physiological and pharmacological findings. I showed that this 
simple circuit recapitulated salient aspects of the neural coding transformations observed 
between the primary and higher forebrain. Using electrophysiology and pharmacology 
experiments, I tested this circuit model in the auditory forebrain, and found that the experimental 
results support the basic neural architecture I described. Further, I identified functional roles for 
the two classes of neurons in NCM; dense coding NCM neurons are likely inhibitory and provide 
delayed inhibition onto excitatory RS neurons. These findings provide a simple neural circuit for 
the sparse and background-invariant coding of vocalizations. 
Although the proposed circuit of feed-forward, delayed inhibition is sufficient to explain 
the transformations observed in vivo, it is not the only mechanism that could account for the 
observed activity of RS NCM neurons. In particular, suppression could instead be due to intrinsic 
hyperpolarizing currents that are active for 100s of ms (Andrew and Dudek, 1984), rather than 
synaptic GABA release. However, intrinsic hyperpolarizing currents are typically activated after 
spiking (Andrew and Dudek, 1984), and the inhibition that we observe does not require that 
preceding notes or syllables elicit spikes. Further, I observe that both removal of acoustic context 
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and removal of GABA-ergic inhibition largely uncover responses to the same sets of notes and 
syllables, supporting the role of GABA in contextual suppression. Together, these findings 
suggest that the inhibitory mechanism that we observe is both feed-forward and synaptic rather 
than intrinsic. 
Regular spiking neurons in NCM are significantly sparser and more selective than are 
upstream neurons in Field L. One common way to accomplish the transformation from dense to 
sparse coding is by sharpening a neuron’s feature selectivity, which has been observed in both 
the auditory (Schneider and Woolley, 2011) and visual (Priebe and Ferster, 2008) systems. 
Commonly referred to as the iceberg effect, stimuli at the periphery of a receptive field become 
less likely to evoke spikes because of an increased spiking threshold, resulting in the sharpening 
of a neuron’s receptive field. The transformation we described between Field L and NCM is 
more complicated than simply sharpening a neuron’s sensitivity to particular acoustic features. In 
our model of delayed inhibition, RS NCM neurons retain the same feature selectivity as input 
neurons in Field L. Instead, the model achieves sparseness by imposing a contextual restriction 
on whether these features are sufficient to drive a neuron; if stimulus energy has recently fallen 
within a neuron’s receptive field, it is more difficult to spike subsequently. Empirical evidence 
that the transformation we observe is not simply a sharpening of feature selectivity is provided in 
Figure 4.5, where notes presented independently are able to drive reliable spiking events, 
indicating that RS NCM neurons are still sensitive to a range of acoustic features. 
Aside from being of general interest in sensory neuroscience, the cocktail party problem 
is also pertinent to many fields of statistics and signal processing. Research in these fields aims 
to develop algorithms and computer circuits that can extract complex, time varying signals from 
a distracting background. Recent algorithms proposed for solving the cocktail party problem 
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computationally are based on sparse coding, in which complex inputs are transformed and 
represented by only a few non-zero elements at the output (Haykin and Chen, 2005; Rozell et al., 
2008). By initializing a computational neural network to represent each individual voice with a 
sparse code at the output layer, such sparse-approximation algorithms have been used to identify 
and track individual voices within a multi-speaker environment. The representation of individual 
vocalizations in NCM reported here resembles to the type of sparse representation used in these 
algorithms. Further, as in these computational studies, I find that sparse coding neurons represent 
individual vocalizations in auditory scenes with patterns of activity that closely match those 
produced when vocalizations are presented alone. The current results, demonstrated in vivo, are 
reminiscent of the type of vocalization representation predicted from computational auditory 
scene analysis. 
 
5.1.5 Placing the current findings into a broader context 
Zebra finch vocal communication serves as a model for complex sensory processing, and 
insights gleaned from the songbird auditory system could be applicable to many animals and 
multiple sensory modalities. The results described in Chapter 2 show that auditory midbrain 
neurons have extra-classical receptive fields that aid in the processing of vocalizations. Other 
vocal communicators possess auditory areas that are specialized at processing species-specific 
vocalizations, and the current findings are in close agreement with similar studies of bat and 
mouse vocalization processing. For example, many bat midbrain neurons have non-linear and 
discontinuous receptive fields that can only be characterized using complex sounds (Portfors and 
Wenstrup, 2002), and in the mouse, auditory midbrain neurons are selective for the acoustic 
features of ultra-sonic vocalizations (Portfors et al., 2009). Further, in the primate visual system, 
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sideband excitation and inhibition are crucial for the efficient processing of complex visual 
scenes (Vinje and Gallant, 2000) suggesting that sideband excitation and inhibition are 
conserved mechanisms for selectively representing features of natural and behaviorally relevant 
stimuli. The mechanisms that I described for stimulus-dependent processing in the songbird 
auditory midbrain could provide insights into natural stimulus selectivity in other animals and 
other sensory modalities.  
In Chapter 3, I showed that groups of neurons optimally encode vocalizations when 
similarly tuned neurons pool their spike trains. This architecture agrees with the tonotopic 
representation of acoustic information that exists throughout the auditory pathway. Audition is 
not the only sensory modality in which information is organized topographically; visual and 
somatosensory areas possess representations of the sensory epithelium that span multiple levels 
of sensory processing. Topographic maps are thought to aid in behavioral and perceptual tasks 
such as sensory learning (Harris et al., 1999), pitch perception (Oxenham et al., 2004), and 
figure–ground segregation (Roelfsema et al., 2002). The current findings, coupled with the 
known topographic organization of neural information in multiple sensory modalities, suggest 
that topographic organization of sensory information may also be useful in discriminating among 
complex sensory cues. 
The results of Chapter 4 showed that a select group of neurons in the auditory forebrain 
represent vocalizations with a sparse code, and that these same neurons are efficient at extracting 
vocalizations from auditory scenes. The circuit model I proposed and tested was one of delayed 
inhibition, in which excitatory and inhibitory neurons in NCM received input from Field L, and 
inhibitory NCM neurons provided sustained inhibition onto excitatory neurons. This simple 
circuit is common to many sensory modalities, and has been described in many different 
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organisms, and sparse coding is a common theme among sensory systems with many putative 
perceptual and behavioral advantages. Further, zebra finches are not alone in their abilities to 
extract complex signals from distracting backgrounds; many organisms navigate through 
complex, natural environment using a variety of sensory cues. The ubiquity of sparse coding and 
delayed inhibition across both organisms and sensory modalities suggest that these results may 






5.2 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
The results in Chapters 2 through 4 describe neural mechanisms by which vocalizations 
are selectively and efficiently encoded at multiple stages of the auditory pathway. The 
experiments proposed below expand upon these findings to further elucidate the mechanisms and 
consequences of selective vocalization coding in the songbird auditory system.  
 
5.2.1 Functional characterization of MLd cell types 
MLd is a bottleneck through which ascending auditory information must pass en route to 
the auditory forebrain. Neurons in MLd have a broad range of receptive fields that encode the 
spectro-temporal features present in vocalizations (Woolley et al., 2006) and MLd population 
activity can be used to accurately reconstruct vocalizations (Ramirez et al., 2011). These and 
other studies have largely assumed that MLd forms a homogenous population and have ignored 
its local connectivity. MLd contains nearly equal numbers of excitatory and inhibitory neurons 
(Pinaud and Mello, 2007), and not all of the neurons in MLd project to the auditory thalamus 
(Vates et al., 1996). Segregating neurons by their projection patterns has been critical for 
understanding neural coding in vocal control areas of the songbird forebrain (Hahnloser et al., 
2002). Similarly, delineating cell types within MLd and characterizing the electrophysiological 
signatures of excitatory and inhibitory neurons would help clarify what information is sent 
downstream. Further, electrophysiologically characterizing an inhibitory population in MLd 
could help explain the extra-classical receptive fields described in Chapter 2 and could further 
constrain the optimal projection patterns described in Chapter 3. 
Two approaches to characterizing subpopulations within MLd appear promising. Sharp 
electrodes can be used to penetrate the cell membrane and record spiking activity as well as 
intracellular signals. Sharp electrodes can also be used to inject dye into individual neurons that 
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have been electrophysiologically characterized. Single cell recording and labeling could be 
coupled with histological staining to determine whether recordings were made from excitatory or 
inhibitory neurons, and this information could be used to determine whether these two 
populations have different electrophysiological signatures. 
A second approach would be to couple single cell or population recordings in MLd with 
antidromic stimulation in nucleus ovoidalis (Ov), the primary target of MLd afferents. Multi-
electrode probes could be used to record from populations of neurons in MLd, and stimulation in 
Ov could reveal which MLd neurons send direct projections to the thalamus and which do not. 
Although neurons that do not send projections to the thalamus are not necessarily inhibitory, nor 
must they project only locally within MLd, this technique could be used to segregate MLd 
neurons based on their projection patterns. The two proposed approaches – sharp electrode 
recordings and antidromic stimulation – could be used together to definitively characterize the 
electrophysiology of GABA-ergic and non-GABA-ergic neurons and to determine the degree to 
which each of these populations differentially project to the auditory thalamus. These 
experiments would further elucidate the neural circuit mechanisms by which the auditory 
midbrain selectively processes vocalizations over other complex sounds. 
 
5.2.2 Establishing a causal role for sparse-coding NCM neurons 
The experiments described in Chapter 4 used electrophysiology and behavior to show 
that regular spiking (RS) neurons in NCM extracted vocalizations from auditory scenes at signal-
to-noise ratios that matched behavioral discrimination thresholds. Although the correlation 
between these two measures was strong, these findings do not establish a causal role for NCM in 
the perceptual extraction of vocalizations from auditory scenes. Establishing a causal role for RS 
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neurons would require performing simultaneous physiology and behavior, and simultaneous 
pharmacology and behavior. 
The first step would be to record the activity of NCM neurons while birds perform the 
behavioral task of discriminating among songs in auditory scenes. Simultaneous 
electrophysiology and behavior is currently being performed in the lab using a miniature 
motorized microdrive, and this technique could be adapted with a multi-channel Neuronexus 
probe to record from multiple neurons simultaneously. The critical analysis would be to 
segregate trials based on correct and incorrect responses to auditory scenes that are of 
intermediate difficulty, and to measure whether the neural representation in NCM is different for 
correct versus incorrect trials. The results described in Chapter 4 suggest that NCM activity 
should reflect the song component of the auditory scene on trials when the bird answers 
correctly. Conversely, on trials when the bird answers incorrectly, NCM activity should reflect 
the chorus, and therefore NCM should be largely unresponsive. 
The second step would be to perform a loss of function experiment by experimentally 
manipulating the sparseness of NCM RS neurons. Infusion of gabazine into NCM caused RS 
neurons to increase the number of notes to which they respond, effectively decreasing their 
population sparseness. Adapting this technique for the behaving bird would allow for perturbing 
NCM during behavioral discrimination. If sparse coding is required for behavioral 
discrimination, administration of gabazine should lead to worse behavioral performance. 
Together, these experiments would establish a causal role for sparse coding in the behavioral 





5.2.3 Selective attention during the cocktail party problem 
The cocktail party problem that we posed in Chapter 4 is a special case in which the 
background consists of multiple vocalizations. Another version of the problem consists of two 
vocalizations presented at equal intensities, one of which is a target and the other of which is a 
distractor (Cherry, 1953). In this scenario, both vocalizations can be discerned, but not 
simultaneously; selective attention to one vocalization leaves the other largely unrecognized. 
Birds could be trained to selectively attend to a particular vocalization while ignoring 
distractor vocalizations, and to switch their attention on command. For example, a bird could be 
trained to attend to one vocalization (A) and to ignore any other vocalization (B or C). They 
could further be trained to switch their attention (to vocalizations B) in response to a contextual 
cue (e.g. an LED). Birds would be asked to press a key any time they heard the attended 
vocalization, and stimuli would consist of A, B, and C, as well as two vocalizations 
simultaneously (AB, AC or BC). Responses to AB would be correct in both contexts, but the 
bird’s selective attention would be to a different component of the compound stimulus in each of 
the two contexts. In one context the bird attended to A, while in the other context the bird 
attended to B. 
By performing simultaneous electrophysiology and behavior, neural activity could be 
recorded on a trial-by-trial basis. The critical analysis would be to compare responses to 
combination AB during attend-A and attend-B conditions. NCM neurons should hypothetically 
encode the attended vocalizations over the distractor sound. These experiments would provide 
the first single-neuron electrophysiological evidence for the role of selective attention on the 




5.2.4 Song learning in noisy acoustic environments 
Our behavioral results show that adult birds are able to recognize individual vocalizations 
in levels of background chorus that are as loud as the vocalization itself (see Chapter 4). These 
results may not be limited to adults, since juvenile zebra finches often learn their songs in a 
distracting and noisy acoustic environment. However, it is unclear in what levels of background 
sound juvenile birds can extract a target (tutor) vocalization from a distracting background and 
successfully reproduce tutor notes in adulthood. Examining this effect could help uncover the 
degree to which song extraction is hard-wired into the auditory system from birth and the degree 
to which it is learned through experience. 
Juveniles could be raised in a controlled-tutoring regime, in which they are removed from 
their fathers before the sensory phase of learning and exposed to an artificial tutor between the 
ages of 43 and 63 days. On each day of tutoring, the juvenile would hear 40 renditions of the 
tutor song. This paradigm has previously been used to successfully train zebra finches on a tutor 
song, albeit without a distracting background (Tchernichovski et al., 2001). Different cohorts of 
birds would be trained with the same tutor song presented in different levels of background (e.g. 
-5, 0 and 5 dB signal-to-noise ratio). Different cohorts would also be tutored with different types 
of background sound, each of which would yield different amounts of energetic and 
informational masking. After tutoring, the songs of birds within each cohort would be compared 
to the tutor song and analyzed for acoustic similarities. Tutees should produce worse copies 
under high-noise and high-informational-masking conditions. The conditions under which tutor 
copying breaks down would provide critical insights into the innate abilities of songbirds to 
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